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You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 7 to 15 are not shown in this preview. 1 LEITZ LEICA Leica Screw Mount Cameras 1 Leitz 'Barnack' Kamera , condition B/A The very first brochure of the new Leitz camera from 1924, one year before the official delivery of the Leica, then under the name BARNACK-KAMERA. Extremely rare. Literature HansGünter Kisselbach (ed.), Barnacks Erste Leica, 2008, p. 47. When Oskar Barnack completed the first model of his photo-camera for cine film in March 1914, he called it 'Lilliputkamera', since it was much smaller than the plate cameras available at that time. Barnack did not give a special name to the improved sample from The cameras of the first
trial series from 1923 (0-Series) only had numbers ( ). In the next series, made in 1924 and bearing the numbers 126 to 129, the time-setting mechanism was covered by a cap. This cap was engraved 'Ernst Leitz Wetzlar', but there was no name for the new camera yet. The department constructing the camera was called 'Barnack Department';
perhaps that is why the first printed matter to introduce the camera simply called it the 'Barnack Kamera'. Upon realisation that Barnack was not a well-known name, those responsible experimented with contracting the first two syllables of the decisive words: LECA - Leitz Camera. But Krauss had already brought out the 'Le Eka' in France. The
'LECA' labels were covered with 'LEICA' ones. And it was under this name that Barnack's camera was announced in the magazine Photofreund in mid- February This first leaflet is already very cleverly designed. Folded twice, the cover of the closed leaflet says LEITZ 'Barnack Kamera' on the left in red ink, and 'Ein neuer Typ (A new type)' on the
right. The reader's curiosity about this novelty is aroused, and opening the leaflet, one reads 'The ideal camera for the amateur, reporter, tourist, scientific explorer'. The future referred to there is now the past, but it has shown that this was a very truthful description. 2 Barnack + Albert Construction Drawings (various) c.1930, condition B collection
of 17 original 10x15cm construction drawings of Leitz cameras and accessories, 7 signed by Wilhelm Albert, 5 signed by Oskar Barnack 3 Ur-Leica Replica c.1970, condition A dummy replica of the Ur-Leica, manufactured by Leitz in Wetzlar, in maker's box 4 Leica 0-Series Replica no , 2000, condition A brand new with maker's box, everready case, all
papers 5 Leica I Mod.A Elmax outfit no. 757, 1925, condition B Leica I Mod.A with 5-element Elmax lens in beautiful and 100% original condition, export camera in Feet (delivered to OLGILVY in London on August 27th 1925), the camera has still all early features (first version finder, early vulcanite, mushroom shutter release, early base-plate, low
profile aluminium knobs) and was never repainted or upgraded (recent CLA by Ottmar Michaely). It comes with early FODIS rangefinder no.3899, the very first FISON hood with rectangular aperture, early unbranded black lens cap, ETRIN case, film cassettes with container and the rare Leitz "LEICA"-KAMERA brochure in red/gold 20p from 1926
(Liste Nr.2238) - this is one of the best Elmax outfits we have seen 6 Leica I Mod.A Elmar * 500 no. 7673, 1928, condition B th version in fine condition, with dimpled mushroom release knob and early base plate, few parts replaced by Leitz during a repair c.1930, some touch-up repaint on the edges, with ESNEL everready case 7 Leica I Mod.A Elmar
* 800 no , 1930, condition B/A in very fine and fully original, perfect working condition, very early 7th variation (according to Angela von Einem this version started around serial number 31600), cap 8 Leica I Mod.A Elmar * 900 no , 1930, condition B/A th version (see von Einem 'Die 10 Varianten der klassischen Leica I A mit Elmar 1:3.5 F=50mm') in
beautiful original condition and perfect working order, with cap and rare special Dieleman leather case 9 Leica I Mod.A Elmar 'Close Focus' 800 no , 1930, condition B/A export version in very good condition and with all original details, base plate engraved 'open-close', viewfinder engraved with 'Germany', complete with unnumbered Fodis
rangefinder (meter scale), black paint front cap, two FILCA film spools in keeper, early instructions and ETRIN case 10 Leica I Mod.A Elmar * 400 no , 1930, condition B last version Leica I in fine condition, base plate repainted, small part of the lens' front rim missing, in good working order 11 Leica I Mod.A Luxus 'Replica' 900 no. 7576, 1928/80,
condition A/B well made Luxus replica with green reptile leather skin covering, gold plated lens cap, in near mint condition Leica I Mod.B Dial-Set Compur no. 6219, 1928, condition B very rare first model Compur Leica in very fine condition, fully working, original paint, clean optics, matching early base plate, vulcanite from the early 30th2 13 Leica I
Mod.B Ring Compur no , 1930, condition B second version of the Compur-Leica in good original condition, clean Elmar 3.5/50mm, working shutter, rare unmarked lens cap 19 Leica Standard black/nickel 300 no , 1935, condition B/A in very good condition, with matching nickel Elmar 3.5/50mm no Leica I Mod.C Non Standard no. 2235, 1926/30,
condition B very rare conversion of a very early I Mod. A to I Mod. C Non Standard, with matching Elmar 3.5/50mm no Leica Standard black/nickel outfit * 500 no , 1936, condition B/A beautiful body in perfect working original condition, with unnumbered nickel Elmar 3.5/5cm (cap), nickel Elmar 3.5/35mm Leica I Mod.C Non Standard 'Luxus' no ,
1930, condition B The camera from the estate of German collector Willi Thurau has a very interesting history according to the expertise and research in the Leitz archive by Ottmar Michaely: The original Ic Non Standard Luxus no with Elmar 3.5/50mm was converted in November 1932 in a Leica II Mod.D and later in 1961 in Leica II syn. The original
parts of the I Mod.C from 1930 including top plate, base plate and other parts were kept in the factory and used to built-up the offered camera. It comes with green reptile leather covering, Elmar 3.5/50mm engraved '417' on the barrel, gold plated lens cap, gold plated FODIS rangefinder, in fine and perfect working condition - with expertise by
Ottmar Michaely from July Leica I Mod.C Standard 800 no. 397, 1925/30, condition B very early I Mod.A (Elmax) upgraded 1930 to standard mount, still with the original top and base plate, with unnumbered nickel Elmar 3.5/50mm, black paint cap 21 Leica Standard black/nickel (a pair) no /7, 1936, condition B/A a rare pair of two cameras in
beautiful original condition with consecutive serial numbers ( ), both with unnumbered nickel Hektor 2.5/50mm lenses, with caps - camera no with a dealers plaque 'A.LEISTEN- SCHNEIDER DÜSSELDORF' on rear of the camera - both cameras were originally delivered with these Hektor lenses - it is very uncommon to find such a pair, especially in
this beautiful condition 22 Leica Standard 'New York' outfit no , 1949, condition B rare post-war chrome 'New York' Standard in fine condition with 3 matching Wollensak lenses: Velostigmat 3.5/50mm no (cap, matching New York FISON hood and body cap engraved 'E.Leitz Inc. New York'), Velostigmat 4.5/90mm no (both caps), Velostigmat
4.5/127mm no (both caps), VIOOH IMARECT finder no.2190 (case), chrome New York FIKUS hood with green filter and maker's box - with red E.Leitz Inc., N.Y. presentations box - ex. Bawendi collection Leica I Mod.C Standard 500 no , 1930, condition B rare and uncommon conversion of IC with non-standard mount into Ic with standard mount,
camera body in original condition with swinging mask for 135mm lens, matching unnumbered Elmar 3.5/50mm 23 Leica II Mod. D black 500 no , 1932, condition B/A early camera from the first production year, in very good working condition, perfect vulcanite, with matching nickel 11'o clock Elmar 3.5/50mm no.93397, black paint cap 18 Leica I
Mod.C Standard 500 no , 1931, condition B in very good condition and working order, with nickel Elmar 3.5/50mm no3 24 Leica II Mod. D black 400 no , 1932, condition B/A body in very good condition, with matching nickel Elmar 3.5/50mm no and Bakelite cap 25 Leica II Mod. D black 300 no , 1939, condition B/A in beautiful condition and perfect
working order, with nickel Summar 2/5cm no (feet scale, coated, black paint cap), the camera and the lens have been overhauled by Leitz after WWII with new lens mount and shutter knob 26 Leica III Mod.F black * 800 no , 1934, condition A/B in fantastic near mint and working condition (syn on rear of top plate) with beautiful nickel Summar 2/5cm
no E. Leitz New York Leica Gun RITEL * no , c.1938, condition B Second version of the famous RIFLE for the 40cm Telyt in 100% original, very fine and perfect working condition. Special viewfinder engraved 'E.LEITZ INC. NEW-YORK PATENT PENDING', modified PLOOT mirror housing no. 2486, special extended bottom plate, special leather belt,
modified Leica IIIa no , Telyt 5/40cm no with hood and cap, complete with extremely rare carrying case NUFIR. This is the only set in this combination we know to exist! 29 Leica 250 GG syn. * no , 1938, condition B early GG model in beautiful, near mint condition, the camera was rebuilt by Leitz in early 50th with f-series flash synchronisation, in
good working order with both film cassettes E. Leitz New York Leica Gun RIFLE * no , c.1938, condition B One of the most rare and unusual accessories in 100% original condition. Special viewfinder engraved with serial number 117 (see Lager VOL.III for no.116) + E.LEITZ INC. NEW-YORK, modified PLOOT mirror housing no. 2972, modified Leica
IIIa no (1937), Telyt 4.5/20cm no in feet with hood and cap, complete with extremely rare carrying case RIFUN. The company E. Leitz, Inc. New York launched the Leica Gun Rifle in 1938 using the codeword Rifle ; however, it was only produced for one year (1938 to 1939). The Rifle was inspired by Commander Attilio Gatti, the well-known wildlife
photographer in Africa and was developed between 1935 and 1937 by E. Leitz, Inc. New York, before being introduced to the public in July Various authors differ in their estimates about the actual numbers of Rifles produced: while P. H. Hasbroeck assumes that only six units were produced, J. L. Lager concludes that a dozen were made overall. We
consider a number of Rifles, spread out today over collections worldwide, to be appropriate and realistic. 30 Leica IIIa + Lens Turret f. Leica Prototype 600 no , c.1940, condition B unique lens turret providing quick exchange between three included lenses, with Leica IIIa body (in working order, flash connector on the flash shoe) and three modified
lenses: unnumbered chrome Elmar 3.5/3.5cm, nickel Hektor 2.5/5cm no and Elmar 4/9cm no , all in a custom made leather everready case, an unique set made by a very skilled craftsman 31 Leica IIIa syn. black/chrome * 400 no , 1930/50, condition A very attractive black camera with chrome fittings in near mint condition, classic post-war conversion
of an early Leica I Mod.A in f-type, with coated nickel Elmar 3.5/5cm in beautiful condition4 32 Leica IIIc K grey * no K, 1945, condition B original grey camera with "K" shutter (with white "K" on shutter blind) in fine condition with Elmar 3.5/5cm no (cap), with original grey leather covering, in good working order - the camera was delivered to the US
Army on June 25th 1945 and comes with the brown everready case stamped with 'Kendall D. Kaden Major Signal Corps U.S.Army' and some documentation from the former owners 33 Leica IIIcK grey * no K, 1944, condition B original grey IIIcK in good working order, vulcanite on rear repaired, with Elmar 3.5/5cm no , cap, case 34 Leica IIIc (IIIf)
Betriebskamera no , c.1948, condition B/A originally a IIIc Betriebskamera (for internal use) this camera was upgraded into a IIIf black dial with self-timer, the new top plate was engraved with a serial number reserved for Betriebskameras starting with 397xxx, inside still engraved 'Betriebsk.', in fine and perfect working order - ex Bawendi collection
38 Leica IIIf Black Dial ELC no , 1952, condition B/A the second IIIf made by Ernst Leitz Canada, in very good condition, with Summitar 2/5cm no , lens cap and New York everready case 39 Leica IIIf Red Dial 500 no , 1954, condition A beautiful, near mint body with self-timer, with near mint Elmar 2.8/5cm no and chrome UVa filter 40 Leica IIf Red
Dial 300 no , 1955, condition B body in very good condition and working order, with Elmar 3.5/5cm no , cap, everready case, maker's box with matching serial number, matching control card and papers 41 Leica IIIg 400 no , 1957, condition B body in very good condition and perfect working order, with Summitar 2/5cm no and front cap Leica IIIc
Black Leitz-Eigentum no , 1950, condition B/A very rare black IIIc upgraded to IIIf, Leitz-Eigentum engraving defaced, only 85 of these black IIIc cameras were produced, black painted body cap engraved 'E.Leitz Wetzlar' in condenser logo - ex Bawendi collection 36 Leica Ic 300 no , 1951, condition B/A in very good condition and working order, with
Elmar 3.5/5cm no , early SBOOI finder and lens cap, very nice serial number 42 Leica IIIg * 500 no , 1957, condition A/B near mint body in perfect working order, with Elmar 2.8/5cm no (cap) 43 Leica IIIg 500 no , 1958, condition A/B in near mint condition and good working order, with Elmar 2.8/5cm no , front cap and everready case Leica IIIf +
Haber & Fink Lens Turret * no , c.1951, condition B Very rare tri-lens turret by Haber and Fink, New York, with export model Leica IIIf black dial no engraved 'Germany' on top plate, Elmar 3.5/5cm no , Elmar 4/9cm no , Hektor 4.5/13.5cm no , VIOOH universal finder no the lens turret was produced in a short production run from 1949 of just 200
units by New York company Haber & Fink. The original Leica bodies had to be converted for this very special device5 44 Experimental Leica IIIg c.1957, condition B/A IIIg with M-bayonet mount, without slow speed mechanism but with self timer. The conversion to M-mount was done in conjunction with Leica by Camcraft and Norman Goldberg and
is one of very few prototypes produced. Norman Goldberg is the inventor of the Camcraft N-5 motor for the M2 and MP and invented many accessories and improvements for Leica. With Camcraft sticker on top plate and in fine and perfect working order. 50 Elmar 3.5/3.5cm nickel 400 c.1934, condition A/B unnumbered nickel coupled Elmar in
beautiful, near mint condition, with original front and rear cap and 'Ekurzkup' red maker's box, very hard to find in such condition 51 Elmar 3.5/3.5cm chrome 200 no , 1948, condition A/B late, coated post-war lens in near mint condition, with front and rear cap 45 Leitz Screw Mount Lenses 45 Super-Angulon 4/21mm 400 no , 1959, condition B
original screw mount Super-Angulon in very good condition with caps 46 Hektor 6.3/2.8cm chrome 300 no , 1950, condition A/B uncommon coated post-war version, made in a batch of 1900 units in 1950, feet scale, in near mint condition, with caps and bakelite keeper 47 Summaron 5.6/2.8cm 300 no , 1955, condition A/B in near mint condition, with
front and rear cap, leather keeper 48 Summaron 5.6/2.8cm * 400 no , 1957, condition A/B in near mint condition, with front and rear cap, SLOOZ 28mm finder with maker's box 52 Summaron 2.8/35mm 300 no , 1959, condition B/A uncommon screw-mount lens in excellent condition, with front and rear cap 53 Summicron 2/35mm black paint 'CartierBresson' * no , 1959, condition B Unique lens used by Henri Cartier-Bresson with his black paint IIIg camera: the black paint 8-element lens (with very clean optics) was transformed from the original M-mount lens (0.7m, red plastic dot) on special order by removing the bayonet ring. Also the focus-tab was modified by removing the infinity lock and an
extended lever was built-in. The lens has the same index dots made with nail gloss as the famous 2/5cm black paint collapsible Summicron used by HCB. It comes with both caps and a confirmation of authenticity by Lars Netopil from April Summicron /35mm ASPH.chrome no , 1999, condition A new and rare screw mount Summicron ASPH. in silver
finish, only 800 of these lenses have been made, complete with caps, leather case, papers, maker's box Stemar 3.5/3.3cm Wetzlar outfit no , 1953, condition A Famous and extremely rare Wetzlar Stereo outfit ex Dr. Bawendi collection including Wetzlar Stemar OISBO 3.5/3.3cm no (with caps OIWKO and OIXMO), Wetzlar OIMPO beam splitter no.529,
OIGEO hood engraved ' Ernst Leitz GmbH Wetzlar, OIDYO BL finder engraved 'Stereo 3.3cm E.LEITZ WETZLAR Germany' - all like new with perfect lenses in fitted leather case OIKLO-S. Included in this lot are also 2 extremely rare (prototype) close-up attachments with bayonet mount (to be used with screw mount or M cameras) for m (engraved
'Ernst Leitz GmbH Wetzlar Germany Stemar-Vorsatz m', with original wooden box) and for 60cm (engraved 'Ernst Leitz GmbH Wetzlar Germany 60cm', with Leitz leather case) and mint Leitz Prado 150 projector with stereo projection lens IMPUU engraved 'Ernst Leitz GmbH Wetzlar Germany Epis f=5cm 1:3.5'. According to Dr. Bawendi the
projection lens Epis is the only known sample. The outfit is illustrated and described in 'Vidom Nr.22 pages Summar 2/5cm chrome rigid no , 1933, condition B rare early rigid Summar in chrome finish, aperture to 12.5, good optics with slight cleaning marks, with front and rear cap6 56 Elmar 3.5/5cm Prototype no , 1956, condition A/B almost mint
red scale Elmar with experimental aperture control, from the very last batch of Elmar 3.5/5cm lenses 57 Summitar 2/5cm 200 no , 1963, condition A/B in near mint condition, with clean optics, matching front and rear cap 58 (Summicron) 2/5cm Prototype * no. 24, c.1953, condition B unique collapsible Ernst Leitz GmbH Wetzlar prototype screw
mount Summicron engraved 'F.M.157 Nr on front ring, with both caps - provenience: inventory of Ernst Leitz Canada 59 Summicron 2/5cm * 500 no , 1952, condition B/A early Summicron in near mint cosmetic condition, with yellow coating (cleaning marks on front element), caps 60 Summicron /50mm no , 1999, condition A mint, rare rigid
Summicron for Leica screw mount in chrome finish, only 750 of these lenses has been made, complete with caps, leather case, papers, in maker's box 62 Elmar 4/9cm black/nickel 300 no , 1932, condition B 'fat' Elmar in black/nickel finish, in very good condition, with original front and rear cap 63 Elmar 6.3/10.5cm * 300 no , 1932, condition B
'Mountain Elmar' in black/nickel, from the first year of production with original hood, front and rear cap, interesting export version in Feet engraved 'Germany' on the barrel, in good original condition with clean lenses 64 Hektor 1.9/7.3cm black/nickel * 500 no , 1932, condition B very early black/nickel lens, RF coupled, clean lenses (slight cleaning
marks on front element), rear cap 65 Hektor 1.9/7.3cm black/nickel 600 no , 1932, condition B first version with rotating mount, in good original condition, with black paint rear cap and original hood 66 Hektor 1.9/7.3cm all-black no , 1932, condition B/A rare all-black version in parallel mount, beautiful condition with only minimal brassing, clean
optics, original hood and caps, red maker's box Summilux /50mm no , 1999, condition A rare Summilux for Leica screw mount in silver finish produced in small numbers in 1999, in like-new condition, complete with caps, leather case, papers, maker's box 67 Hektor 1.9/7.3cm all-black 900 no , 1933, condition B/A rare all-black version in parallel
mount, very fine condition with clean optics (only few cleaning marks on front element), original hood, front and rear cap and red maker's box7 68 Hektor 1.9/7.3cm black/chrome 700 no , 1939, condition B late HEGRA in rotating mount, with clean optics, with black rear cap and very rare aluminium tropical case in fine condition 69 Hektor 1.9/7.3cm
black/chrome 400 no , 1937, condition B second version in parallel mount HEGRA, in good original condition, clean optics, with Bakelite rear cap 70 Summarex 1.5/8.5cm black paint no , 1943, condition B very rare original black paint Summarex, first version with different base knurling, in fine condition (one small cut-out near the mount), optics with
minimal cleaning marks, otherwise clean, with rear cap, original black aluminium hood engraved 'Summarex 8,5cm Ernst Leitz Wetzlar' and matching leather case, only 276 black Summarex lenses were delivered in total, which makes it one of the rarest Leica lenses 71 Summarex 1.5/8.5cm chrome 800 no , 1949, condition A/B early version with feet
scale, in near mint condition, clean optics, with matching early hood with 4 slots, caps and near mint leather case with rare original Leitz NY red maker's box 72 Summarex 1.5/8.5cm chrome 800 no , 1951, condition B/A th version in beautiful, near mint condition with only a few internal cleaning marks, ORQPO hood and rear cap 73 Thambar 2.2/9cm
* no , 1940, condition B one of the last lenses produced from 1940 in very fine, original condition with clean lenses (minimal cleaning marks), spot filter, rear cap 74 Hektor 2.5/12.5cm HIKOO 400 no , 1953, condition B/A Ernst Leitz GmbH Wetzlar, in good condition with both caps and hood (cond. B), lens with some and cleaning marks 75 Leica M39
lenses (various) , condition B screw mount lenses in good condition: (1) Summaron 3.5/3.5cm no (1951, cond. B/A, slightly hazy), (2) Summar 2/5cm no (1935, cond. B, cleaning marks and haze, front cap), (3) Elmar 4/9cm no (1958, late A36 version, cond. B+, clean optics), (4) 'Mountain'-Elmar 6.3/10.5cm no (cond. B-, from the last production batch in
1936, with rare maker's box), (5) black/nickel Elmar 4.5/135mm no.359 (cond. B-, lens for Ic non-standard) 76 Leica mount lenses (various) , condition B lot of four lenses for Leica mount: (1) black/chrome Elmar 4/9cm no (1937, cond. B, caps), (2) Elmar 4/90mm no (1961, cond. B-, plastic keeper), (3) Elmarit 2.8/90mm no (M, 1959, cond. B+, front
cap and plastic keeper), (4) uncommon Carl Zeiss Jena Tessar 4.5/13.5cm no (M39, 1929, in original Leica housing, cond. B+, rear cap and green/yellow filter) Leica M Cameras 77 Leica M3 Giant Display Model , condition B First version original giant display model of Leica M3 with corner in top plate, with 5cm Summarit f/1.5 no Very rare and
attractive. LITERATURE James L. Lager (ed.), Leica Illustrated History, Vol. III, 1998, p. 321 Giant wooden display models of Leica cameras were occasionally officially produced by Leitz since approximately the late 1920s. Examples of Leica camera models IA (A), III (F), IIIf as well as M3 have been reported. Furthermore, several custom-made giant
models exist, but the original versions are exceedingly rare. Of the Leica M3 giant models, there even are a number of variations, made at different moments during the long production period of the M3. The first original giant display model of the Leica M3 was made for presentation of the then new camera in April 1954 at Photokina in Cologne. 78
Leica M3 chrome * no , 1954, condition B early double stroke body with all original features, in very good original condition, perfect shutter and finder, with beautiful serial number Leica M3 chrome * 800 no , 1955, condition B/A double stroke body in excellent condition and good working order, with Elmar 2.8/50mm no , front cap 80 Leica M3
chrome 'Brian Brake' no , 1956, condition B The personal camera from the estate of the famous Magnum photographer Brian Brake, engraved by Leitz on rear of top plate 'Brian Brake New Zealand', with matching Summicron 2/5cm no , cap, case - with the book 'BRIAN BRAKE LENS ON THE WORLD' showing Brian Brake with his Leica M3 in China
1957 on a photograph by Marc Riboud. 81 Leica M3 chrome * 700 no , 1957, condition B/A double stroke body in excellent condition (dent in the base plate), good working order, with collapsible Summicron 2/5cm no (minimal cleaning marks on front element, otherwise clean, front cap)8 82 Leica M3 chrome * 600 no , 1957, condition B double stroke
body in very good working condition, with Elmar 2.8/5cm no (front cap) 86 Leica M3 black paint no , 1962, condition A/B black paint body from an official batch of 150 cameras issued on , in beautiful and perfect working condition, completely restored by Leitz in 1980's 83 Leica M3 black paint 'Herbert List' no , 1958, condition B Extremely rare and
fully original double-stroke black paint M3 with black film counter and all early features of these unofficial pre-series black cameras, the camera was delivered on March 15th, 1958 to Tiranty, Paris (code "Igemo" for black paint M3), with rigid Summicron 5cm no (IROOA hood) - only about 90 of these pre-series cameras were produced, much less are
known to exist. Camera and lens were owned and used for many years by the famous German photographer Herbert List ( ) who worked for magazines, including Vogue, Harper's Bazaar, and Life, and was associated with Magnum Photos. His austere, classically posed black-and-white compositions, particularly of male nudes, taken in Italy and Greece
have been highly formative for modern photography, with contemporary fashion photographers like Herb Ritts being clearly influenced by List's style. He is also noted for his erotic street photography. With confirmation of provenience and the copies of the Leica archive. 84 Leica M3 chrome 800 no , 1960, condition A single stroke body in near mint
condition and good working order, with near mint dual-scale Summicron 2/5cm no (good optics, with front cap), mint 12585H hood in box, Leica-Meter MC, German instructions and maker's box with matching serial number 85 Leica M3 chrome * 600 no , 1961, condition A/B near mint single stroke body in perfect working order, clean finder, with
collapsible Summicron 2/5cm no (cap, clean lenses) 87 Leica M3 chrome * 600 no , 1963, condition B single stroke camera in very good condition (clean finder, perfect shutter and vulcanite), with CF Summicron 2/50mm no (without CF attachment, with UVa filter, cap) 88 Leica M3 chrome with M4-2 Winder * no , 1963, condition A single stroke
camera in near mint condition, clean finder and perfect shutter, rare factory modification for use Leica Winder M4-2, with winder no Leica M3 black paint + 1.4/35mm Summilux * no , 1963, condition B/C fully original black paint camera with patina of professional use, still in perfect working order, with matching black M3 Summilux 1.4/35mm no
(cond. B-, minimal cleaning marks, hood, cap), modern MP rewind lever and black paint Leicameter MR - the outfit has been used by the late Swiss photographer Andre Muelhaupt, who took his famous photograph of Jean-Paul Sartre in the Café Flor in Paris in January 1973 with this camera! 90 Leica M3 chrome 'LUFTFORSVARET' * no , 1964,
condition B/C rare military camera engraved 'LUFTFORSVARET' for the Norwegian Airforce, single stroke camera in used but good working order (some vulcanite missing), with M3 Summaron 3.5/3.5cm no (cond. B/A)9 91 Leica MP chrome no. MP-286, 1957, condition B the rare camera in beautiful and 100% original condition, clean finder and
perfect shutter (CLA by Ottmar Michaely), matching number on chassis inside the camera, Leicavit MP in near mint condition, with the original Summarit 1.5/5cm no , with Leica MP brochure from Leica M2 black paint 'Paul Fusco' no , 1962, condition C/D heavy used black paint body with Leicavit MP and black paint Summilux 1.4/50mm no (rear
part was changed during a repair with chrome part) with clean optics, camera and Leicavit in perfect working order with clean finder and smooth shutter - a fantastic piece of photo journalism from the famous US Magnum photographer Paul Fusco - with his letter of confirmation 95 Leica M2 black paint no , 1963, condition B original black paint M2
with nice patina, from an official batch of 300 cameras issued on , with body cap 96 Leica M4 black paint no , 1968, condition A/B early black paint body in almost mint, beautiful original and perfect working condition, clean finder, cap 97 Leica M4 chrome 700 no , 1969, condition A/B body in near mint condition and perfect working order, with rigid
Summicron 2/50mm no (cond. B/A, only few minimal cleaning marks, UV filter, cap) Leica M2 outfit Herbert List no , 1959, condition B/C Outfit from the estate of the famous German photographer Herbert List, including M2 body no (1959, button rewind model, dent on top plate, original maker's box with matching number, red/gold inspection card,
instructions), Canon Lens 3.5/25mm no with M-adapter and 25mm Canon finder (condition B/C), Hektor 4.5/13.5cm no (hood, filter, caps, 135mm finder SHOOC with box) - with a beautiful leather case used and owned by Herbert List (c.37x40x66cm) with the name card 'HERBERT LIST photograph MÜNCHEN 13 AINMILLERSTR.26 TEL.38532'
attached on the case. The outfit comes with a the certificate of provenance by Herbert List's nephew Bernd List and a very fine vintage portrait photograph (24x30cm) of Herbert List taken by Bernd List in Leica M2 chrome * 500 no , 1962, condition B late model M2 in fine condition with Summaron 2.8/35mm no (clean lenses, cap), 35mm SBLOO
finder 98 Leica M4 black paint no , 1970, condition A black paint body in mint, original and perfect working condition, clean finder, working shutter, cap, Leica Service Card with matching number, M4 maker's box 99 Leica M4-MOT black paint no , 1970, condition B % original M4 MOT black paint in perfect working condition, with matching E.Leitz
New York Motor Drive no with "AA" battery pack, regular base plate 100 Leica M4 MOT black paint no , 1970, condition A never used, absolutely mint body with body cap, English instructions, registry card and maker's box with matching serial number 101 Leica M4 black Wetzlar 900 no , 1974, condition A mint black Wetzlar M4 in perfect working
condition (body cap)10 102 Leica M4 black Wetzlar 900 no , 1974, condition A/B near mint black/chrome body in perfect working order, with body cap 110 Leica M6 chrome * 600 no , 1993, condition A in new and perfect working condition, with cap, strap, all papers, matching maker's box 103 Leica M4 black Wetzlar * 700 no , 1975, condition B body
in very fine condition, in perfect working order, clean finder, only few scratches and small dent on top plate, with body cap (CLA by Ottmar Michaely) 111 Leica M black + Summilux 1.4/35mm no , 1997, condition B/A body in near mint condition and perfect working order, with Summilux 1.4/35mm no (cond. B+, clean optics, caps), maker's box with
paper's for the camera, Luigi halfcase and olive Leitz outfit case Leica M4-P chrome * 700 no , 1985, condition A quite rare chrome M4-P without the ' ' engraving, new, in still sealed maker's box 105 Leica M4-P chrome * 600 no , 1985, condition A quite rare body without 70 years engraving, in like new and unused condition, old-new stock from Ernst
Leitz Canada from the last batch produced in Leitz Minolta CL * 300 no , 1972, condition A/B early CL by Leitz Minolta ('Licensed by Leitz Wetzlar, Made in Japan' engraved on back of top plate), with early M-Rokkor- QF 2/40mm no Leica M8 Prototype 600 no. N000013, c.2006, condition B/A incomplete (internal parts missing) prototype or display
camera, in very good condition Leica M6 black * 800 no , 1984, condition B very early Wetzlar camera from the first batch in good working order, with strap and black Summicron-M 2/35mm no (clean lenses, hood) 107 Leica M6 black * 700 no , 1985, condition B body in very good condition and perfect working order, with Summicron 2/50mm no
(cond. B, clean optics) 108 Leica M6 Black * 700 no , 1987, condition A original sealed Wetzlar M6 in never opened maker's box with all papers, very rare in this condition! 109 Leica M6 black 'Paul Fusco' no , 1987, condition B/C used early Wetzlar M6 body in good working order with black Summilux 1.4/35mm no (model with infinity stopper, clean
optics) - used and owned by the famous US Magnum photographer Paul Fusco - with letter of confirmation 114 Leica Dummy (various) , condition B/A (1) M2 dummy no.12919a (cond. B), (2) M2 dummy with self timer no.13118a (cond. B+), (3) M4 dummy no.229a (cond. A/B), (4) M5 black dummy no.a667, (5+6) two Leicaflex SL dummies without
numbers, all with body caps 115 Docuflex no , c.1970, condition A/B Produced in the early 70's and described in the Leitz general catalogue of September 1973 (code 16774) as follows: Special motorized photographic camera for 16 and 35mm film, perforated and non-perforated, all formats standard reproduction. Can be focused by projection or
using the lens. Designed for film up to 30 meters in length. Very few were made. Production was discontinued due to very high cost and some technical difficulties with the camera. On the inside of the camera is a plaque written: MANUFACTURED BY HIRAKAWA KOGYOSHA CO. LTD. FOR ERNST LEITZ WETZLAR. It comes with a 5.6/70mm lens
(smooth focusing), all caps, Series VII filter adapter, magnifying finder, 3x format masks and a Reprovit adapter11 Leica Special Editions 116 Leica M5 black '50 Years' no , 1975, condition A/B M5 limited edition (special no.170-i) in fine and perfect working condition, cap, instructions, maker's box, certificate in frame 117 Leica M4-2 Gold 'Oskar
Barnack' * no , 1979, condition A limited gold plated edition for the 100th anniversary of the birth of the Oscar Barnack, special edition number , in near mint condition and perfect working order, with gold-plated Summilux 1.4/50mm no , hood, caps, strap, complete papers, wooden presentation box and maker's box 118 Leica M6 PANDA 'sh' 125th
ANNIVERSARY * no , 1990, condition A limited edition of 125 cameras for Siber Hegner Japan, special number 041/125, attractive 'Panda' version, in new condition with warranty card and original maker's box Leica M6 Platin "Anton Bruckner" Edition no. 6-04, 1996, condition A edition of 200 cameras in new condition for the Austrian composer
Anton Bruckner, platinum finish with special Elmar 2.8/50mm, in wooden box, with a collection of Bruckner CD's, all complete in maker's boxes Leica M6 TTL 'Al-Thani Photography Competition' * no , 2001, condition A Chrome edition M6 TTL 0.85 no. 9/16, with orange leather covering, top plate engraved 'Sheikh Saud Bin Mohd. Al-Thani 2008
Photography Competition Qatar', matching Summilux 1.4/50mm no (special no. 09/16). A small series of 16 cameras was produced by Leica in 2001 for presentation to the winners of the Sheikh Saud Photography Competition from This is the camera for the winner of the 2008 competition - Mr. Mariano Villalba from Argentina. A rare opportunity to
get the rarest M6 edition ever produced. Complete and new with wooden box, all documents, outer box and a print of the award-winning photograph 'The Grandfather Gangsta' by Mariano Villalba (30x40cm, signed) Leica M6J no , 1994, condition A complete set in brand new condition (special number ) with matching Elmar 2.8/50mm, brand new
with case, papers, wooden presentation box, maker's boxes 124 Leica M 'Test Camera Austria' no , 2002, condition A one of only few 'Flag' cameras 'Test Camera Austria' in mint and perfect working condition, with cap, strap, warranty and maker's box 120 Leica M6 black 'Benelux' no , 1995, condition A rare edition M6 of only 70 cameras, engraved
on top plate 'LEICA DEMO AUSRÜSTUNG BENELUX 96' and the European flag, like new, complete with cap, papers and maker's box with matching number 125 Leica MP 'Edition Hermes' no. 011/500, 2003, condition A limited edition of 500 pieces (special no. 011/500), complete and new with Summicron 2/35mm Asph., maker's box Leica Minilux
'Tintin' 300 no , 1995, condition A/B very rare special edition Minilux (special number , only 200 of these cameras have been issued), in near mint condition, engraved on the front with Tintin with a Leica camera 126 Leica M8.2 Safari Set * no , 2009, condition A mint outfit with chrome Elmarit-M 2.8/28mm Asph. no , with all accessories including
special Billingham safari case, all boxes, accessories and papers12 127 Leica M Titan Set Prototype * no. P-009, 2010, condition A prototype of the famous Titanium edition designed by Walter de Silva, with matching Titanium Summilux 1.4/35mm ASPH. no , titanium hood, cap, test certificate, two books, battery, charger and presentation box, in near
mint condition 128 Leica M Titan Set no , 2011, condition A % mint edition camera (special no.139/500 with only 8700 actuation) with Titanium Summilux-M 1.4/35mm ASPH. no , clean lenses (battery-pack, charger, finger straps, caps, hood, cables, holster, all books and papers) in black paper maker's box 129 Leica M9-P chrome + Noctilux
0.95/50mm chrome * no. 13/20, 2011, condition A Special Edition in celebration of the 20th Anniversary of the Leica Shop in Vienna. Leica M9-P silver chrome finish no with black saddle leather. The top cover is engraved with the Classic Leica Script and the serial number of the camera. Each camera has a special edition number on the hot shoe. The
camera comes with the Leica Noctilux-M 50mm f/0.95 ASPH. lens no in silver anodized finish. This is no.13 of the edition of only 20 units in brand new condition with all accessories, papers and boxes 130 Liao Yibai 'Fake Leica' Sculpture no. MP-188, 2013, condition A Famous sculpture of the oversized Leica camera created by the Chinese artist Liao
Yibay. Only 12 of these sculptures have been made and are extremely hard to find (this particular example is the no.2). On the first look the camera looks like an M6, but closer inspection reveals many interesting details borrowed from various analogue and digital Leica models, like the display on the back, slow speeds dial on front, lack of second
rangefinder window, MP-188 engraving on top, electronic contacts on the flash shoe etc. The sculptured camera is equipped with Summar 2/5cm no (in a barrel resembling a collapsible Summicron), comes with wooden transportation box and original design drawing by Liao Yibai. The artist is known for creating hand-welded stainless steel sculptures
of oversized watches, bags, rings and other luxury items, his work has been acclaimed and exhibited worldwide. 131 Leica M 'Edition 100' Preseries * no. 15/25, 2014, condition A Leica Camera AG was celebrating 100 years of Leica photography. The special Leica M Edition 100 brings together a purely mechanical rangefinder camera for film
photography the Leica M-A no. N015 with a digital Leica M no. N15 (Leica M Monochrom) in one set. This was the first time that stainless steel has been employed for the visible metallic elements of Leica products. The first time as well when three Summilux-M lenses are offered in a set: the outfit also includes three Leica Summilux-M lenses with
focal lengths of 1.4/28mm (N015/025), 1.4/35mm (N015/025) and 1.4/50mm (N015/025), everything supplied in a black anodized aluminium case, complete with all papers, certificate and boxes. This particular set bears the number 15 and comes from a small batch of 17 pre-series cameras which came on the market. It is in brand new condition with
all accessories, papers and boxes. 132 Leica M 'Edition 100' * no. 1945, 2014, condition A Special Leica M Edition for 100 years of Leica photography including the analogue Leica M-A and a digital Leica M Monochrom. For the first time that stainless steel has been employed for the visible metallic elements of Leica products. The outfit also includes
three Leica Summilux-M lenses with focal lengths of 28, 35 and 50mm, everything supplied in a black anodized aluminium case. This particular set with the edition number '1945' is one from the small batch of only 101 units. The first set (1913) was sold in our special auction in May 2014 for the opening of the new Leitz Park. The set is complete and
unused with all accessories. 133 The Paper Skin Leica X2 Edition Fedrigoni no. 19/25, 2014, condition A The Leica X2 Edition "Fedrigoni" has been produced as a limited series of 25 cameras. It is the first Leica camera clad in a "paper skin" and wrapped in 15 quality designer papers. The shimmering, pearlescent Fedrigoni paper "Constellation Jade"
replaces the traditional leather trim of the camera and becomes a part of the product. This means the paper had to satisfy the incredibly high quality demands that Leica Camera places on its materials: In a 16-stage test process, "Constellation Jade" successfully withstood a barrage of tests, including rapid and slow temperature changes from 40 to
+70 C, exposure to acetone and 400 wear intervals. The paper achieved outstanding test results for wear and acetone resistance, and is every bit equal in this respect to even the best leather varieties: "The FEDRIGONI paper we used is tailor made for the camera and not only satisfies our high aesthetic demands, but also our uncompromising
demands on quality." - Björn Dietzler, Product Manager, Leica Manufacturing. The elaborately produced and refined packaging is reminiscent of a paper sample book, making unpacking the camera a unique brand experience. The standards and pioneering spirit of Fedrigoni's 125-year history of typography and graphic design are brought to life on 16
layers of finest paper. Strict attention is paid to sustainability: Exclusively paper is used no plastic film is used at all, even for the accessories. The set is complete in like new condition. 134 Leica M-P Panda Edition + 2/28mm ASPH silver * no , 2015, condition A This special limited edition was offered in two different sets, with a Leica Summicron-M
2/28mm ASPH lens or a Leica Summilux-M 1.4/35mm ASPH lens. There were only 30 sets for each edition and were available for sale only in the Chinese market. The number is extremely rare, reflecting Leica camera s pursuit of exquisite craftsmanship, profound interpretation of environmental protection, peace concepts, and its cultural connotation
to high oriental esteem; the perfect crystallization of the Leica Spirit and Chinese elements. This Leica M-P "Panda Edition consists of the Leica M-P (Type 240) with edition number 14/60 accompanied by a Leica Summicron-M 2/28mm no in silver finish. The set is new with all boxes and papers 135 Leica M-A Edition Hammertone Prototype* ,
condition A For the 25th Anniversary of the Leica Shop in Vienna Leica Camera AG issued a special edition of 25 analogue Leica M-A (Type 127) cameras in grey hammertone lacquered finish and reworked Leica Meter MR-4 in grey hammertone finish, with NOCTILUX-M 1:0.95/50mm ASPH. in silver finish with classic outer design inspired by the
very first version Noctilux 1.2/50mm with special edition number engraved on each lens - this is the prototype of the unique set13 Leica M Lenses 136 Super-Angulon 3.4/21mm chrome * 500 no , 1963, condition B early lens in good condition, clean optics, with 12501M hood and rear cap 137 Super Angulon 3.4/21mm black 600 no , 1973, condition
A/B in near mint condition (only few marks from the hood on the body), clean optics, with hood, caps and near mint boxed 21mm finder Summicron 2/35mm M3 * 600 no , 1958, condition B element Summicron in good condition, clean optics (only few tiny marks on rear element visible), with IROOA hood and rear cap 144 Summicron 2/35mm M3 700
no , 1959, condition A element lens with goggles for M3 in near mint condition, with clean optics, rear cap Elmarit-M 2.8/21mm (various) , condition A new old stock from Ernst Leitz Canada, from the very last batch produced in 1995, three lenses with consecutive serial numbers: , and , unused with perfect clean optics, both caps 139 Summaron
3.5/3.5cm 600 no , 1953, condition B/A pre-production M-mount Summaron made in 1953 with all early features, the Summaron was the first wide angle lens available for M3 and was meant to be used in combination with 35mm SBLOO finder, very good condition with minimal signs of wear, clean optics with only few tiny cleaning marks, inclusive
plastic keeper and front cap 140 Summaron 3.5/3.5cm * 300 no , 1954, condition A/B early Summaron in excellent condition, with plastic keeper, cap and near mint SBLOO 3.5cm finder in maker's box 141 Summicron 2/35mm chrome 900 no , 1959, condition A/B element lens for M2 in beautiful condition and clean optics, very early Wetzlar lens from
the first year of production, with front cap and plastic keeper, IROOA hood with maker's box - provenance: German photographer Herbert List 142 Summicron 2/35mm black no , 1960, condition B rare black anodised 8-element Summicron 2/35mm for M2, in good condition, clear lenses with minimal cleaning marks 145 Summicron 2/35mm M3 * 500
no , 1960, condition B element Summicron in fine condition, optics with minimal blemishes, with front and rear cap 146 Summilux 1.4/35mm chrome no , 1964, condition A rare M2 chrome lens in near mint condition, almost perfect optics (only few hardly visible cleaning marks), with OLLUX hood and rear cap 147 Summilux 1.4/35mm for Cine no ,
1970, condition B very rare 7-element Summilux in original Cameflex mount, in very good condition, small scratch on rear element, otherwise clean optics, with front and rear cap 148 Summilux-M 1.4/35mm '70 Years' 800 no , 1983, condition A/B very rare Summilux 1.4/35mm '70 Years', in near mint condition with clear lenses and very few hairline
cleaning marks on front element (caps) 149 Summilux-M 1.4/35mm ASPHERICAL no , 1988, condition B/A first type Aspherical Summilux in excellent condition, perfectly clean lenses, only few small marks on barrel, with hood, keeper, caps - this is one of the first 1.4/35mm Aspherical lenses still produced in Wetzlar, production started with
number14 150 Summilux-M 1.4/35mm chrome ASPH no , 2000, condition A very rare Summilux in chrome finish, mint condition, clean lenses, hood, all caps, leather case, in maker's box 158 Noctilux-M 1/50mm E60 * no , 1987, condition A second E60 version with provision for squeeze-grip lens hood, in mint condition with perfect optics, E60 UVa
filter, hood, front and rear cap and original maker's box 151 Elmarit-C 2.8/40mm no , 1972, condition B very rare Elmarit-C for the Leica CL, very few of these lenses were made and never officially released, in very fine condition, clean optics, rear cap, rubber hood with front cap 152 Elmar 3.5/5cm chrome 300 no , 1954, condition A/B early lens in
near mint condition with clean optics, with front cap and plastic keeper 153 Summicron 2/50mm CF 500 no , 1964, condition B/A Close-Focus lens in excellent condition and with clean optics, with near mint, clean goggles in case, 12585H hood, and caps 154 Summicron 2/50mm black paint no , 1966, condition A original and very rare late version
with double scale, anodized focusing ring and chrome lens mount, yellow-filled feet scale (see a similar lens no in Lager, II, page 167), in beautiful near mint condition, with front cap, plastic keeper and maker's box 155 Summilux 1.4/50mm chrome * 600 no , 1959, condition B first version in very good condition, clean optics, with XOOIM hood, front
and rear cap 156 Summilux 1.4/50mm black paint no , 1966, condition B rare black paint Summilux in original condition, never repainted or restored, partially black painted and black anodized, with very clean optics, XOOIM metal hood with cap, rear cap 159 Noctilux-M 0.95/50mm DuPont Edition 1/95 * no , 2016, condition A Under its new brand
0.95, Leica Camera AG presented a collection of premium accessories that unite extraordinary quality and iconic product design. The name 0.95 stands as an homage to the Leica Noctilux-M 50 mm f/0.95 ASPH., the world s fastest aspherical lens for the commitment to exceeding what is technically possible. All products of this brand therefore also
have a unique character and the ability to surprise and delight their owners. They embody Leica s passion for transforming innovative technologies and materials into tangible experiences that fulfil the highest expectations within and beyond the world of photographic tools. A special limited edition of 95 Leica Noctilux-M 50 mm f/0.95 ASPH. lenses
will also be released to celebrate the new 0.95 brand. The lenses boast the same exceptional performance features of the standard production model but are distinguished by their unique design. In contrast to the standard production models, the special-edition lenses feature an engraved white-filled 0.95 denoting the maximum aperture, while all
other engravings are picked out in a glossy dark grey to merge discreetly into the matt-black anodised finish. The design features unique to the lens include distinctive knurling and gloss-finished elements on the lens barrel and the front lens cap. This is the first time that a glossy anodised finish has been employed as a design element; such a finish
has previously only been used for sliding surfaces inside a lens. This is the no.1 of the unique series in brand new condition and unopened box. 160 Summilux-M 1.4/75mm no , 1980, condition A/B very early lens from the first batch first type with detachable hood in fine condition, clean lenses, caps and a maker's box 161 Apo-Summicron-M 2/75mm
ASPH no , 2004, condition A mint with caps, keeper, papers, maker's box Noctilux-M 1/50mm E no , 1978, condition A early version with E58 filter size, in mint condition, perfect clean lenses, keeper15 162 Tele-Elmarit 2.8/90mm black 300 no , 1966, condition A in mint condition with clean optics, front and rear cap 170 Leica R4s MOD.2 black * 200
no , 1986, condition A brand new in unopened, sealed maker's box with all papers 163 Tele-Elmarit 2.8/90mm black 300 no , 1971, condition A short version in mint condition, with clean optics, incl. plastic keeper and black front cap 171 Elmarit-R 2.8/28mm * 600 no , 1995, condition A ROM lens with built-in hood, in mint condition, UVa filter, both
caps Telyt /280mm 900 no , 1978, condition A one of the very last Telyt 280mm lenses made (official production ends at no ), for Visoflex M-mount, in near mint condition, clean optics Leicaflex + Leica R System 165 Leica R3 'Safari' outfit * no , 1978, condition A olive R3 edition no in never opened and sealed maker's box, with three lenses: (1) Safari
Summilux-R 1.4/50mm no (second version with maker's box), (2) Safari Elmarit-R 2.8/28mm no (complete with hood, maker's box, warranty card), (3) Safari Elmar-R 4/180mm no (maker's box, warranty card) 172 Summicron-R 2/35mm * 400 no , 1980, condition A new 3-cam second type, in unopened maker's box 173 Summilux-R 1.4/50mm * 400 no ,
1972, condition A cam lens with hood 12508, cap, mint condition, clean lenses 174 Summilux-R 1.4/50mm * 700 no , 1980, condition A second version with built-in hood in unopened, sealed maker's box 175 Macro-Elmarit-R 2.8/60mm * 400 no , 1981, condition A second version 3-cam lens in unopened, sealed maker's box Leica R3 'Safari' outfit no ,
1978, condition A/B beautiful Safari outfit with camera body (special number C531) with three lenses: (1) Elmarit-R 2.8/28mm no (with green hood), (2) Summilux-R 1.4/50mm no , (3) Elmar-R 4/180mm no , all lenses with caps, in near mint condition and perfect working order 176 Apo-Macro-Elmarit-R 2.8/100mm ROM * 800 no , 1997, condition B/A
high quality macro lens in fine condition (only few marks on the barrel), perfect lenses, Leica UVa filter, both caps 177 Summilux-R 1.4/80mm * 900 no , 1980, condition A cam lens in unopened, sealed maker's box Leica R3 Electronic black * 400 no , 1979, condition A/B the latest camera known to exist - official production of the R3 black ends with
serial number , in near mint condition and perfect working order, with body cap - provenience: inventory of Ernst Leitz Canada Midland, Ontario 168 Leica R3 Gold 'Oskar Barnack' * 800 no , 1979, condition A near mint 24 carat gold-plated R3 issued for the 100th anniversary of birth of the inventor of the Leica, Oskar Barnack, special number , goldplated Summilux-R 1.4/50mm no , caps, papers, wooden presentation box and original maker's box 178 Elmarit-R 2.8/180mm * 400 no , 1981, condition A second version for filter E67, new in original maker's box with papers 179 Telyt 6.8/560mm 500 no , 1971, condition A/B for Leica R, in near mint condition with clean optics, complete with caps,
shoulder stock, instructions, in maker's box Leica R4 Gold * no , 1984, condition A new R4 gold edition with gold plated camera in snake skin covering (special number A 075), gold plated Summilux-R 1.4/50mm no , complete with all accessories in original sealed, never opened maker's box16 ELCAN Prototype Lenses 180 ELCAN 4/21mm
IMMERSION LENS Prototype * no , c.1970, condition A prototype ELCAN 21mm lens formula 251 internal immersion lens for submersibles, complete with lens adapter and Leica M4-P no and the original data sheet by Leitz Canada, this is the first of very few prototype lenses produced (no is also known to exist) 181 Leitz Canada Elmar 2.8/50mm *
no. C00005, c.1960, condition A/B prototype collapsible Elmar for screw mount with ELCAN formula C94, one of three lenses produced (no. C00003 is known in M-mount), in Feet, mint condition with perfect optics 182 Leitz Canada (Summicron) 2/50mm Prototype * no. C , c.1967, condition A/B ELCAN prototype chrome rigid (Summicron) in Mmount, formula C29 with perfect lenses, one of maximum 4 lenses produced, with ELCAN register card, both caps 183 Leitz Canada (Elmar) 4/9cm Prototype * no. C , c.1975, condition A/B prototype 90mm lens with M-mount made by ELCAN (formula C39), chrome with E39 filter mount, no.1 of 2 existing lenses, perfect clean optics, caps 187 Leitz
Canada Telyt 4.8/280mm Prototype * no. C , c.1960, condition A one of two existing prototype 280mm lenses by ELCAN, formula C62, with prototype serial number, in mint condition with caps 188 ELCAN 5.6/52mm UV Prototype lens * 800 no , c.1970, condition A unique UV prototype lens by Ernst Leitz Canada in M39 screw mount 189 ELCAN
3.5/52mm Prototype * no , c.1970, condition A black prototype microfilm lens head, lens design C218, in chrome focusing mount for M, in mint condition, this 52mm lens (as all earlier Summicron lenses) covers 24x36mm and gives fantastic images, lens is part of the Leica Museum, with caps 190 ELCAN Prototype Aerial Lenses (various) * 800 c.1970,
condition A (1) ELCAN 2.8/6 INCH (152mm) prototype no , large format aerial lens in mint condition with yellow filter, (2) ELCAN 4/12 INCH (304mm) prototype no , large format aerial lens in mint condition with yellow filter - both unused lenses directly purchased from Ernst Leitz Canada Leitz Canada Telyt-R 4/250mm Prototype * no , c.1972,
condition A/B very rare ELCAN 2-cam lens in perfect condition, formula C137, both caps 185 Leitz Canada Telyt 4/250mm Prototype * no , c.1972, condition A/B unique Telyt 250mm ELCAN prototype formula C137 in uncoupled M39 screw mount, lens head in black, focusing mount in chrome 191 ELCAN Prototype lenses (various) * /70, condition A
unique collection of original high quality prototype lens heads, all in perfect mint condition: (1) ELCAN 2/35mm no (formula C200), (2) ELCAN 5.6/52mm no (formula C316), (3) ELCAN 4/65mm no.c (formula C84), (4) ELCAN 2.8/65mm no (formula 178), (5) ELCAN 4/86mm no (formula 160), (6) ELCAN 5.6/125mm no (formula 163), (7) ELCAN
5.6/127mm no (formula 161) Leitz Canada Telyt 4.8/280mm Prototype * no , c.1960, condition A mint screw mount first version prototype Telyt with prototype serial number produced by ELCAN in perfect condition, both caps17 Leitz Accessories 192 Ernst Leitz Literature I Mod.A /31, condition B (1) Leitz Kleinfilm-Kamera 'Leica' Liste: Photo 2097,
Mai 1926 (8-pages, it is the first instruction manual for the Leica I Mod.A with Elmar) - in good condition!, (2) Leitz "Leica- Kamera Liste Nr.2238, November 1926 (20 pages) - very rare manual with red/gold cover (see: v. Einem: Die 10 Varianten der klassischen Leica I A mit Elmar 1:3.5 F=50mm page 57) in perfect condition, (3)
Gebrauchsanweisung zur 'Leica' - Kamera (rare and early instruction book for Leica I Mod.A + I Mod.B (German, Liste: Photo 2319a December 1928, 20 pages), (4) Leitz "Leica" = Kamera (German brochure with 44 pages including Luxus-Leica, Liste Photo 2334f Juni 1931), (5) rare and early customer review booklet 'So urteilt man über Leitz
"Leica"-Kamera' (German, Liste Photo Nr.2275 Mai 1927, 32 pages), (6) Leica Price List for Denmark, very early from January 1927, (7) Belichtungs-Tabelle zur Leica-Kamera (exposure table) März 1928 Liste Photo Nr.2345, (8) very rare advertising on original size of a Leica I Mod.A with Elmar 193 Ernst Leitz Leica Literature /32, condition B rare
and important literature from the early days of Leica camera production in German: (1) Leitz Klein-Projektionsapparate für Film- und Glas-Diapositive, 8 pages with prices (Liste: Photo Nr.2226 Mai 1926), (2) Leitz Nahdistanzmesser "Fodis" für photographische Zwecke, 4 pages (Liste Photo Nr.2105 Juni 1928), (3) Leitz Klein-Projektionsapparate für
Film- und Glas-Diapositive, 8 pages with prices (Liste: Photo Nr.2351 Februar 1930), (4) Wie arbeitet man mit Leitz "Leica"-Kamera, 20 pages with pictures (Liste Photo 2313c April 1930), (5) Leitz "Leica"-Kamera Ernst Leitz, Wetzlar, for Leica I Mod.A with prices, 12 pages (Liste: Photo 2334 April 1930), (6) Leitz Gebrauchsanweisung zur Leitz
'Leica'-Kamera - rare and early Leitz "Leica"-Kamera instruction book for Leica I Mod.A + I Mod.B rim set Compur (Liste Photo Nr.2319c November 1929, 32 pages), (7) Leitz Gebrauchsanweisung zur Leitz 'Leica'-Kamera - very rare and early instruction book for I Mod.A + I Mod.B (Liste: Photo 2170 Juli 1926, 16 pages), (8) Leitz Leitz 'Leica'-Kamera
- very rare brochure with pictures, for Leica I Mod.A, I Mod.A Luxus, I Mod.B rim set Compur, I C Non Standard and accessories (Liste 2334e Juli 1930, 36 pages), (9) Leitz Neue Objektive zur Leica-Kamera (Hektor 7.3cm and Elmar 6.3/10.5cm), 4 pages (Liste Photo No.7192a März 1932), (10) Leica Handbuch Fritz Vith ( Tausend, 323 pages) 195
Leica M Literature /74, condition B (1) original MP brochure in German, 4 pages (catalogue IX/56/FDX/DM with prices), (2) original MP brochure in German, 4 pages (catalogue X/56/FDX/without prices), (3) 1:1,2/50mm Noctilux (original brochure in Danish, 4 pages Liste /dän IX/1969), (4) Hologon 1:8/15mm (original brochure in German, 6 pages
Liste III 1974) 196 VIDEO Torpedo Finder , condition B rare torpedo finder with frames for 3.5, 5, 7.3 and 10.5cm lenses, very good original condition (slight brassing on the edges), clean optics and good view, with early red maker's box 197 Ball and Wire Finder 5cm Military c.1940, condition B very rare military finder for German Air Force in WW2
(wire missing, some repaint), see Lager Vol.III page 49 for a similar finder from the Leitz museum, ex Dr.Bawendi collection 198 SOODL 5cm Cradle Type Finder * 600 c.1950, condition B/A very rare 5cm finder with parallax attachment in Feet, clean lenses 199 ABLON Nickel (various) * 200 c.1935, condition B three different versions of the film
trimming template in nickel finish: (1) engraved 'E.LEITZ WETZLAR', (2) engraved 'E.LEITZ WETZLAR Germany' with different shape, (3) very rare engraved 'E.LEITZ NEW YORK' 200 FOOVA Cassette Loading Tank * 200 c.1947, condition B rare film-tank for loading cassettes in daylight, in fine condition (part on bottom has been glued-on) Ernst
Leitz Leica Literature /36, condition B rare and literature from the early days of Leica production in English: (1) Leitz Directions for using the Leitz 'Leica- Camera', rare instruction book for Leica I Mod.A + I Mod.B dial set Compur (Liste: Photo 2237b February 1929, 20 pages, UK), (2) Leitz Directions for using the Leitz 'Leica- Camera', rare
instruction book for Leica I Mod.A + I Mod.B dial set Compur, I C Non Standard and accessories (Liste: Photo 2237e April 1931, 47 pages, UK), (3) rare brochure "Leitz Leica Camera and accessory apparatus", for Leica I Mod.A, I Mod.A Luxus, I Mod.A Kalbsleder, I Mod.B rim set Compur, I C Non Standard and accessories (Liste Photo 1K engl.
November 1931, 96 pages with price list, UK), (4) Photography With The Leica Camera, by Herbert C.McKay, 58 pages c.1928, published by E.Leitz NY, (5) Leitz New Lenses For The Leica Camera, 4 pages List Photo No.7211 April 1932, (6) Supplement to Leica catalogue p.18 - The New Leica Model II with Automatic Focusing - 4 pages, (7)
Developing Printing Enlarging Leica Pictures, E.Leitz NY, 40 pages, April 1933, (8) Leica The Camera of Modern Times, E.Leitz NY, 68 pages, Leica Display Hand + CL Dummy 800 c.1973, condition A original advertising silver display hand (inscription: Leitz WETZLAR and EIGENTUM DER ERNST LEITZ GMBH WETZLAR MADE W GERMANY) in
beautiful condition, with dummy CL body no Leicavit MP black paint c.1958, condition C rapid winder for black paint M2, MP in original and perfect working condition, no dents, heavy brassing 203 Leicavit MP black paint c.1958, condition B/A black paint rapid winder for M2 and MP cameras, completely restored and repainted, in very good
condition, with minimal brassing on the edges18 204 Leicavit MP chrome c.1958, condition B chrome rapid winder for M2 and MP cameras, in very good condition and perfect working order 211 Leitz Wooden Enlarging Paper Storage PBOOC 400 c.1936, condition B very rare black wooden storage box for various sizes of enlarging paper, in fine
condition 205 Leicavit MP chrome c.1958, condition C/B user rapid winder for M2, MP in perfect working order, with maker's box 212 OLLUX Hood 1.4/35mm * 200 c.1960, condition B hood for early 35mm Summilux with steel front rim Leitz Display with Leica CL 600 c.1973, condition A/B original advertising silver display hand (inscription: Leitz
WETZLAR and EIGENTUM DER ERNST LEITZ GMBH WETZLAR MADE W GERMANY) in beautiful condition, with working CL body no Leitz Drinking Glasses 300 c.1970's, condition A original Leitz drinking glasses in 2 sizes: 6 glasses 8cm high and 6 glasses 10cm high, each marked with Leitz logo and 'Leica Pradovit Focomat Trinovit', in mint,
unused condition 208 Leitz Prado 150 Stereo outfit IMPUU * c.1953, condition B Prado 150 projector with Hektor 2.5/8.5cm lens and rare Elmar 3.5/5cm stereo projection lens IMPUU, made by Ernst Leitz Canada, with filter, in original condition with accessories, instructions, red maker's box for the projector 209 Leitz Accessories (various) ,
condition B/A interesting Leica accessories in perfect condition: (1) late VORSA stereo attachment in black/chrome finish for Leica II and III, in excellent condition, with leather case, (2) FOKOS rangefinder in black chrome, red maker's box, (3) VIDOM finder in red maker's box, (4) NOOKY close focusing device 210 Leitz Wetzlar 12x Monocular 500
no. 9304, c.1912, condition B very early and extremely rare 12x monocular, beside the model description engraved 'Privat Eigentum' (used by a military officer) and with owner's name, focusing eyepiece, built-in hood, in good original condition, with (incomplete) case 213 OROLF Lens Turret , condition B/A rare lens turret OROLF for M2 with 3 lenses
(total production only approx. 200 units) in excellent condition 214 R.G. Lewis Photo-Marine II for Leica no. 723, c.1950, condition B very rare heavy metal underwater housing for Leica IIIc - IIIf by R.G. Lewis in England, with strap and accessories for mounting the camera 215 Ernst Leitz New York Accessories (various) * , condition B interesting lot
of some rare pre-war NY accessories: (1) FULDY focusing stage c.1938, (2) COOMI mircometer extension tube in black, (3 + 4) adapters COONY, (5) COOMI mircometer extension tube with adapter COONY, (6) COOHO adapter for 135mm 'Hector' in chrome, (7) COOHO adapter in black, (8) SELSY flash base plate (for Leica IIIa no ), (9) CINLE C-X
adapter for Leica lenses on cine cameras with C-mount - for all these accessories see Lager III, pg Leitz Accessories (various) * /36, condition B interesting pre-war accessories: (1) VISOR torpedo finder, (2) OLIGO single exposure housing with ground glass plate, film holder and WEISO black, early version 3.5cm finder, (3) AUFSU waist level finder,
(4) AHOOT rare waist-level finder with swinging mask for 2.8cm, (5) black FISON 5cm hood without set screw, (6) SOOMP Summar hood with case, (7) FLOTH plumb line, mint in maker's box19 Cameras with Leitz Lenses LEICA COPIES 217 Kodak Vollenda 70/2 Deluxe Elmar 600 no , c.1930, condition B x9cm, extremely rare deluxe version with
brown leather covering, brown leather bellows, with Leitz Elmar 4.5/10.5cm no in Nagel Compur shutter, in fine and working condition 222 Chinaglia Kristall 2a 900 no. 976, 1951, condition A/B very rare Italian Leica copy in beautiful condition, high quality nickel finish with unique details like recessed rangefinder housing, with matching Steinar
Anastigmat 3.5/50mm Nagel Pupille Elmar * 200 no , c.1933, condition B/A with Elmar 3.5/5cm no in beautiful condition, Compur shutter 223 Chiyoda Kogaku Minolta 35 Model II 200 no , c.1935, condition A/B late version in beautiful, near mint condition, with matching Chiyoko Super Rokkor 2.8/5cm no Nagel Pupille Elmar 400 no , c.1933, condition
B with Elmar 3.5/5cm no in Compur shutter, matching FOFER rangefinder, yellow filter, leather outfit case, very rare flash shoe attachment and vertical stand 224 ChiyoTax Model Model-IIIF * 600 no , c.1955, condition A/B rare Leica III copy, first model by Chiyotax Camera Company, in near mint condition with Simlar 3.5/5cm no , ChiyoTax
everready case Nagel Pupille Elmar 300 c.1933, condition B with Elmar 3.5/5cm no in good working Compur shutter and very rare original focusing attachment 225 Detrola Corp. Detrola 400 * 600 no , c.1940, condition B rare American Leica copy with focal plane shutter to 1/1500 sec., Wollensak Velostigmat 3.5/50mm - in fine and fully working
original condition, with everready case 221 Ernst Leitz Elmar 4.5/10.5cm 300 no , 1932, condition B/A early Leitz lens in excellent condition, with clean optics, in working Compur shutter 226 Gatto Italy Sonne C4 (late version) * 800 no. C4031, 1953, condition B Italian Leica copy, rare variation with stylized sun engraved on front in very good
condition, with matching collapsible Elionar 3.5/5cm no ISO Bilux no. 3228, 1950, condition B beautiful and rare Italian Leica copy with folding trigger in base plate, in very fine and perfect working condition, Iriar 3.5/5cm lens no.03160, lens cap, original everready case 228 ISO Standard * no , 1953, condition B/A very rare Italian Leica copy in
beautiful condition with the fast rigid screw mount Dr.Hans Hensoldt Arion 1.9/5cm no Leotax D IV * 200 no , 1950, condition B/A in very good working condition, base plate engraved 'Made in Occupied Japan', with coated Simlar 3.5/5cm, original cap 230 Leotax F 300 no , 1956, condition A/B in beautiful, almost mint condition with near mint
collapsible Simlar 3.5/5cm no20 231 Meguro Kogaku Melcon (Original) 600 no , 1956, condition B rare Leica copy in very fine condition, in perfect technical order, matching Nikkor-H.C 2/5cm no for closefocus, original everready case 237 Reid I 'Royal Air Force' 800 no. P2132, c.1958, condition B/A uncommon Leica Standard copy with military
marking on the vulcanite covering 'F5/8886' and RAF symbol, in beautiful original and working condition 232 Nicca 3-S 300 no , 1952, condition A/B in excellent condition, with matching Nikkor-H.C 2/5cm no , original front cap and everready case 233 Nicca 3-F 300 no , c.1956, condition A/B first model with winding knob in near mint condition, with
Nikkor-H.C 2/5cm no , original front cap 234 Nitto Seiko Elega-35 * 800 no , c.1952, condition B/A very rare Japanese Leica-styled 35mm viewfinder camera with Eleger Anastigmat 3.5/45mm no.1541, in beautiful condition with original case 235 Phenix JG no. 313, 1999, condition A produced by Phenix Camera Company, China - compact 24x36mm
rangefinder with interchangeable lenses. With PHENIX 2.8/50mm lens. Brand new with all accessories in wooden box. The JG 50 commemorates the 50th Anniversary of the People's Republic of China Only 500 JG 50 were produced. It is a special version of the famous Yasuhara T981-- the camera which started the new rangefinder renaissance in This

is one of the rarest Leica copies. The finder with a 50mm bright line and a 1:1 viewing size. The shutter is the standard Copal shutter. The original Yasuhara T981 was discontinued in 2001 after about 4,000 were produced. 238 Reid IIIa * no. 3053, c.1964, condition A/B English Leica copy in near mint condition and good working order with military
markings on rear, Taylor-Hobson Anastigmat 2/2" no (mint with perfect clean lenses, Reid cap) 239 San Giorgio Janua * no , c.1949, condition B/A very rare Italian Leica copy camera in beautiful and working condition, Essegi 3.5/5cm no , Janua cap 240 Sears Tower Type no , c.1949, condition B Japanese Leica III copy in excellent condition, with
matching Nikkor H.C 2/5cm no (cond. B-), original front cap and everready case 241 Sears Tower no , 1957, condition B Japanese Leica III copy, made for Sears by Nicca, in very good condition and working order, tiny dent on top plate, with matching Nikkor H.C 2/5cm no Sears Tower no , c.1958, condition A/B Japanese Leica copy, back opens like on
the Leica M3 to facilitate loading, in near mint condition, with Nikkor H.C 2/5cm no Reid I 'Royal Air Force' * no. P3483, c.1961, condition B very late Reid I with military markings on the leather '0553/8810', with Taylor-Hobson Anastigmat 2/2' no (perfect clean lenses, inner barrel engraved with British and U.S. patent numbers), original everready
case also with military markings '0553/ arrow-up'21 243 Shanghai 58 Type IIb 400 no , 1960, condition B/A Chinese Leica IIIb copy with matching Shanghai lens 3.5/50mm in perfect working order, everready case, with original 'Mao Bible' in French (CITATIONS DU PRESIDENT MAO TSETOUNG - Pekin 1972), the Army Pass of a Chinese man from
Zuiho Opt. Co. Honor SL * no , 1959, condition B/A very rare Leica copy similar to the M-series, only around 500 cameras were produced in 1959/1960, with Konishiroku Hexanon 1.9/50mm no and original everready case 244 Showa Kogaku Leotax Special B no. 2048, 1942, condition B/A very rare Leotax in with Letana Anastigmat 3.5/5cm no.10181,
in very fine condition with working shutter and rangefinder, original cap - only about 100 of these cameras were produced during WW2 245 Showa Kogaku Leotax D III * 500 no. 5874, 1947, condition B/A rare Leica copy with early serial number in very good working condition, with matching Simlar 3.5/50mm no , incl. original cap and everready case
246 Tanack Type IV-S 300 no , c.1958, condition B Japanese Leica copy in excellent condition, with matching Tanar 2/5cm no.27434, UV filter LENSES FOR M39 LEICA SCREW MOUNT 251 Canon 1.2/50mm Canon Lens 300 no , 1958, condition B in good condition with clean lenses (few cleaning marks), with M-adapter, both caps, matching metal
hood, Canon leather case 252 Canon 1.8/5cm/ 'Leitz Branded' 300 no , 1952, condition B chrome rigid (Canon Serenar) 1.8/5cm lens type 2 engraved on the front rim 'Ernst Leitz Wetzlar Summicron f=5cm 1:1.8 Nr in very good condition with small dent on front ring, rear cap - very interesting lens branded in early 50s in Japan for use with Leica
copies Unknown Leica Copy Prototype for 25x25mm c.1935, condition B This relatively heavy (0,65 kg with Elmar lens) camera has some overall resemblance to a Leica, but is different in almost all details. The body is black painted in wrinkle finish. It uses short strips of 35mm film (the frame counter ends at 25) in dedicated cassettes. Galilean
viewfinder v=0,55x and separate, but coupled rangefinder 1:1. Focal plane shutter B, 1/25-1/200, plus slow speeds operable by a small lever on the camera base (no slow speeds scale though). With Elmar 3.5/50mm lens no (1933). Shutter is working and is being cocked by film strip. The Elmar lens from 1933 has been fitted to the camera body to
allow for a free movement of the distance lever of the lens, but this does not mean that the camera must be of similar vintage as the lens. Nearly all constructive details are different from any Leica (and even any Leica copy) that we know. Some solutions are inferior to a Leica (like the design of the camera back), but most details are very well
thoughtout and show the high precision mechanical competence of the camera designer. There is no designation, no hint for the origin of this very well and competently made 35-mmcamera, with one exception: the thread in the camera bottom is ¼, which would be uncommon for a German (or continental European) camera. 253 Carl Zeiss Jena
1.5/5cm Sonnar T 800 no , c.1939, condition B/A second known example of this extremely rare Sonnar (see lens no in: Von Einem "Sieben verschiedene Carl Zeiss Jena - Sonnare..." page 7), heavy brass construction, dull-chrome finish, no filter thread, with front and rear cap 254 Komura 3.5/35mm black W. Komura 300 no , c.1950, condition B
uncommon black paint, M39 rangefinder-coupled version in very good condition, clean optics, with front and rear cap, original leather case, together with enlarging Komura 3.5/50mm no.6081 (in keeper) and enlarging E-Rondonar 3.5/50mm no Yamoto Pax Golden View 400 no , c.1955, condition B uncommon, downsized Leica copy, very rare gold
version with green leather covering, in working condition with Luminor 3.5/45mm no.29158, golden hood, green everready case Yashica YE 300 no , 1959, condition A/B uncommon Leica copy in beautiful, near mint condition, with body cap22 255 Komura Telemore no , c.1975, condition A mint 2x tele-converter for M39 with adapter-ring for Leica M,
Komura finder 40/80-135/270, short instructions, caps, flash adapter, original case and maker's box, hard to find in such good condition 256 Nikka 3.5/7.5cm no , c.1935, condition B unknown Tessar-type Japanese copy of the Leitz Elmar 9cm with focal length 7.5cm, black paint and chrome finish, RF coupled 257 Old Delft Minor 3.5/3.5cm 400 no ,
c.1950, condition A/B compact wide angle lens in rangefinder-coupled M39 mount, in near mint condition, with leather keeper 258 Russar MP-2 5.6/20mm + Orion-15 6/28mm 400 c.1960, condition B two Russian wide angle lenses in M39 mount: (1) Russar MP-2 5.6(20mm no (cond. B, good optics, matching 2cm finder, Bakelite cases, caps), (2) Orion
15 6/28mm no (cond. B+, good optics, caps, Bakelite case) 262 Viewfinders (various) 's, condition B Leica VIOOH + VIDOM copies: (1+2) Wray London finders nos , (3) Japanese Tanack viewfinder, (4+5) Japanese Universal Viewfinders, (6) rare all-chrome VIDOM copy Amco (with original maker's box) 263 M39 Reflex Housings (various) , condition B
six rare and interesting reflex housings for Leica M39 mount: (1) Komura Tele-Box (made in Japan), (2) unmarked Japanese 'Reflex Housing III', (3) Accura (Made in Japan), (4) Sperling (with front bellows, made in USA-Sector Germany), (5) very interesting T Flex Reflex Housing with imagesplitting prism (Made in Japan), (6) Kilfitt reflex housing
(with Tele-Kilar 5.6/300mm no ) ALPA Schneider Xenon 2/50mm 800 no , 1952, condition B unique post-war lens in original, collapsible M39 mount, rangefinder coupled, in fine condition, optics with minimal cleaning marks, this is the only example in this mount we have ever seen 264 Alpa Prisma Reflex 800 no , 1949, condition B/A rare Prisma
Reflex with sync on front (only 305 made) in very good original condition and good working order with coupled rangefinder, matching Old Delft Alfinon 2.8/5cm no (some cleaning marks) Zunow Opt. 1.7/3.5cm black/chrome no , c.1957, condition B/A very late first version (black/chrome, in feet, focusing ring in black), rangefinder coupled, clean
lenses, original front cap, rear cap 265 Alpa 11e chrome 800 no , 1975, condition B body in good working order, with near mint all-black Kern- Macro-Switar 1.9/50mm AR no (very clean lenses, UV filter) 261 Zunow 1.1/5cm black/chrome * no. 6442, c.1955, condition A uncommon black/chrome version in fantastic, near mint condition, with clean
optics, rare original front and rear cap and original brochure 267 Alpa 11si black 500 no , 1974, condition B user camera in good working condition, Kern-Macro-Switar 1.9/50mm no (cleaning marks on front element), original hood, incomplete everready case Alpa 11si outfit * 700 no , c.1980, condition A/B near mint body in good working order, with
Kern Macro- Switar AR 1.8/50mm no (cond. B/A, clean optics, original hood), and Schneider Alpa-Curtagon 2.8/35mm no (near mint with caps and keeper)23 CANON EXAKTA 269 Seiki-Kogaku Canon JII * no. 8285, 1945, condition B the first post-war Canon camera, very rare (total production less than 500 cameras), in good original condition 270
Canon S-II * 600 no , 1949, condition B/A early Canon S-II in very fine and perfect working order, base plate engraved 'MADE IN OCCUPIED JAPAN', with rare and matching collapsible Serenar 3.5/5cm no.11945, cap, filter 271 Canon IID no , 1953, condition B/A uncommon Canon rangefinder camera, in excellent condition, with Serenar 1.8/50mm no
Canon VI-T * 400 no , 1959, condition B/A in very good condition and working order, with clean Canon 1.2/50mm no and Canon-Meter (not reacting) 278 Kine Exakta I 'Round Magnifier' 600 no , 1936, condition B rare first version Kine Exakta SLR with round magnifier in the non-removable viewing hood, in good original condition, with sought after
Meyer Primoplan 1.9/5.8cm no (early version in heavy mount, very clean with only minimal cleaning marks) 279 Exakta Real black outfit 400 c.1966, condition C black unnumbered rare camera in heavy used condition (not operable) with 3 matching lenses (all in near mint condition): Xenon 1.9/50mm no , Curtagon 2.8/35mm no and Tele-Xenar
3.5/135mm no Exakta Real chrome 800 no. 1043, 1966, condition A rare Real chrome with waist level finder, original maker's box and instructions book, in mint and working condition Canon 7s /50mm 900 no , 1967, condition B/A body in fine condition and good working shutter with Canon 0.95/50mm no in very good condition with clean optics,
original front cap Canon EOS 1N Transparent Display Model * 300 c.1994, condition B original and rare transparent model with additional battery pack, in good condition, small crack near the viewfinder on the rear 275 Kodak / Canon EOS DCS 3c * 400 no. C , 1995, condition B the second digital camera made by Kodak and based on Canon body, it
uses a modified EOS 1N film camera body with Kodak NC2000e digital back (1,3 mp), in good condition, part of the covering missing from the digital back, an important piece of Canon history Canon Canonflex (various) , condition B all four Canonflex cameras: (1) Canonflex original no.11448, first SLR made by Canon with Super-Canomatic R
1.8/50mm no , cap, (2) Canonflex RP no with Super-Canomatic R 1.8/50mm no.46547, (3) Canonflex R2000 no with Super-Canomatic R 1.8/50mm no.13679, cap, Canon-Meter, (4) Canonflex RM no with Super-Canomatic R 1.8/50mm no.72788, cap Canon FL 5.6/500mm FLUORITE 400 no , c.1970, condition B quite rare telephoto lens in fine condition
and clean lenses, with both caps24 281 Exakta VX 1000 Pre-Series 300 no. 59, c.1966, condition A/B body with prototype or pre-series serial number in near mint condition, shutter needs attention 282 Exakta VP Mod.A 300 no , 1933, condition B x6.5cm, extremely early camera with Schneider Xenar 3.5/7cm no , some modifications into version 3
(lever rewind, sliding cover on back door, shutter speed dial, finder hood), shutter sticky, case 288 Hasselblad outfit * , condition A/B beautiful near mint outfit in black Hasselblad leather case including: (1) Super Wide C no.tvw 4254 with Biogon 4.5/38mm no , Super Wind C finder, 120 magazine no.ts 50107, (2) 500C no.ts with magnifying finder,
Planar 2.8/80mm no with metal Kodak lens hood and UV filter, spirit level, 120 magazine no.ur , (3) Sonnar 4/150mm no (with caps), (4) Sonnar 5.6/250mm no (with caps), (5) extension rings 55+21, Carl Zeiss B57 Softar Exakta B chrome 400 no , 1938, condition B x6.5cm SLR, rare version in chrome, in beautiful original condition, Tessar 2.8/7.5cm
no , with Ihagee inspections card, unused Pancola film, with original maker's box HASSELBLAD CAMERAS + LENSES 284 Hasselblad 1600F 800 no. CP13722, 1953, condition B first model Hasselblad with clean Ektar 2.8/80mm no.et2421, magazine 120 no.cs10836, shutter works 285 Hasselblad 1600F * 900 no. CS10835, 1950, condition B early
camera from the second production year (only 398 bodies have been made in 1950), in very good condition, shutter needs adjustment, with matching early Ektar 2.8/80mm no.et609, magnifying hood, early magazine no.cs Hasselblad Super Wide 500 no. CUW2769, 1957, condition B late user camera in good working order, Biogon 4.5/38mm no (slight
cleaning marks), with original black viewfinder and body cap 289 Hasselblad 500 C/M '25 Years ' * 700 no. UP148617, 1974, condition A special edition for Hasselblad's 25th anniversary, in mint condition, special number 0150, with Planar 2.8/80mm no , A12 magazine no.ui450462, cap, strap, all papers, original maker's box and outer box 290
Hasselblad 500 EL/M '20 Years in Space' * 700 no. RH , 1982, condition A edition with grey leather covering (special number 0941), in near mint condition with Planar 2.8/80mm No , cap, strap, A12 magazine no. RH , papers and maker's box 291 Hasselblad 500 EL/M '20 Years in Space' * 900 no. RH , 1982, condition A edition with grey leather
covering (special number 0946), with Planar 2.8/80mm No , A12 magazine no.rh , new, in never opened and still sealed maker's box 292 Hasselblad 500 C/M 'Gold Exclusive' * no. RU , 1987, condition A edition for the 30th anniversary of 500C (special number 1084/1400), absolutely mint with special CF Planar 2.8/80mm T* no , matching gold-plated
A12 magazine no.ru , special strap, all papers and matching maker's box Hasselblad Super Wide C * 600 no. TTW6940, 1966, condition B user SWC in perfect working order with clean Biogon 4.5/38mm no , black finder, A12 magazine no.ut489526, UV/Haze filter and filter adapter25 293 Hasselblad 503 CX gold * no. 01EV10310, 1991, condition A
gold edition with blue leather covering (special number 165) with A12 magazine no.03ev10301, CF Planar 2.8/80mm T* no , cap, special strap, leather presentation box, in mint condition 294 Hasselblad 2000 FC/M gold ' ' * no. RI , 1995, condition A limited gold edition for issued to commemorate 100 Years of Hasselblad in Photography , in mint
condition, with Planar 2.8/80mm no with gold-plated 50/60 adapter ring, gold-plated A12 magazine no.rc , front cap, special strap and wooden presentation box 295 Hasselblad 503CW 'Gold Supreme' * no. 13EU14348, 1998, condition A gold edition with brown leather covering for the 50th anniversary of Hasselblad, special number 025 (only 500
cameras have been issued), with special Planar CF T* no , gold-plated A12 magazine no.30eu13312, cap, special strap, all papers, brown leather presentation box and large maker's box 298 Kinoptik Apochromat 2.5/150mm no , c.1970, condition B sought after apochromatic lens, perfectly adapted for Hasselblad V mount, in good condition, optics
slightly hazy Carl Zeiss CF Sonnar Superachromat 5.6/250mm no , 1987, condition A/B in near mint condition with clean optics, caps, instructions and matching maker's box Carl Zeiss CFi Sonnar Superachromat T* 5.6/250mm no , 2000, condition A late version in unused condition and perfect working order, perfect lenses, with caps, papers,
warranty card and maker's box Carl Zeiss CFE Tele-Superachromat T* 5.6/350mm no , 1998, condition A rare late version in unused condition and perfect working order, perfect lenses, with caps, hood, leather keeper, papers and warranty card Hasselblad 503 CW Millennium no. 19SS25791, 2000, condition A mint special edition with CF Planar
2.8/80mm no , magazine A12 no.30ss10580, cap, strap and papers, all in maker's box 302 Carl Zeiss CF Tele-Apotessar T* 8/500mm 900 no , 1981, condition A in unused condition and perfect working order, perfect lenses, with caps, hood and leather keeper 297 Hasselblad 500 C/M and 2000FC demo models * , condition B two demo models or
prototypes: (1) Hasselblad 2000FC no with A12 magazine no.ur322610, (2) Hasselblad 500 C/M no.ue with A70 magazine no.uh410869, both with elements of the housing removed to reveal the internal mechanisms, from the estate of a former Hasselblad employee26 KODAK 303 Eastman Co. No.5 Cartridge Kodak 300 c.1905, condition A/B folding
13x18cm camera for special rollfilm and sheet film, late version with metal bed and lens board, in beautiful condition, brown leather covering and red bellows, with Bausch & Lomb Rapid Rectilinear lens in Eastman Kodak shutter, matching back for sheet film, ground glass, 4 double film holders, original French instructions and leather cases for the
camera and accessories - a truly beautiful outfit 304 Kodak Ektra * 500 c.1941, condition A/B in beautiful condition and perfect working order with fast Ektar 1.9/50mm no.ey699 with cap pair of guide rails, with removable take-up spool. The baseplate with large 'MADE IN OCCUPIED JAPAN' engraving. It comes with the original and extreme rare
double strap everready case. Published in: 'The Complete Nikon rangefinder System' by Robert R. Rotoloni (ps 51-59), 'Nikon 100 Anniversary' by Uli Koch (p 68) - provenience: collection of the famous Japanese collector Tad Sato. 308 Nikon 3.5/3.5cm W-Nikkor no , 1948, condition B extremely early wide-angle for Nikon I cameras, Nippon Kogaku
Tokyo lens engraved 'MADE IN OCCUPIED JAPAN', in very fine condition with chrome Tokyo front cap, brown Tokyo leather case - this first Nikon wide-angle lens was produced in very small numbers starting with serial number 612xx - the offered lens is one of the most early known to exist! Kodak Retina IIIC Stereo set * 300 no , 1958, condition B
camera in very good condition and perfect working order, with Retina-Xenon C 2/50mm no , with everready case, near mint Retina Stereo prism in maker's box and Kodak Retina Stereo viewer 309 Nikon 2/8.5cm Nikkor-P.C * no , 1949, condition A/B Very early and rare first version 8.5cm lens for Nikon I introduced already in March 1948, produced
in April/May The lens is engraved on the barrel 'MADE IN OCCUPIED JAPAN' is in near mint original condition, complete with chrome hood, front and rear cap, leather case Kodak Retina IIIC 'Upgrade' 300 c.1960, condition A/B a very interesting and unique camera - an upgrade of the Retina IIIc Type 021 II to Type IIIC 028, the camera body and the
lens comes from an earlier camera, the top plate, rangefinder and meter from a later one, there is no serial number engraved, judging by the quality of the modifications, we can assume that the camera could been made to order by Kodak itself, included is a Retina IIIc maker's box and German instructions On the occasion of the celebration of the
100th Anniversary of the Nikon Cooperation in Uli Koch, one of the most prominent Nikon collectors, has just completed the book Nikon 100 Anniversary. The hardcover book has 416 pages, a size of 30 x 21 cm and about 2,200 pictures, all printed in color. Besides many cameras, lenses and accessories this book contains binoculars, microscopes,
industrial lenses and other technicalscientific instruments describing the history of Nikon over a period from 1917 to It will be presented at the WestLicht Auction on November 19 th, 2016 for a price of EUR 99 including VAT. The book is edited by Peter Coeln, OstLicht - Vienna and can be ordered online at NIKON Nikon RF Cameras 307 Nikon One
no , 1948, condition B The earliest known surviving production Nikon in the world! Nikon started in March 1948 to assemble cameras (with serial number 60922). The offered camera is one of two cameras made in April 1948 and the 3rd of all Nikon production cameras. It comes with the original early Nikkor- H 2/5cm no (this is the 11 th lens made,
with matching Nikon cap) and is still in fantastic original condition. As all very early cameras it has the "8" screw front plate and sharp corner edges on top plate. The camera has still the original shutter. The interior shows the single 310 Nikon Variofinder Type One no , 1948, condition B extremely rare Nippon Kogaku Tokyo finder specially produced
for Nikon I, in dull finish, engraved 'Nikon 24 x 32', 'MADE IN OCCUPIED JAPAN', very few of these first Nikon finders are known to exist, they have been verified from no only, in fine condition, brown Tokyo leather case 311 Nikon One * no , 1949, condition B Very interesting Nikon One in very good and fully working condition: Nikon describes the
Nikon One as having a 24x32 size negative. This camera no with early body casting # 26 has a slightly smaller format 24x31. The top plate on this camera says camera 350, but the number 26 body casting seems to indicate its actually the 26th camera remanufactured later with newer parts that would fit and work right. Number 26 body casting, lens
helical assembly, and top plate belonged to the 26th camera produced which failed quality control. #26 then went into a parts bin, awaiting the day its problems would be solved and it would make it to dealer shelves with a later number. The camera with two polished film guide rails, removable film spool. The back camera serial number inside of an
oblong circle is very unusual so far reported only on very few cameras. The leather on the camera back has been replaced. It comes with the matching 2/5cm Nikkor-H.C no Nikon M outfit no. M , 1950, condition B A nice and hard to find set of the rangefinder Nikon M in synchronized version, with chrome Nikkor-S.C 1.4/5cm lens no with clear and
clean glass and front cap, it comes with a fine brown leather camera carrying case. With chrome Nikkor P.C 2/8.5cm lens no with hood and a matching to the 5cm Nikkor close-up device in the original leather case 313 Nikon S2 'SAMPLE' no , 1954, condition B Extremely rare camera, on the rear engraved "SAMPLE". It is the 33th S2 camera
produced and one of the most earliest27 known to exist. Rotoloni shows in 'The Complete Nikon Rangefinder System' page 107 camera no with the same 'SAMPLE' engraving and believes it is one of the 10 cameras shown at the introduction of the new S2 in New York on December 10th The camera is different to the production models: the
rangefinder view shows four cross markings within the bright-line, the pressure plate is much shorter and the back cover looks uncommon inside. The camera is in fully working and excellent condition, with Nikkor-H.C 2/5cm no , with clear and clean glass. 314 Nikon S2 chrome * 600 no , 1954, condition B/A early first version in very good condition
and perfect working order, with Nikkor S.C 1.4/5cm no (few spots inside, otherwise in excellent condition) continued after his honourable discharge. His 27-year celebrity photographer career started with shooting musicians such as Nat King Cole, Benny Goodman, Igor Stravinsky, Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong. He moved on to shoot
celebrities on Broadway and then on 66 films. His work appeared in numerous publications including Life, Look, Esquire, Harper s Bazaar and The Sunday New York Times magazine. He also worked as an associate producer to the film and Broadway director Josh Logan, whom he had met in the military. The black SP body is in perfect working
condition with Nikkor-S 1.4/5cm no comes with Zinn Arthur's book 'Shooting SUPERSTARS Me, my camera, and the Showbiz Legends' with pictures of the photographer with his Nikon and a handwritten dedication 'WITH COMPLIMENTS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHER WHO USED THE SP NIKON CAMERA # ALL MY BEST - ZINN ARTHUR' Nikon S2
chrome * 600 no , 1958, condition B/A late type 2 in very good condition and perfect working order, With Nikkor H.C 2/5cm no , front cap and everready case 316 Nikon SP black paint outfit * no , 1958, condition B First type SP black paint with cloth shutter in original and good working condition with 4 matching lenses: (1) W-Nikkor 1.8/35mm no
(cap, hood, leather case), (2) Nikkor-S.C 1.4/5cm no (hood, cap), (3) Nikkor-P.C 2/8.5cm no (caps, leather case), (4) Nikkor-Q.C 3.5/13.5cm no (leather case), all lenses in fine condition, with everready case for the camera and six Nikon film cassettes, a Canon Sports Frame finder. Provenience: it was used from 1958 by a staff photographer at the
Toronto Star, later Peter Robertson, former photo editor at Canada's largest newspaper, purchased the system used in Nikon S3 black outfit no , 1961, condition A/B This set of the rangefinder Nikon S3 as a late titanium shutter version is a real gem in fully working and excellent repainted condition. It comes with Nikkor-S 1.4/5cm no , with clear and
clean glass. The chrome Nikkor-P.C 2/8.5cm no with clear and clean glass, hood and both caps is also part of this set, as well as the very rare Ross 3 ½ inch Definex f/3.5 no with front cap and leather keeper. The Ross lens is engraved STEWARTRY 321 Nikon S4 chrome outfit no , 1960, condition B The very last Nikon S4 camera produced in fully
working and fine condition, in total 5898 S4 cameras were produced, this last camera was completed in June 1960 (see 'The Complete Nikon Rangefinder System' by Rotoloni page 150). A milestone in Nikon s production history. With Nikkor-H 2/5cm no , with clear and clean glass and the extremely rare original hood and cap. Also provided is a
working exposure meter and booster cell, each in its own fine brown leather case Nikon SP black outfit no , 1958, condition A/B wonderful outfit of the professional rangefinder Nikon SP cloth shutter version, in maker s box and in fully working and excellent repainted condition, with all black Olympic Nikkor-S 1.4/50mm no , with clear and clean
glass, front cap and the very rare original hood, with original black carrying case. Also provided with a mint and boxed exposure meter and booster cell, each in its own fine brown leather case. The outfit comes with a matching mint and boxed close-up device with close-up lens and the very rare original instructions 322 Nikon S3 Year 2000 Limited
Edition no , 2000, condition A chrome Nikon rangefinder edition with Nikkor-S 1.4/50mm no , brand new with all accessories and boxes 323 Nikon 4/2.1cm Nikkor-O * 600 no , c.1965, condition A/B Nikon F lens in rangefinder mount in very fine condition with adapted rear cap, all-black 2.1cm finder no , UV filter, leather case Nikon SP black 'The
Trifocal Nikon SP' no , condition B Unique Nikon SP re-discovered after 25 years, it is described by Fred Krughoff in the Nikon Journal from June 30,1991, it was also described in Rotoloni "Nikon Rangefinder Camera" as a Nikon SP2 - in fact it is an original Nikon made variation of the SP with 'trifocal' finder with frame lines for 35, 50 and 105mm
lenses - it has no 28/35mm finder and there is also no cut-out for it. The camera is in perfect working and original condition with titanium shutter and motor plate, Nikkor-S 1.4/5cm no the camera is illustrated in Uli Koch "Nikon 100 Anniversary" on page Nikon 4/2.1cm Nikkor-O * no , c.1961, condition A/B very rare lens (total production was less
than 300 units) in near mint condition with both caps, original matching 2.1cm finder no , Tokyo brown leather case 325 Nikon 2.5/3.5cm W-Nikkor 'Shufu no Tomo' * 200 no , 1954, condition B in fine condition, with Japanese engraving on the inner barrel 'Shufu no tomo' (friend of housewifes), with matching 3.5cm viewfinder, caps, L38 filter, case
for the lens and viewfinder Nikon SP black paint 'Zinn Arthur' no , condition B The well-known Nikon SP owned by the famous American photographer Zinn Arthur ( ). Zinn started taking photographs in 1945 while he was in the Army and28 326 Stereo-NIKKOR 3.5/3.5cm outfit no , 1956, condition B/A extremely rare complete outfit with StereoNikkor 3.5/3.5cm no , cap, prism no (small glass chip in right edge), special hood, original Stereo L38 filter, Nippon Kogaku Tokyo Stereo finder no , special Nikon metal film spool, fitted leather case stamped 'NIKON STEREO EQUIPMENT NIKON KOGAKU TOKYO' - in excellent condition - the highlight of every Nikon collection 331 Nikon 6.3/100cm
Reflex-Nikkor black * no , c.1959, condition B The rarest production Nikon RF lens, for use with reflex housing (only approx. 10 black lenses were produced, starting with serial number , less are known to exist). The lens has two moveable handles on the top of the corpus and an impressively large hood. The magnification to the standard focal length
of 5cm is 20x factor. In top condition with clean optics, leather front cap and with matching grey metal case Nikon 1.4/5cm Nikkor-S.C no , 1950, condition B Very late, maybe the latest known Tokyo Nikkor-S (Made in Occupied Japan). According to Robert Rotoloni's book 'Nikon Rangefinder Camera', the latest number known before was The lens in
used condition with cleaning marks. 332 Nikon Sports Frame Finder 200 c.1954, condition B/A first version of this rare accessory for Nikon rangefinder cameras in perfect condition 328 Nikon 1.4/5cm Nikkor-S.C Colon Version 200 no , c.1957, condition B Extremely rare chrome version with a colon at the end of the lens number indicating a doublet
lens. In good condition with a few cleaning marks, with front and rear cap 333 Nikon 5cm Brightline Finder 800 c.1956, condition A/B very rare Nippon Kogaku Tokyo black paint 5cm BL finder in top condition with leather case, the finder was produced in very limited numbers for the Nikkor 1.1/5cm in Leica screw mount Nikon 4/13.5cm Nikkor Q.C
500 no , 1949, condition B/A near mint and very rare heavy lens for Nikon M engraved 'MADE IN OCCUPIED JAPAN'; very early serial number, complete with metal hood, black Tokyo cap, brown Tokyo leather case, matching chrome Tokyo 13.5cm finder 334 Nikon S36 Motor-Drive black + Sardine Pack * no , c.1958, condition A/B all black motor
drive, rare type 3 with 'K' for continuous, in near mint original condition and with very rare sardine, grey metal battery pack also in perfect near mint condition 330 Nikon 3.5/13.5cm Nikkor-Q.C 400 no , 1950, condition A/B rare and early Tokyo lens in top condition, engraved 'MADE IN OCCUPIED JAPAN' on RF cam, with chrome rear cap, chrome
hood and 'NIKKOR' front cap, Tokyo leather case - less than 300 lenses of this Type III MIOJ were produced for Nikon M29 Nikon SLR Cameras 335 Nikon S36 Prototype Sardine Battery Pack c.1956, condition B unique prototype of the extremely rare 'Sardine' grey battery pack in hammer tone finish, with three connectors: one unmarked, one
marked inside with '7.5V', third marked inside with '9V', for six AA batteries, 'Nippon Kogaku Tokyo' - logo inside, with original grey connecting cable 336 Nikon S36 Motor-Drive black c.1965, condition B unnumbered black paint drive, well made from Nikon F motor drive, in perfect working order with battery pack 343 Nikon F chrome (type 64/3) no
, 1959, condition B/C Rare set including early chrome body with NKK engraved eyelevel finder, in fully working condition, first type Nikkor-S Auto 2/5cm no with tick-marks, with clear and clean glass and front cap, first type Nikkor-P Auto 2.5/10.5cm no with tick-marks, matching hood and front cap in bubble, with original brown carrying case (cond.
D), added is an original early print of the Nikon F and Nikkormat Handbook Of Photography, the ultimate description of the whole professional Nikon system of the time, including a complete practical user s manual and a complete description of all accessory items and lenses, by Joseph D. Cooper and Joseph C. Abbott published in Nikon Flash Unit
B.C.B. (various) /51, condition A/B Two complete flash units B.C.B. in outstanding fine condition. For the Nikon S and late (synched) Nikon M cameras, complete with cable and camera bracket, each with original maker s box (2) 338 Nikon Offset Bracket for Flash BC IV , condition A first version of this very rare Nikon rangefinder accessory to use a
BC IV flash gun together with an auxiliary finder on a Nikon S, in absolutely mint condition, marked with Nippon Kogaku, comes in early grey coloured maker s box and still foil-sealed and never opened 339 Nikon Offset Bracket for Flash BC IV , condition A/B last version of this very rare Nikon rangefinder accessory to use a BC IV flash gun together
with an auxiliary finder on a Nikon S, S2, SP, S3 or S4, just very few using marks at the shoe, plastic parts near mint, marked with Nikon, comes in blue and grey coloured maker s box wrapped in Nippon Kogaku bag 344 Nikon F chrome (type 64/8) no , 1960, condition B/C Beautiful outfit of an early motorized Nikon F chrome body with NKK
anodized eyelevel finder and instructions, in fully working condition, with Nikkor-S Auto 2/5cm no , with clear and clean glass, matching hood and front cap, with original black carrying case, the rare external clip-on meter (model 2) no is fully working, the F-36 motor drive no (type 3) has an uncommon Nikon and Japan type 4 engraving on the rear, it
comes with two battery packs, the original green cable connected unit and the extremely rare plug-in JPI Powercon 36S, in the even rarest version switchable from S to C mode, added is an original early print of the Nikon F and Nikkormat Handbook Of Photography, the ultimate description of the whole professional Nikon system of the time,
including a complete practical user s manual and a complete description of all accessory items and lenses, by Joseph D. Cooper and Joseph C. Abbott published in Nikon Microflex Adapter PFM , condition A/B these Microflex adapters were used to connect Nikon microscope cameras which didn t have an own shutter together with Nikon microscopes,
they provided separate monocular oculars to view through the objectives, this PFM version has its own shutter with T, B and times from 1 sec. up to 1/250, it comes with a 45 ocular adapter, wire release, projection screen, cap and hood in a carrying case Nikon Microflex Adapter EFM with M-35S camera 400 no , 1970, condition A/B this EFM
Microflex adapter to connect a Nikon microscope camera with a Nikon microscope to view via monocular oculars has its own shutter with T, B and times from 32 sec up to 1/250, it has a built-in metering system and could be used with films from 12 up to 3200 ASA, with a Nikon M-35S microscope camera in beautiful condition Nikon Reflex Housing
(type 2) 900 no , 1956, condition A Almost like new type 2 version of the reflex mirror housing for Nikon S-series cameras, with all wire releases and 45 finder no with clear and clean optics. It comes with original maker s box30 345 Nikon F Photomic T black Red Dot outfit no , 1965, condition B Fine set including black Tokyo body with Photomic T
finder (type 65/3 rare Red Dot version, only manufactured from March to May 1965), in fine and fully working condition, Nikkor-S Auto 1.4/5.8cm no with clear and clean glass, front cap and matching hood, motor drive F-36 no with brown battery pack, cable and extra camera back to use the Nikon without the motor drive 346 Nikon F Photomic T
chrome Red Dot 700 no , 1965, condition A/B chrome body with Photomic T finder (type 65/3 rare Red Dot version, only manufactured from March to May 1965), in fine and fully working condition, with first and very rare type Nikkor-H Auto 1.8/85mm no with clear glass with just some fine cleaning marks, front cap and matching hood 347 Nikon F
Eyelevel black 500 no , 1966, condition A/B near mint black body with eyelevel finder in fully working condition, it comes with the very rare focusing screen type E with crossing lines, with Nikkor-S Auto 1.4/50mm no with clear and clean glass, front cap and matching hood, strap and leather case 351 Nikon F3 AF 300 no , 1983, condition A early body
in mint condition, 'SAMPLE' sticker on back door, with mint AF-Nikkor* ED 3.5/200mm no Nikon FEA Action Camera * no. FEA , 1977, condition B very rare special Nikon FE with fixed F2 style action finder for use with a Niko-Mar underwater housing, only 100 of these cameras were manufactured and 50 were delivered with special underwater
housing to National Geographic photographers 353 Nikon F black (various) , condition B black Nikon F cameras in fine condition: (1) rare red dot body no with Photomic prism (not working) and Nikkor-S 1.4/50mm no , (2) no with Photomic TN prism (not working) and Nikkor-S 1.4/50mm no , (3) no with Photomic T prism and Nikkor-S 1.4/5.8cm no ,
(4) no with Photomic FTN prism (not working) and Nikkor-S 1.4/50mm no Nikon F Photomic TN chrome 800 no , 1967, condition A like new chrome body with fully working Photomic TN finder, it comes with the very thought-after crinkle leatherette carrying case in black, with Nikkor-S Auto 1.4/50mm no with clear and clean glass, with front cap and
instruction booklets in maker s box 349 Nikon F2 Display Model * 400 no , 1971, condition B/A very rare F2 display model engraved on the rear of the top plate with 'DUMMY', with matching dummy Nikkor-S Auto 1.4/50mm no Nikon F2 Display Model * 300 no , 1971, condition B very rare F2 display model engraved on the rear of the top plate with
'DUMMY', with matching dummy Nikkor-S Auto 1.4/50mm no Nikon F black (various) , condition B black Nikon F cameras in fine condition: (1) no with eyelevel prism and Nikkor-H 3.5/28mm no (slow speeds not working), (2) no with eyelevel prism and Nikkor-S.C 1.4/50mm no , (3) Apollo body no with eyelevel prism and Nikkor- S.C 1.4/50mm no ,
(4) Apollo body no with Photomic FTN prism and Nikkor-S.C 1.4/50mm no Nikkorex F black 600 no , c.1962, condition B very rare black paint Nikkorex (total production approx. 200 cameras only) from the first batch in good original and working condition, accessory holder, Nikkor-S Auto 2.8/3.5cm no (HN-2 hood)31 Nikon SLR Lenses + Accessories
356 Nikon 8/8mm Fish-eye-Nikkor * 400 no , c.1963, condition B/A rare first type fish-eye lens, 180 round picture on a 24x36mm film, clean optics, with caps 357 Nikon 2.8/8mm Fisheye-Nikkor Display Model * 800 no , c.1970, condition B/A extremely rare original display model of the famous fish-eye Nikkor, engraved 'Dummy' on the mount, in very
good condition, with both caps 358 Nikon 5.6/10mm Fisheye-Nikkor 180 OP no , 1972, condition B/A rare lens from the first batch for Nikon F in very good condition (optics with only few tiny marks), with caps, finder DF-1 no and leather keeper - this was the first Nikon lens with aspherical lens element 359 Nikon 5.6/10mm Fisheye-Nikkor 180 OP no
, 1972, condition A rare lens from the first batch for Nikon F in like new perfect condition with caps, finder DF-1 no with cap - this was the first Nikon lens with aspherical lens element 360 Nikon PC-Nikkor 3.5/35mm 200 no , 1965, condition B first version of this special Nikkor for architectural photography with an early Nikon F, in good condition
with clean and clear glass, smooth and fully working slider, marked with Nippon Kogaku Japan, with original hood, front and rear cap 361 Nikon 3.5/5.5cm Micro-Nikkor 300 no , 1962, condition B very rare first version of Micro-Nikkor, focusing to 1:1 magnification without an extender, optics with minimal cleaning marks, caps 362 Nikon 3.5/5.5cm
Micro-Nikkor 300 no , 1962, condition B very rare first version of Micro-Nikkor in excellent condition, focusing to 1:1 magnification without an extender, optics with minimal cleaning marks, caps 363 Nikon 3.5/5.5cm Micro-Nikkor * 500 no , 1962, condition B/A Nippon Kogaku, second version (type 2) of this very rare preset Micro-Nikkor lens with
Nikon F bayonet, it comes with very clear and clean glass and just small signs of use at the barrel,, with front cap and Nikon plastic keeper 364 Nikon 3.5/5.5cm Micro-Nikkor 600 no , 1962, condition B Nippon Kogaku, second version (type 2) of this very rare preset Micro-Nikkor lens with Nikon F bayonet, it comes with very clear and clean glass and
just small signs of use at the barrel, the focusing ring is smooth and easy, aperture preset is snappy and fully working, with front and rear cap in Nippon Kogaku leather keeper 365 Nikon 2/50mm Nikkor-H Auto Nippon Kogaku 200 no , 1970, condition A Mint and never used standard Nikkor lens (type 2), with clear and clean glass, with front cap and
all papers, cards in original maker s box 366 Nikon 1.4/5.8cm Nikkor-S 200 no , 1959, condition A/B first version of this high-speed Nikkor for an early Nikon F, in excellent condition, marked with Nippon Kogaku Japan, comes in Nippon Kogaku plastic keeper with front cap and original hood 367 Nikon 4/10.5cm Nikkor-T * 500 no , c.1960, condition
A/B rare and early Nikon F lens in perfect condition with hood, both caps, maker's box 368 Nikon 2.5/10.5cm Nikkor-P Auto Nippon Kogaku 200 no , 1960, condition A New, boxed and never used Nikkor portrait or short telephoto lens (type 3) in mint condition, with clear and clean glass, with front cap, matching hood and inspection card, in original
plastic keeper and maker s box 369 Nikon 4/135mm Nikkor-Q (Type 4 P) 800 no , 1968, condition A/B As documented in Uli Koch's book 'Nikon F - The Lenses' just three of these type 4 P lenses are known to be manufactured by Nippon Kogaku Tokyo. This extremely rare lens is in excellent condition with clear and clean lenses and comes with the
plastic keeper 370 Nikon 5.6/200mm Medical-Nikkor Auto 300 no , 1972, condition A in new condition, complete with all accessories, papers, leather case, rare with maker's box32 371 Nikon 4.5/300mm Nikkor-P Auto 250 no , 1966, condition A like new unused Nikkor telephoto lens (type 1), with clear and clean glass, with front and rear cap in
original maker s box 372 Nikon 8/500mm Reflex-Nikkor Display Model * 400 no , c.1970, condition B very rare display model in very good condition, engraved near the mount 'DUMMY', with short hood and both caps 373 Nikon 6.3/100cm Reflex-Nikkor grey * no , c.1959, condition B Grey version of the extremely rare 100cm mirror lens in top
condition. This lens impresses with its almost perfect grey painting. The two massive black handles on the top of the corpus allow, despite its weight, an easy handling of the lens. In addition to the leather cover, the gigantic lens hood protects the front of the lens. On the back, the bayonet and the adjustment knobs are protected by a second cap
covered with the same grey paint. Using the supplied Nikon N-F adapter, this lens can also be connected directly to a Nikon F camera. The lens is in beautiful original condition. The massive silver-grey metal case bears the correct label on top. 374 Nikon F eyelevel finder black Nikkor , condition B produced for the German market, the proper eyelevel
finder for the Nikkor F camera, with Nikkor marking, in very good condition 375 Nikon Photomic Illuminator DL , condition A brand new and boxed, still foil-sealed and never opened Photomic Illuminator unit DL-1, to use with a Nikon DP-1 or DP-11 finder on a F2 camera to illuminate the needle of the metering system in low light conditions 377
Nikon motor drive F-36 for Nikon F with Power Pack 500 no , 1966, condition A Mint type 7 version of the motor drive F-36 for Nikon F, including the modified motor base plate and instruction manual, with separate boxed complete and mint Power Pack, in outstanding condition with connector and strap in two rare grey maker s boxes 378 Nikon
Motor Drive F no , 1963, condition A Mint type 3 version of the motor drive F-250 for the professional Nikon F camera to take up to 250 frames on 30 feet (10 meters) of film, including the brown battery pack and the rare long 30 feet connecting cable, in two maker s boxes 379 Mikami Rapid Winder for Nikon F * c.1966, condition B/A rapid wind for
Nikon F made in very small numbers by Mikami & Co., LTD., Tokyo Japan with grip in very fine condition, owned and used by famous US photographer Al Satterwhite 380 Mikami Speed Magny (various) 600 c.1970, condition B/A two rare Speed Magny attachments (1) Speed Magny 45 no for Nikon F in near mint condition with maker's box, (2) Speed
Magny 100 no. E for Polaroid film for Nikon F with instructions - both with original maker's box 381 Nikon Battery Pack DB c.1973, condition A some professional photographers used this extremely rare battery pack with Nikon F2 cameras and the DS-1, DS-2 or DS-12 EE aperture control unit instead of the standard battery, so the camera s fully
automatically metering system worked for many hours even under very low temperature conditions, it comes complete with strap, cable and users manual in maker s box Nikon motor drive F-36 for Nikon F (5-digit) 800 no , 1974, condition A New and boxed type 9 version of the motor drive F-36 for the professional Nikon F camera, 5-digit
misengraved, only very few are known to exist, including the modified motor base plate and instruction manual, it is one of the very last F-36 motor drives ever produced and is in outstanding like new condition 382 Nikon Flash Unit BC , condition A one of the rarest Nikon bulb flash guns, in outstanding design and just made for a short time, to use
either with late rangefinder cameras, Nikkorex or even the early Nikon F, it comes with blue plastic case and cable in maker s box33 Nikon M39 Screw Mount Lenses + Accessories 383 Nikon screen and ocular eyepiece tester for Nikon F , condition A/B some Nikon camera dealers offered their customers this test unit in the shop, it is constructed to
easily test different focusing screens and ocular eye pieces for a Nikon F, on a big wheel were mounted different eye pieces from to dpt and on two rails were mounted different focusing screens, now the customer could view through a real Nikon F eyelevel finder and find out his optimum eye piece and his focusing screen, it comes in outstanding fine
condition and complete in two maker s boxes 390 Nikon 4/2.5cm W-Nikkor.C no , 1954, condition A/B near mint and rare lens, original coupled for M39 with Nippon Kogaku Japan engraving (caps), original 2.5cm finder and leather keeper 391 Nikon 3.5/2.8cm W-Nikkor black 500 no , 1954, condition B/A all-black RF-coupled lens for M39 in fine
condition with Nikon SKY filter, caps, leather case Nikon F Everready case 'Nikkor' 180 c.1970, condition B From Nikon produced specially for the German market cameras and accessories under the brand name 'Nikkor'. This extremely rare camera case was made for the German version of the Nikon F, the 'Nikkor F', black leather with strap in used
but still fine condition 392 Nikon 3.5/5cm Micro-Nikkor C * no , 1957, condition A/B very rare Micro-Nikkor 5cm f3.5 black and chrome in Leica screw mount, with original A36 lens cap and rear cap, infinity -3.5 ft. rangefinder coupled, ft. nonrangefinder coupled, in near mint condition, Nikon leather case Nikon Battery Pack Jacket MA c.1974,
condition A this new and boxed unit was used with a motorized Nikon F2 camera under low temperature conditions, it keeps the battery unit MB-1 or MB-2 inside the photographer s clothing connected via cable with the motor to prevent the batteries from the cold, an extremely rare accessory made for professional nature photographers, it comes
complete with strap, cable and users manual 386 Ikelite underwater SLR case for Nikon F2 800 c.1975, condition B rare underwater housing for Nikon F2 with accessories and extra grip in fine condition, advanced version with aperture control via gears, inside a matching Nikon F2 no with Nikkor 28/2.8 no , bag with extra spare parts and sealings
387 Ikelite underwater SLR case for Nikon F2 700 c.1975, condition B/A rare underwater housing for a Nikon F2 (early version), with accessories in very good condition, inside a matching Nikon F2 no with Nikkor-S 50/1.4 lens no Nikon 2/5cm Nikkor-H.C 300 no , 1950, condition B rare, early collapsible Nippon Kogaku Tokyo-lens for M39, on rear
engraved: , feet scale, cleaning marks, original steel-keeper 394 Nikon 1.2/55mm Nikkor-O 350 no , c.1971, condition B Fast lens for use with an oscilloscope. C, the lens is specially designed for use with ray tubes. Produced in early to mid 1970's. The lens is corrected to render phosphorus colours and is at its best at f/4 and f/5.6. Rare industrial
Nikkor lens marked as 'Nippon Kogaku Japan' with special screw mount, with two screw mount adapters, some cleaning marks and slightly separation at the edge of the rear lens 395 Nikon 2/8.5cm Nikkor-P.C black 500 no , c.1957, condition B late type in black paint finish with chrome front ring, rangefinder coupled for M39 screw mount, clean
optics, rear cap, matching hood sea Underwater Housing for Nikon F 500 c.1970, condition B rare diving case by sea Research & Developing Inc. Especially made for the Nikon F. Inside a matching Nikon F no with Nikkor-S 50/1.4 lens no jpi Sound Blimp case for Nikon F 600 c.1968, condition B very rare case for Nikon F with F36 Motor and
Remopack produced by jacobson photographic instruments, it was mainly used by photographers to work at cine productions to reduced the noise of the shutter34 ROLLEI VOIGTLÄNDER 396 Rollei 35mm Design Model c.1980, condition B wooden model of a black Rollei 35, this camera never went into production, ex Rollei inventory 397 Rolleimatic
with Display Stand , condition B/A rare display stand including Rolleimatic camera with Rollei- Flash 'Beta 2' 398 Rollei 16S 'Special' 600 no , 1973, condition B late Rollei 16S with factory adapted snake skin leather covering, including snake skin case, Tessar 2.8/25mm no Rolleicord I Art Deco * , condition B/A first Rolleicord in near mint condition,
Triotar 4.5/7.5cm no in Compur shutter (clean optics, perfect shutter) 403 Voigtländer Prototype Camera PR c.1956, condition A/B This is the second and recently discovered prototype of the camera PR 2248 described and illustrated in 'Voigtländer Report 1' page by Claus Prochnov. The unique design was from Dr.Faulhaber, the father of the Vitessa
camera. The outside of the camera for 24x36mm film has some stunning similarities with a Hasselblad Superwide with attached magazine, but the camera is much smaller: 5.8 x 6.8 x 6.8cm (10.3cm including lens). The camera back can be easily detached without fogging the film after turning a substantial screw head by 60 degrees (which moves a
covering plate over the film window - a truly elegant solution!). The camera body structure (front part which holds the lens and rear part serving as magazine) is light alloy machined from the solid, the elegant cover of the back is chrome plated brass covered with black leather (the cover is easily removed by pressing two knobs). Design and make of
this camera are absolutely superb. With Schneider- Kreuznach Xenar 2.8/5cm no in Vario shutter, with focussing mount. Film transport and shutter tensioning with a large wheel on the top side of the body (5cm in diameter), exposure counter to 36. The only other known example of this unique design is illustrated in 'Voigtländer Report 1' page Xenar
2.8/5cm no Rolleiflex 2.8 F Planar 800 no , c.1964, condition A/B first version in excellent condition, with Planar 2.8/80mm no taking lens, metal cap, everready case and strap 401 Rolleiflex 2.8 GX 'Edition ' no , 1989, condition A in mint and perfect working condition with Rolleinar 1 set, cap, book and all papers, original maker's box 402 Rollei
Rolleidoscop * 700 no , c.1927, condition B x13cm stereo-camera for 120 film, second model (total production approx. 300 cameras only) in working condition, Tessar 4.5/7.5cm lenses nos / Voigtländer Bessamatic (various) /68, condition A (1) Bessamatic no Color-Skopar X 2.8/50mm (case, cond. A-) (2) Bessamatic de luxe no with close-focus Skoparex
3.4/35mm (original maker's box, cond. A-), (3) Bessamatic de luxe no with Septon 2/50mm (cond. A-), (4) Bessamatic-M no with Color-Lanthar 2.8/50mm (cond. A-), (5) Bessamatic CS no with Color-Skopar 2.8/50mm (cond. A-)35 ZEISS IKON Zeiss Ikon Cameras CONTAX CAMERAS + LENSES 405 Zeiss Ikon Tenax II outfit * no. H 76242, 1937,
condition B/A body in good working order with 3 matching lenses: very rare Orthometar 4.5/2.7cm no (with cap, total production 200 lenses only), Tessar 2.8/4cm no , Sonnar 4/7.5cm no (cap), all in very fine condition 406 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta 521/16 'Opton G.m.b.H.' , condition B/A x6cm, with very rare Zeiss-Tessar 3.5/75mm no engraved 'Opton
G.m.b.H.' in Compur-Rapid shutter, in excellent condition 407 Zeiss Ikon Tengoflex 85/ , condition B very rare 6x6cm war-time box camera, in good and fully original condition 408 (Carl Zeiss) Honeywell Visitronic 915 Prototypes 400 no. T92459, c.1970, condition B two unique prototype cameras, name variants of the Zeiss Ikon S310: (1) inoperable
prototype with Carl Zeiss Tessar 2,8/40mm Nr in Contessa electronic shutter, (2) similar incomplete prototype without serial number 409 Zeiss Ikon Contaflex TLR * 800 no. Y84341, 1934, condition B classic 35mm TLR, shutter not operable, meter reacting, good BL finder, Sonnar 2/5cm no taking lens, original front cap 410 Contarex Bullseye outfit
no. Y8304, c.1960, condition B body in very good cosmetic condition (shutter sticky) with 4 lenses: (1) Planar 1.4/55mm no (cond. B+), (2) Planar 2/50mm no (cond. B/A, separation in front element), (3) Distagon 2/35mm no (cond. B/A, yellow filter), (4) Sonnar 4/135mm no (cond. B/A, clean optics, front cap and plastic keeper), also with black
everready case 411 Contax I Prototype , condition B Formerly unknown prototype of the Contax I camera. The camera has no series number and differs in many details from the later series model Contax I. The main difference is that it was made for the exclusive use of the Zeiss daylight spool film (with paper leaders on both ends) and lacks any
device for rewinding the film (what later became the rewinding knob is a flat disc that only allows for checking the film transport but is unsuitable for rewinding, and there is also no lever to disengage the film transport in the bottom of the camera back). The lens mount helicoid allows for near focussing up to 0,75m (as opposed to 0,8m in preseries
and 0,9m in series models). The infinity stop release knob of the distance meter is situated centrally in the middle of the camera front (as opposed to its usual position next to the milled wheel of the coupled distance meter) and is differently shaped - it is broad and flat - while its function is exactly the same. There is no arrestor spring-catch for the
lens, it seems that the lens was simply bayonetted into the mount without clicking home (the small screw that holds the lens in place must be a later addition). Unknown shape of the threaded shutter release button. The distance meter assembly is already of the series type (its mechanism is basically working, yet misaligned and needs repair). The
shutter is running, but needs service as well. With unengraved Carl Zeiss Jena 5cm f/3,5 Tessar - sensational new discovery of a original and unique Contax I prototype! 412 Contax I Type 6 * 400 no. Y.16928, c.1934, condition B/A body in beautiful condition, working shutter, with collapsible nickel Tessar 2.8/5cm no Contax I Type 6 * 400 no. Y.28897,
c.1934, condition B/A body in beautiful condition, working shutter, with collapsible nickel Tessar 2.8/5cm no Contax II * 300 no. F74146, 1937, condition B/A pre-war camera in excellent condition, serial number engraved inside of back only, with matching uncoated, collapsible Tessar 2.8/5cm no , original everready case36 415 Contax II + Carl Zeiss
Jena Rifle stock 543/75 outfit no. W 91120, c.1937, condition B The Zeiss Ikon rifle stock 543/75 was developed 80 years ago for the Olympic games 1936 in Germany by the famous sports photographer Lothar Rübelt, it is one of the most rare accessories for Contax, only very few are known to exist - it comes with a matching chrome Sonnar 2.8/18cm
no (in perfect, near mint condition, clean lenses, cap) with Zeiss Ikon reflex housing 543/78 no. W engraved '18cm ' on tripod adapter, hood, cable release, strap, 3 filters, Contax II no. K with Sonnar 2/5cm no all in very good condition, with maybe unique fitted and original leather case for the complete outfit and the original price tag from Denmark,
where the outfit was originally purchased, see: Kuc - Auf den Spuren der Contax, volume I, page Contax IIa 'Norwegian Air Force' * 600 no. L85283, 1958, condition B/A extremely rare camera with original engraving 'FLYVAPNET' (Norwegian Air Force), in excellent condition, with T coated Carl Zeiss Jena Sonnar 2/5cm no , front cap 420 Contax IIIa
* 400 no. L82057, 1960, condition A/B late model in near mint condition and good working order, with Sonnar 2/50mm no Carl Zeiss Biogon 4.5/21mm * 400 no , 1957, condition A/B ultra wide angle lens for Contax, in excellent condition, clean optics 416 Contax IV Prototype Parts , condition B two unique prototype parts of the legendary Contax IV (1) unfinished top plate made of heavy brass, (2) top plate with front part showing the position of the selenium meter for the Contax IV 417 Contax IIIa * 300 no. D79201, 1955, condition B/A in very good condition and perfect working order, with clean Carl Zeiss Sonnar 1.5/50mm no , matching 'Carl Zeiss' lens cap and everready case 418 Contax IIa *
400 no. F21152, 1955, condition A/B in excellent condition and perfect working order, with uncommon rigid Tessar 3.5/50mm no , matching 'Carl Zeiss' front cap, everready case 422 Carl Zeiss Jena Topogon 4/25mm 700 no , 1957, condition A/B for Contax, very late Topogon in near mint condition 423 Carl Zeiss Jena Tessar 8/2.8cm * 300 no , 1935,
condition B black/nickel Tessar for early Contax cameras in very good original condition 424 Carl Zeiss Jena Herar 3.5/3.5cm 600 no , 1939, condition B/A rare Zeiss lens in Contax mount, in very good condition and with clean optics, with rear cap37 425 Zeiss Ikon Stereotar C 4/3.5cm * 800 no. W26070, c.1940, condition B very rare wartime stereo
lens for Contax no. W with matching prism 543/70 no.w (front cap) - lens and prism with clean optics, 543/30 stereo finder, special rear cap and original leather case for the set 426 Carl Zeiss Jena R-Sonnar 1.5/5cm 400 no , 1943, condition B rare war-time R-Sonnar (X-Ray) for Contax RF cameras, optics with some cleaning marks, working iris
diaphragm, with rear cap 430 Carl Zeiss (Jena) Contax Lenses (various) , condition B Zeiss lenses in chrome finish: (1) Tessar 8/2.8cm no (1937), (2) Planar 3.5/35mm no (c.1955), (3) collapsible Tessar 3.5/5cm no (1947), (4) rigid Zeiss-Opton Tessar 3.5/50mm no (c.1953), (5) Zeiss-Opton Sonnar 1.5/50mm no (c.1953), (6) Triotar 4/8.5cm no (from the
last batch made in 1940), (7) Sonnar 4/13.5cm no (1936), (8) Tele-Tessar 6.3/18cm no (rare war time lens from 1941) Carl Zeiss Jena Tessar 4.5/13.5cm (Panflex) no , 1940, condition A/B for Contax Panflex reflex housing, extremely rare wartime lens in perfect condition, cap - less than ten of these lenses are known to exist 428 Carl Zeiss Jena Contax
Lenses (various) /33, condition B early Contax lenses in nickel finish: (1) Tessar 3.5/5cm no (extremely early lens from 1930), (2) Tessar 2.8/5cm no (from the first batch in 1931), (3) Sonnar 2/5cm no (1933, cleaning marks), (4) Sonnar 1.5/5cm no (1933) - all in good condition, ex Barringer collection 429 Carl Zeiss Jena Contax Lenses (various) ,
condition B interesting nickel lenses for Contax I: (1) Tessar 3.5/5cm no (very early lens from the first batch produced in 1930), (2) Sonnar 2/5cm no (one of the first Sonnar lenses for Contax from the second batch of 100 lenses produced in 1932, export lens engraved 'Germany' in barrel), (3) Sonnar 2/5cm no (1933, very rare with original engraving
'For China' on barrel, all lenses in fine condition - ex. Barringer collection 431 Carl Zeiss Jena Contax Lenses (various) /50, condition B (1) Sonnar 2/5cm T no (1947, alloy mount), (2) Sonnar 2/50mm T no (1950, alloy mount, engraved 'Germany'), (3) Sonnar 1.5/5cm T no (1940, early T coated lens), (4) Sonnar 1.5/5cm T no (1940, early T coated lens),
(5) Sonnar 1.5/5cm T no (1946, early post war lens), (6) Sonnar 1.5/5cm T no (1947, engraved 'Germany') - ex Barringer collection 432 Zeiss Ikon Stereotar-C Close-Focus lens 300 c.1941, condition B almost unknown and extremely rare original close-focus lens (20cm) for the war time Stereotar-C for Contax, with handwritten instruction 433 Zeiss
Ikon Magnifying Loupes (various) , condition B lot of 10 Zeiss magnifying loupes: two Carl Zeiss Jena 6x loupes engraved FL90214/2 (for checking a single frames of 16mm film), one folding scale loupe, three various versions of TELLUP (a combination of a loupe and mini-monocular), Carl Zeiss Jena 10x focusing loupe, early Zeiss Ikon focusing loupe,
and two simple Carl Zeiss Jena loupes (one in nickel, other black anodized), all in very good to near mint condition38 RUSSIAN CAMERAS 35mm CAMERAS 434 Fed Zorki no. 2220, 1948, condition B rare and early Russian Leica copy, the Fed-Zorki of 1948 was the first camera to bear the name 'Zorki' (The Sharpsighted), it was produced in Moscow
by KMZ in 1948 and 1949, with matching early Industar /50mm no.3174, front cap 435 Kiev II no , 1949, condition B/A very early Kiev in beautiful, original condition, with matching 1949 Zorki SK 2/5cm no Asahi Kogaku Asahiflex IIA 300 no , 1955, condition B/A early Pentax camera in beautiful condition and perfect working order, with matching
Takumar 2.4/58mm no Condor Camera Avigo 400 no , c.1959, condition A/B extremely rare Japanese copy of the Nikon S2, without rangefinder, with non-interchangeable Condor Delta 3.5/4.5cm no.18073, most probably made out of production leftovers of the Condor IIIS, in near mint condition No-Name 'Kiev' * 300 no , 1963, condition A/B quite
rare unbranded Kiev IVa for export to USA, engraved 'USSR OCCUPIED GERMANY', in near mint and perfect working condition with Carl Zeiss Sonnar 2/50mm no (mint with perfect lenses) 442 Contax G2 black outfit * 700 no , c.1997, condition A/B extensive outfit with camera body, Biogon 2.8/28mm no , Planar 2/45mm no , Sonnar 2.8/90mm no ,
all lenses with hood and caps, TLA200 flash, strap, instructions, everything in near mint working condition, in original metal outfit case GOMZ Sport , condition B early Russian 35mm SLR in good condition, nickel fittings, Industar /5cm no in special mount 438 Lomo Almaz no , 1980, condition B/A extremely rare Nikon F2 copy in near mint condition,
Pentax- K mount, Lomo MC Volna 1.8/50mm no (total production approx.20 cameras only) 439 Russian Lenses (various) /51, condition B interesting uncommon lenses: (1) ZK 2/5cm 1948 no for Kiev, (2) Jupiter-8 2/5cm no for Kiev, (3) ZK 1.5/5cm no for Kiev, (4) BK 2.8/3.5cm 1948 no for Kiev (rare and early lens with keeper), (5) ZK 1.5/5cm 1948 no ,
RF coupled for M39, (6) ZK 4/13.5cm 1948 no , RF coupled for M39 - all in good condition, ex Barringer collection 443 Exa 1b 18x24 'East German Police Camera' 300 no , c.1980, condition A/B rare Exa for 18x24mm exposures made for the East German Police, half frame viewfinder mask, reduced film mask, film transport changed to 4 teeth, with
Pentacon Auto 1.8/50mm, front cap, papers (with special 18x24mm instruction inlet) and maker's box 444 Ferrania Collection (various) , condition B (1) quite rare Condoretta no in very good working condition with Officine Galileo Terog 4/4cm, (2) early camera only engraved Condor no with Officine Galileo Eliog 3.5/5cm no , (3) later Condor I no
with coupled RF, Officine Galileo Eliog no , added accessory shoe, (4) Condor II no with fast Esaog 2/5cm no , green filter, all cameras with original case (4) 445 Foca URC 'Marine Nationale' 800 no , 1963, condition B special version of one of the most rare Foca camera with special mount to use with periscopes (only 11 cameras have been made with
this special mount), the cocking lever was deliberately bent to use in the tight space on the ship, in excellent condition, with metal plate engraved 'Marine Nationale No 544', in perfect working order39 446 Gamma Duflex no , 1949, condition B very rare and historically important Hungarian 35mm SLR with viewfinder, first camera to have a metal
focal plane shutter and instant return mirror, in fine and original condition, shutter needs attention, with very rare Gammar 3.5/5cm no.l , original everready case 447 Ilford Witness no. 5284, 1952, condition B/A body in very good condition and perfect working order, only c.350 of these rare cameras have been made, with original maker's box 448
Ilford Witness + Super-Six 1.9/2" * no. 5169, 1952, condition A/B body in very fine and working condition, with Super-Six Anastigmat 1.9/2" no (clean lenses with only very few hairline cleaning marks, smooth focusing, clean aperture blades) 449 Ilford Witness + Daron 2.9/5cm * no. 5289, 1952, condition A in beautiful, near mint and perfect working
condition, with extremely rare 2.9/5cm DARON lens no K.W. Praktiflex 073 * 500 no. 1712, 1939, condition B very early German 35mm SLR, rare second version 073 (less than 900 cameras were produced from August November 1939, in fine original and working condition, with Victar 3.5/5cm no Konica Autoreflex T3 outfit * 300 no , c.1973,
condition A/B black body in perfect working order, with Hexanon AR 1.7/50mm no , Hexanon AR 2.8/21mm no , Hexanon AR 1.8/85mm no , FL- Hexanon AR 6.3/300mm no and UC Zoom-Hexanon AR 3.5/45-100mm no , all lenses in very good to mint condition, with caps 452 Konica Hexar AF Gold * 600 no. EG , 1993, condition A very rare special
edition issued to commemorate 120th anniversary of Konica, only 500 units made, in new condition, complete with golden cap, strap, papers, wooden presentation box and maker's box 453 Mamiya Prismat NP 300 no , 1961, condition C/D the first 35mm SLR marketed by Mamiya, very rare with Canon Lens OM 1.9/50mm no in original Exakta mount
with external arm for semi-automatic diaphragm stopdown 454 Minox 35 GL Prototype 300 no , 1978, condition A prototype or pre-series camera finished in red plastic, judging from the serial number the camera has been made one year before the serial production started in 1979, in mint condition, with everready case (slightly different as well - with
non-removable top part)40 455 Neubert Neucaflex outfit no. 20, 1950, condition B mm SLR camera with 'periscopic' view finding, similar to the Periflex (and predating it). The camera was designed and made by Franz Robert Neubert in Jena from 1950, based on his earlier Leica copy, the Neuca. Made in very small numbers, only about 3-4 Neucaflex
cameras are known to exist. It has a mirror and pentaprism, arranged to give a magnified view of the center of the frame in the viewfinder for focusing. When the shutter release is pressed slightly, both the mirror and pentaprism swing out of the optical path, and the eyepiece now forms part of a reverse-galilean finder for framing before exposure.
The camera uses Leicamount lenses, and its controls (shutter speed selector, film advance and rewind knobs) are similar to those of a Leica. It has shutter speeds 1/20-1/1000 second, plus 'B'. After only a few months, production of a new version of the camera, the Ucaflex began, by UCA in Flensburg. The offered camera has a unique finish with
'reptile' imitation leather covering. It comes with three matching Meyer M39 lenses: (1) Primoplan 1.9/58mm no , (2) Trioplan 2.8/100mm no , (3) Tele Megor 5.5/180mm no all lenses in perfect condition, with caps, 2 special Meyer cases. The camera is in beautiful original condition, the base plate is stamped '20' and comes with original leather case,
and also 17.5mm + 35mm extension tubes - a sensational discovery from the early German post-war camera history! 456 Olympus Pen (various) * , condition B/A three Olympus Pen cameras with six lenses: (1) Pen F no with Zuiko Auto-S 1.8/38mm no , (2) Pen FV no with Zuiko Auto-S 1.8/38mm no , (3) Pen FT no with Zuiko Auto-S 1.8/38mm no ,
(4+5) two Auto-Zoom 3.5/50-90mm no and , (6) Zuiko Auto-T 3.5/100mm no with hood, one everready case, everything in excellent to near mint condition 458 Rectaflex Rotor outfit no , 1954, condition B/A Rotor outfit in beautiful condition, from the third series (the finish of the main disc in gold anodized aluminium), with pistol grip and 3 Angenieux
lenses: (1) 2.5/35mm Type R1 no , (2) 1.8/50mm Type S1 no , (3) 3.5/135mm Type Y2 no , all lenses in fine condition with Rectaflex caps 459 Robot Recorder no. K158706a, c.1960, condition B special camera set to use in surveillance vehicles, with Robot Recorder 18 body (for 18x24mm exposures), special camera mount with electric shutter release,
Schneider Xenar 2.8/45mm no , SAWIR spring-drive and rare focusing screen holder 460 Steinheil Casca II 300 no , 1949, condition B Casca II in very fine original condition (rangefinder clean and accurate), Culminar 2.8/5cm no (filter ring with some damage) 461 Tokiwa Seiki Pentaflex , condition B/A very rare Japanese 35mm SLR camera, MSKRapid central shutter, interchangeable Tokinon Anastigmat 3.5/5cm no.3271, camera and lens in very fine condition 462 Tokiwa Seiki f. Pentaflex Neogon Anastigmat 3.5/8cm 800 no , 1955, condition B/A extremely rare short telephoto lens - the only lens available for the Pentaflex beside the standard Tokinon Anastigmat 3.5/5cm, in excellent
condition with good optics, with matching front cap Rectaflex Nokton 1.5/50mm * no , c.1950, condition B/A body in very good condition and working order, with extremely rare Voigtländer Nokton 1.5/50mm no (RECTAFLEX-STARENO) - the Rectaflex-Nokton is a retrofocus construction with additional front element - totally different construction
from the Bessamatic or Prominent Nokton lenses - allowing a clearance for the mirror in the Rectaflex camera, with very good, clean optics41 LARGE FORMAT CAMERAS 463 Wenk Wenka II * 400 no. 8479, c.1952, condition B rare early German post-war rangefinder camera for 24x30mm, last version Wenka with Xenar 2.8/50mm no , in fine
condition with working shutter, original everready case MEDIUM FORMAT CAMERAS 464 Suter Swiss Lliliput blue and red , condition B two uncommon, Swiss made metal box cameras for 3x4cm on 127 film, in red and blue crinkle finish, both in excellent condition 465 Plasmat GmbH Roland 900 no. S1118, c.1935, condition B first type Roland for
4.5x6cm exposures on rollfilm 120 in very fine original and working condition, perfectly clean Kleinbild-Plasmat 2.7/70mm no.1891 in Compur-Rapid shutter, with rare original front cap 'Kleinbild-Plasmat' 466 Brooks Plaubel Veriwide 100 * 500 no. 61/1478, 1961, condition B rare Veriwide 100 with clean Super-Angulon 8/47mm no in Synchro-Compur
shutter, original Leitz Veriwide 100 Brooks New York finder 467 Silvestri Model H Shift Camera 800 c.1993, condition A/B compact and very robust professional shift camera in near mint condition, with clean Super-Angulon 5.6/47mm no , ground glass, Horseman 6x9cm 120 film back, and Horseman angle finder with ground glass 468 Noblex
Prestoflex 4x5 Prototype 800 c.1995, condition A/B prototype monorail reflex camera for 4x5", a sophisticated construction with rigid body, exchangeable bellows and viewfinders (waist-level finder included), electronic shutter, aperture module with electric display, equipped with (incomplete - for display only) Docter-Wetzlar Tessar 6.7/360mm
no.1019, the only known example - history of this camera shows connection to former Noblex employee 469 Meyer Optik Globica II Luxus no. 91/G/0/01/A, 1991, condition A/B x18cm luxury studio camera, mahogany body and stable fork-type stand, brass fittings, 4 matching brass Meyer-Optik lenses (4.5/180mm no.11638, 4.5/210mm no.7947,
4.5/250mm no.6654 and 4.5/300mm no.4084, all with front cap), two mahogany double plate holder, three lens boards, three lens extensions, cloth holder and copy of instructions, decorative and beautifully manufactured camera from a series of only 40 examples 470 Mentor Panorama 1 outfit 600 c.1965, condition A/B x24cm studio monorail camera,
one of the latest constructions from Mentor, in near mint condition, large outfit with 5 Carl Zeiss Jena lenses: Tessar 4.5/180mm no.1038, Tessar 4.5/210mm no.6537, Tessar 4.5/250mm no.6394, Tessar 4.5/300mm no.2450, Tessar 4.5/360mm no and Rodenstock Klimsch Apo-Ronar 9/480mm no (missing iris diaphragm), all lenses on special lens
boards, also with three original double film holders and ground glass SUBMINIATURE CAMERAS Biflex 35 outfit no. 1175, c.1950, condition A/B Swiss made subminiature camera for 11x11mm exposures, rare with Trioplan 2.8/20mm no with cap, with extremely rare original BIFLEX projector with Biflex 1.6/5cm lens no C.O.M. Italy Luxia II Luxus ,
condition B very rare Luxia in chrome with black reptile leather, Delmäk 2.9/27mm, case 473 Doryu 2-16 Flashcamera no , c.1955, condition B mm, pistol subminiature camera of unusual design for 10x10mm exposures with bullet shaped flash cartridge, Dorymar wide angle lens 2.5/17mm no.d25126 with cap, in very good original condition42 474
Ducati Sogno * 400 no. 1029, c.1950, condition A/B near mint and early camera with Vitor 3.5/35mm no Ducati Teletor 5.6/120mm 600 no. 4335, c.1950, condition B rare tele lens for Ducati in good condition, slim version OD with black serial number, leather case 476 Fabrik Fotografische Apparate Fotal no , c.1950, condition B round subminiature
for 8x12mm exposures on special rollfilm, blue reptile leather covering, Rau Wetzlar Anastigmat Optar 2.8/20mm, extremely rare camera in fine original condition, only less than 100 cameras were produced - the variation with blue reptile leather is the most rare, we know only one more example (no.20035) 477 Ferro GF 84 Ring Kamera 800 no. 76,
1998, condition A edition of 32 cameras in black finish, new in box with original outer packing, papers - the last model of Gianpaolo Ferro's famous ring cameras 478 Fotofex Mini-Fex 500 c.1932, condition B rare camera with fast Astro-Berlin Astrar 2.7/27mm no in Compur shutter, in excellent original condition - very special with original silver

maker's box, two unused Gevaert Mini-Fex films, original Mini-Fex brochure with sales prices (the price for the Mini-Fex with Vidar lens was 45 Mark, the offered camera with the Astro Astrar was 155 Mark!), other original papers, rare brown leather case 479 Galileo Gami x / 8x Telelens 800 no , c.1955, condition A/B for 12x17mm exposures on
16mm film in special spools (one included) with built in Esamitar 1.9/25mm lens, including Telelens 4x f/4 No and Telelens 8x f/4 No , all in very nice and clean condition 480 Harukawa Septon Pen Camera no , c.1953, condition A/B Very rare pen camera for 16mm film, Deluxe model in very fine original condition - The device has the shape of an
oversized pen. The tip contains a functional propelling pencil. The other end contains an eye-level viewfinder, and has a pen clip on one side, engraved SEPTON. The camera part is in the middle of the device. The exposure size is 14 14mm, and the film is sometimes described as paper-backed 16mm film, perhaps because it was advertised or
announced as such. It seems that it is actually the same as the 17.5mm film used in Hit-type cameras. The back door is removable, contains a window to control the position of the film, and is inscribed PEN CAMERA and PAT.APPL. MADE IN JAPAN below. The advance knob itself is placed opposite the pen clip. The front part of the camera is metal
finished, with a fixed-focus Septon 2.8/20mm lens no in the middle. The aperture is adjustable from 2.8 to 11, via a small knob placed above the lens. The shutter is of the guillotine type, and has Bulb and Instant settings, selected by a small knob at the bottom right. It is cocked by a sliding lever on the side, and tripped by a button placed opposite the
speed knob. The name SEPTON is engraved on the front face, below the lens. The back is locked by a sliding latch. The dimensions are mm, and the weight is 120g. 481 Kalos Special 500 c.1954, condition B very rare improved version subminiature camera with more streamlined appearance, for 30 9x12mm exposures on unperforated 16mm film,
both spools, R-Staeble-Werk Kata 2.8/25mm no , original instruction book 482 Kunik Germany Petie Vanity (various) 600 c.1956, condition A/B two Petie camera housed in a make-up compact, front door opens to reveal mirror and powder, one of the top knobs provides a space for lipstick, the other one for a spare roll of film, both in beautiful
condition one finished in green, the other in violet 483 Le Coultre Compass no. 4284, c.1938, condition A/B classic miniature camera, made by famous Swiss watch manufacturer Jaeger LeCoultre, French version in beautiful condition, with focusing screen back, Anastigmat 3.5/35mm no.ccl3b Le Coultre Compass outfit * no. 3049, c.1938, condition B
Compass (English version) in good working order, focusing screen adapter, Le Coultre rollfilm adapter and the rare Compass Pocket Tripod 485 Magic Introduction Co. Photoret Watch Camera 500 c.1894, condition B/A pocket-watch camera for 6 exposures 12x12mm on round sheet film, in very good condition, with original French instructions, and
attractive wooden maker's box Minox Riga '12 Teeth' 900 no. 1280, 1938, condition A/B very early Minox Riga, rare type with 12 teeth, in near mint and fully working condition, all early features43 DETECTIVE & SPY CAMERAS 487 Minox LX Selection Gold 400 no. 908/999, 1988, condition A mint golden edition camera (special number 908/999),
with golden flash, wooden presentation box for the camera and flash, special brown leather case and all papers 492 Angelo Pettazzi Milano Detective Camera 400 no , c.1890, condition A/B extremely rare and beautifully made wooden 9x12cm detective camera from the fairly unknown Italian manufacture Angelo Pettazzi, in excellent condition with no
missing parts Peace Baby Flex 600 no. 1351, c.1949, condition B Japanese subminiature TLR camera for 12x14mm exposures on special roll film, chain, with fixed focus 20mm lens, very rare 493 C.P. Stirn Vest Camera No no. 5395, c.1889, condition B round metal detective camera for 6 exposures 4x4cm on a round glass plates, with piece of ground
glass for focus adjustment, rare and in very fine original condition 489 Schneider for Sola 5.5/5cm Tele-Xenar 200 no , c.1938, condition B very rare tele lens for SOLA subminiature camera 490 Steineck ABC Watch Camera * , condition A/B wrist watch camera with brown strap, Steinheil VL 2.5/12.5mm lens, instructions and presentation box 491
Toko Photo Co. Teleca 300 no , c.1950, condition B quite rare Japanese 16mm binocular camera with Telesigmar 4.5/3.5cm lens 494 Expo Watch Camera 200 c.1905, condition B/A detective camera stylized like a pocket watch, chromed body, with angle finder, original cap with chain and padded maker's box 495 F21 Cameras with Concealment
Devices 400 c.1960, condition B two F21 cameras (no and T92214) with two different ingeniously made concealment devices, both designed to be hidden in bags or parts of clothes, used by Polish or Russian Secret Service 496 Hess & Sattler Detective Camera 300 c.1900, condition B rare 9x12cm wooden detective camera in very good original
condition, working shutter, with six plate holders Houghton Ticka 'Watch Face' c.1912, condition B very rare original version of the pocket-watch detective camera (hands on the face show the viewing angle of the lens), in very fine condition with cap and chain44 498 Kiev John Player Special Spy Camera 300 no , c.1990, condition B/A consisting of a
metal replica of a pack of John Player cigarettes, with small opening for lens, irregularly protruding "cigarettes", with Kiev mm subminiature camera body, film is transported by pulling protruding cigarette; with 3.5/23mm Industar lens, original maker's box and leaflet 499 Leon Bloch Paris Physiograph (Physio- Pocket) 800 no. 181, c.1905, condition
B very early and rare monocular version in original condition with matching plate back, Roussel Stylor 4.5/54mm no.35727, very early serial number, this basic design was later used in the Nettel Argus and Zeiss Ergo 500 Miniature Spy Camera no. 5, c.1980, condition A This unknown camera (the only specification is a small sticker Nr. 5 in the film
cassette compartment) is 54 x 32 x 17mm in size and was milled from solid aluminium. It is black anodized, relatively heavy and superbly made. The lens is coated and fixed-focus, no diaphragm. No finder. Exposure counter to 36, not unlike a Minox counter, but different. Like in a Minox the pressure plate is lifted when the film is transported, which
is done by pulling out a chrome plated lever from one of the small sides. It is hard to estimate the origin and vintage of this camera. Design and make are firstrate and cannot be compared with any amateur subminiature camera (while more simple in design with its simple shutter and missing viewfinder, its make is even superior to a late 8x12mm
Minox). Soviet secret service cameras once were of comparable quality, but never used Phillips screws (which are used here exclusively) and at least had some sort of serial number engraved, while this camera lacks any designation. There is also no resemblance to one of the many subminiature cameras from the USSR and the GDR that we have seen.
So we suspect that the camera might possibly be of western origin and made for one of the Western Secret Services, and possibly even shortly after the end of the cold war. throw rapid wind lever that also trips the shutter. Automatic frame counter, dimensions 58 x 22 x 16mm. The Venus Z camera was made by the OTS (the workshop for design and
manufacture of spy devices of the East German secret service) for the HVA (the East German foreign secret service) and was used by the prominent East German spy Rainer Rupp (code name Topaz ) 504 Perken, Son & Rayment Optimus Detective 600 c.1888, condition B rare tropical version, 1/4 plate mahogany box camera, external shutter and
focus control, original red bellows, rotary shutter (working, but release missing), brass unmarked Rapid Rectilinear lens 505 S-112 Reproduction Camera 300 c.1980, condition A/B well made reproduction camera used by Polish customs, border patrols and secret service, designed to make a quick copy of documents, can be operated with batteries or
AC adapter, with working F21 camera no.t90703 and 2/28mm lens no.22239, in near mint condition 506 Steinheil Detective-Camera 400 c.1890, condition B x12 magazine detective camera, early version with leather changing bag, with mother of pearl maker's plaque, in good original condition 507 Steinheil Detective-Camera 300 c.1890, condition B
attractive wooden 9x12cm detective camera, early version with changing bag and wooden cover over it, mother of pearl maker's plaque, unmarked lens 508 Th. Broothaerts Bruxelles Detective Camera 400 c.1890, condition B very rare 9x12cm Dutch detective camera, leather-covered wooden body in very good condition, with brass Derogy lens in
working double guillotine shutter Möller Cambinox 600 no , 1958, condition B high quality binocular camera for 10x14mm exposures on 16mm film in excellent condition, with three lenses: Jdemar 3.5/90mm no , Jdemar 3.5/135mm no and uncommon Jdemar 3.5/35mm no.v , two Bakelite cans of special Cambinox Adox 14 Din film (each with two
sealed films inside) 509 The 'Moment' Watch Camera no. 5001, c.1910, condition B extremely rare Japanese 'Ticka' copy with finder, engraved 'SOLE AGENT T.U.CAMERA CO. "MOMENT", probably unique with maker's box 'THE "MOMENT" WATCH CAMERA Sole Agent T.U.CAMERA CO' and the original 32 pages manual Newman & Guardia
Universal Pattern Special B * 300 no. SB958, c.1910, condition B/A rare leather-covered detective camera in very good working condition, long front extension for close-up photography, inclusive original leather case (lid torn) 503 OTS 'Venus Z' Zeisig III c.1985, condition B Secret service wide-angle camera for 60 exposures 8x11mm on 9.2mm
polyester thin-emulsion film in special cassettes. The lens is a high performance Carl Zeiss Jena Lamegon 3.5/8mm (five elements in five groups, a modified Gaussian design with integrated film plane, equivalent to a 28mm wide angle in 35mm photography). Fixed focus on 25 30cm for document photography. Two blades lamellar shutter with a tiny
dot on the first curtain (indicating a transported film and tensioned shutter). The camera is operated by a single- HISTORICAL CAMERAS 510 Alphonse Giroux 'Photo Magie' Wet-Plate Camera c.1856, condition B very early 4x6" wet-plate box camera, beautiful outfit with three original labelled bottles for chemicals, glass plates (some of them with
partially visible photos), the camera is equipped with simple one-element lens with shutter cap, both camera and the box bear an attractive original sticker 'Photo Magie', the camera back door hides an example photograph, the box is labelled inside 'Maison A. Giroux, Paris', an extremely rare and unique outfit from the early years of photography45
511 Beck Ltd, England Frena Presentation Model 600 c.1897, condition B Deluxe version of the Frena, half-plate, brown calves leathercovered body, gilt brass fittings, swan-neck changing handle with built in spirit level, Rapid Rectilinear lens and carrying strap. According to McKeown's Price Guide, 'The camera could be tilted slightly and the film
plumbed with the handle to create the same effect as a tilt back', rare camera in original condition 515 Chicago Kamera Co. Photake 600 c.1897, condition B Seamless cylindrical camera for 5 exposures 5x5cm on plates, Achromat lens 14/120mm, rare and unusual. Designed by Henry E. Willsie of La Crosse Wisconsin. His camera was granted U.S.
Patent 586,422 on the 29th September 1896 and was manufactured by the Chicago camera Co., Illiniois, with one exposed 5x5cm glass plate Bentzin Primarette 600 c.1931, condition B rare twin-lens folding camera (not a reflex camera!) for 8 exposures 4x6.5cm on 127 film, separate bellows for taking and viewing lens, early version with front
shutter release and no ground glass magnifier, Tessar 3.8/7.5cm no , leather case 513 British Night Camera no. 5599, c.1930, condition B very rare Night-Camera for 4x6cm with focal plane shutter to 1/1000 sec., fast and rare Taylor-Hobson Cooke Kinic Anastigmat 2/4 1/4" no (clean lenses) 514 Chevalier / Langlois Studio outfit c.1858, condition B
Transitional era (Daguerrian / Collodion) outfit including a whole plate sliding box camera, a portrait/landscape lens, large iron studio tripod and a head rest. The oval blind stamp on the camera says 'Maison Charles Chevalier Ingénieur / Fondée en 1760 / Deux médailles d or en 1834 / Arthur Chevalier Fils et Successeur / Palais Royal 158'. The
sliding box camera is made of old French walnut, with dovetail joints. The combination lens is signed 'Inventé par Charles Chevalier / Ingénieur / Arthur Chevalier / Malais Royal 158', it has 2 groups of lenses, a diaphragm ring for portraits and one for landscapes. These inscriptions indicate a date of manufacture at about The studio tripod is made of
cast iron, steel and brass. The embossed label reads 'E.L. Breveté S.G.D.G. PARIS'. It is also signed 'LANGLOIS / Rue de BONDY, 70 / PARIS' in cast relief on the turntable. This tripod was patented in 1856 by LANGLOIS and made in his own workshops from that date on. The head rest is by the same maker. The embossed label reads 'LANGLOIS / Rue
de BONDY, 70 / PARIS' An unique complete studio outfit by Chevalier / Langlois - the camera, lens, tripod and headrest are in beautiful and original condition. Included copies of the original advertisements. 516 Compagnie Francaise de Photographie Le Photosphere 800 no. 1309, c.1888, condition B very rare small 8x9cm version, one of the first allmetal cameras in good original and working condition, original lens, attached original finder, with matching film holder 517 Contessa Nettel Deckrullo 300 no. S11335, c.1924, condition B small version for 6.5x9cm plates in very good condition, with fast Tessar 2.7/12cm no , ground glass and magazine back 518 Deyrolle Scenographe outfit c.1870,
condition B strut-folding camera, rare small version for 8x9.5cm plates, mahogany body with two removable struts, outfit in fitted wooden contemporary box, simple brass lens, cap, black cloth bellows, brass tripod socket, ground glass focusing screen, one plate holder, complete set with four original (!) bottles with chemicals with well preserved
labels and original labelled box with glass plates 519 E. Lorenz Berlin Clarissa Luxus Night- Camera * , condition B x6cm tropical camera with original brown leather covering (with some restauration work), brass fittings, focal plane shutter (needs repair), fast 2/9cm Plasmat no (very rare lens with clean optics), only three of this luxus Ermanox copies
are known to exist46 520 E. Suter Tropical Detective camera 800 c.1894, condition B/A very rare tropical version of the Suter's detective camera, early 9x12 cm version with two reflex viewfinders, unmarked lens, working shutter, in very good condition 521 Eder Patent Camera no. 116, 1933, condition B/A very rare horizontal twin-lens camera (non
reflex), large version for 6x9cm plates, rack and pinion focusing with parallax correction, with Xenar 4.5/10.5cm no taking lens and Xenar 4.5/10.5cm no viewing lens, rare viewing loupe with ground glass, one film holder, in beautiful condition 522 Rodenstock (Eder) Twin-Lens Camera no. 5, c.1933, condition B/A formerly unknown horizontal twinlens (non-reflex) folding bed camera for 4.5x6cm exposures on plates, made by Rodenstock or Eder Präzisionskamera, Munich (the camera shows some small differences to the Eder Patent camera), engraved with Rodenstock logo on the folding bed, equipped with Rodenstock Doppel Anastigmat Eurynar 4./9cm no and no as taking and viewing lens,
with two ground glass plates on the back, in overall very good condition 523 English Mahogany Sliding Box Wet Plate Camera c.1855, condition B very rare and early whole plate camera, beautiful construction in finely dovetailed mahogany, reinforced with brass screws (note the aligned screw heads!), rise and fall front, simple Achromat (two
elements in one group) rack and pinion focusing lens no by Derogy Paris - Londres, with crown insignia, clean optics, no maker's name on the camera, but the cabinet making is comparable to Ottewill or Ross. 33 cm high and 40 cm long when closed, with matching ground glass 525 Ernemann Tropen Klapp 6.5x9cm 800 no , 1924, condition B
beautiful and rare Tropen Klapp 6.5x9 cm (later style), polished teak body with brass trimmings, original brown bellows and brown leather viewing hood, shutter not operable, with Tessar 4.5/12cm no , Zeiss Ikon plaque on top 526 French 1/2-Plate Sliding Box Camera c.1858, condition B early camera from Daguerreotype/wet plate transitional
period, half plate size, in very good, original condition, with matching Hermagis Paris Petzval type lens no (total height with hood 16cm, front and rear element diameter 7.5cm, very good optics, with only few minimal scratches, matching shutter cap and one Waterhouse stop) with large original wooden tripod c.83cm high in lowest position in original
condition and from a matching period, an excellent and very attractive early outfit 527 French Detective Cameras Seller's Outfit c.1890, condition B set of four unmarked French detective cameras in various sizes, all from the same manufacturer, every one with wooden carrying case (each case marked 'F. & Cie' on the brass lock), most probably a
seller's or presentation outfit, the set contains one 4.5x6cm camera with walnut body, matching magazine and front shutter, more advanced 6.5x9cm camera with mahogany body and internal shutter, matching magazine and 4 plate holders, larger 9x12cm camera with mahogany body, matching magazine, and the largest camera for 10x15cm plates,
more advanced with roller blind shutter and the lens hidden behind the front flap, with ground glass and three double plate holders, an unique and very interesting set Ernemann Simplex-Ernoflex 600 no , 1925, condition B x9cm, fine original condition with strap, focal plane shutter, very rare with fast Carl Zeiss Jena Biotessar 2.8/13.5cm no (clean
optics), cap47 528 French Full Plate Daguerreotype Camera c.1855, condition B/C rare sliding box Daguerreotype camera, polished walnut body with folding bed for easier transport and dual internal box for double extension - a very uncommon construction for such an early camera, with one film holder and typical unmarked Daguerreotype lens with
front diaphragm and slide shutter, the set comes with a matching early wooden tripod - c.77 high in the lowest position, everything in fine condition, with only few small parts replaced over the time, a very interesting historic set cameras which became the standard camera style of most press photographers and was widely used throughout Europe
during the early part of the 20th century. Amongst his many other achievements was projecting a series of moving images onto a ceiling in Berlin with self-designed apparatus some time before the Lumiere brothers launched their Cinematographe. His contemporaries included Muybridge and Jules Marey. He also set up the first association to protect
to the rights of professional photographers. Literature: Michel Auer (1990) The Guide to Antique Cameras no.622, Abring I p.40, Lothrop (1973), A Century of Cameras, p French Full Plate Sliding Box Camera c.1855, condition B/A early camera from Daguerreotype/wet plate transitional period, full plate size, in exceptional, beautiful original
condition, with matching Marion Paris Petzval type lens (total height with hood 21cm, front and rear element diameter 8cm, rack and pinion focusing, very good optics, with only few minimal scratches, matching shutter cap) with large original wooden tripod c.94cm height in lowest position (wooden frame around the table added later, otherwise in
original condition and from a matching period), an excellent and very attractive early outfit 530 German Magazine Camera 600 no , c.1893, condition B Folding bed camera with a sophisticated magazine mechanism for 12 dry plates. The wooden body is covered with dark leather and consists of two halves: the right half is the camera, the left contains
two foldable finders in front. When photography is started, each half of the camera contains six unexposed plates in the rear of the body. The mechanism is operated by a crank on top of the camera body - after exposure the exposed plate is moved to the left by two counter-clockwise turns of the crank and the next, unexposed plate is pressed into the
focal plane by four springs in the camera back - two clockwise turns of the crank then move the rearmost plate in the left camera half to the right, where is queues up for being exposed later (a clever mechanism that keeps the camera relatively slim, as there always are six plates in either half of the body). The exposed plated are counted
automatically on a watch like display (1-12) in the camera back. The camera comes with five steel plate holders for the glass plates (nos. 1, 3, 5, 10, 12). Steinheil Gruppen-Antiplanet lens 25mm no (of 1892 vintage) with a lever-operated iris diaphragm with settings, 2/3, 1, 2, 4 and 8. The lens is scale focused (2, 5, 10m) and original brass lens cap.
Rouleau shutter (1/15, 1/30, 1/45, 1/75, 1/90), release lever with knob on the right side. The camera is probably of German origin, it bears no maker s name, but there is a monogram 'N. U.' stamped into the inner surface of the wooden camera back 531 Goerz Anschütz Detective Camera c.1890, condition B x12cm, exposures on dry plates, walnut
body with motherof-pearl plaque engraved 'PATENT ANSCHÜTZ C.P.GOERZ BERLIN', the interior stamped '3', brass-bound lens engraved 'No.9223 C.P. GOERZ Berlin EXTRA RAPID LYNKEIOSKOP Serie C No.1.' with iris diaphragm, focal-plane shutter (needs repair), frame finder - in very fine condition! Designed by Ottomar Anschütz a talented
inventor and photographer associated with the introduction of the focal plane shutter. He experimented during the early 1880's by attaching a cloth focal plane shutter to a standard camera so he could use its 'stop action' to capture moving subjects. By the late 1880's a production model of this camera had been designed. This was later manufactured
by Goerz who used his name and reputation to market the camera. Goerz later went on to employ the Anschütz shutter to their Klapp 532 Goerz Roll-Tenax Deluxe 500 c.1920, condition B x6cm, unknown Luxus version with original brown snake skin leather covering, Dagor 6.8/75mm no in Dial Set Compur shutter, in good original condition with
matching snake skin case 533 Goerz Tenax rigid 400 no , c.1910, condition B unique Tenax with rigid body, possibly a prototype, front shifting vertically, with Doppel Anastigmat Dagor Series III 6.8/75mm no , 5 film holders and front cap 534 Gundlach Korona Series IV 300 c.1910, condition B/A advanced 5x7" folding bed camera, brown leather
covering with beautiful mahogany interior, red bellows, unmarked lens in Gundlach shutter 535 Gundlach Korona Series VII 300 c.1905, condition A/B x7" wooden folding-bed camera in excellent condition, beautiful mahogany interior, original red bellows, brass fittings, unmarked lens in Unicum shutter, with original ground glass 536 Lamperti &
Garbagnati Field Camera Viaggio 300 c.1900, condition B/A beautiful 13x18cm mahogany field camera, small repair on the folding bed, otherwise original condition, red bellows, with Rodenstock Recti-Aplanat 8/21cm no and one double film holder 537 Lancaster Mail Stamp Camera c.1880, condition B early multiple picture mail stamp camera for 2 x
12 exposures on 6 x 4 1/2" plates (every plate is being used twice), with 12 lenses on focusing board, built-in simple front shutter and two original special plate holders 538 Lechner Vienna 18x24cm Field Camera 400 c.1930, condition B large format mahogany field camera in very good condition, red bellows (needs small repairs), with beautiful
details and no missing parts, with uncoated Schneider Xenar 4.5/18cm no London Stereoscopic Co. Improved 'Artist' Reflex c.1910, condition B rare half plate tropical SLR camera in good shape with normal signs of use, Carl Zeiss Jena Tessar 4,5/21cm DRP no , in fully original condition with green leather hood and bellows48 SPACE CAMERAS 540
Mackenstein Field Camera 500 c.1890, condition B French folding camera for 18x18cm plates, in very good condition with original bellows and brass hardware, folding to relatively compact dimensions, with matching Fleichel Opticien Paris rectilinear lens, viewing cloth, six plate holders, everything in large fitted wooden carrying box 541 Nettel
Miroflex Tropical Model c.1914, condition B tropical Miroflex SLR for 9x12cm, teakwood body with brown leather bellows, mirror housing covered with brown leather, focal plane shutter (working) to 1/2800 sec marked 'Nettel Deck-Rollo', Tessar 4.5/15cm no (delivered by Carl Zeiss Jena directly to Nettel company around 1913) - the Miroflex was
designed by a Dutch inventor who sold the rights to Nettel company just before WWI - no other camera like this is known to exist - in very good and 100% original condition 542 Rokuoh-Sha (Konishiroku) Sakura * , condition B/A rare Japanese Bakelite camera for 4x5cm exposures on 127 film, Rokuoh-Sha meniscus lens, with original everready case,
in excellent condition 543 Schmitz & Thienemann Uniflex , condition B rare small SLR camera for 4.5x6cm exposures in very good working condition, Meyer Trioplan 3.5/7.5cm no in working Pronto shutter, the Planovista sign was added by the British distributor Seeing Camera of London 544 Shew London Aluminium Xit 400 c.1900, condition B
strut-folding mahogany camera for 1/4 plate, rare version of the more popular Eclipse, with aluminium instead of brass fittings, in good original condition, with Dallmeyer Stigmatic lens, extension bellows and three matching film holders 545 Sliding-Box Daguerreotype Camera * c.1845, condition B/A early American Daguerreotype sliding-box camera,
beautifully crafted mahogany body, half-plate size, except for the ground glass no missing parts, with early unmarked Petzval type lens (c.15cm focal length, total height with hood 11cm) - in fantastic and 100% original condition 546 Arsenal Kiev-S Space Camera no , 1969, condition B Unique outfit used for the 'Soyuz' space Programme including a
perfect camera with reflex finder with matching film magazine no , a spare magazine no , Vega-12-C 4/90mm no.68011, Tair /300mm no (with special front and rear cap) - The SLR cameras Kiev-SKD + Kiev-S for perforated 70-mm-film in detachable special film magazine for negative format 50x50mm, magazine capacity 100 images (or 180 images
when using a special thin-base film). Polished glass pressure plate in front of the film. Foldable pointing device above the reflex finder. Focal plane shutter - 1/1000 and B. The camera documents the technical data of each image on the film, using four small windows adjacent to the corners of the image window: 1. Time (clock) and colour filter in use
(in a round window of 5mm in diameter) 2. f-number 3. exposure time 4. focal length of the lens in use (2. to 4. appear in three square little windows 5x5mm; the analogue watch, f- number and exposure time are keyed-in automatically, while the used type of lens and the filter type have to be set manually by turning small wheels on the body). This
data system is achieved by four small objectives behind the windows that focus on electrically lit scales (f-stop, exposure time etc.) and a small battery-driven electric analogue watch (in the size of a wristwatch, with black dial and white hands) that sits in the camera bottom. The Kiev-S is a historically important camera, used in spaceship Soyuz. It
was used by the USSR to take 35 outstanding colour photographs of the Moon and the earth rising above the Moon on August 11th, 1969, on a circumlunar flight. The spaceship returned to the earth safely on August 14th, Only about 30 cameras of both Kiev-SKD and Kiev-S were produced from Nikon F NASA * no. 10, c.1963, condition B/A extremely
rare black anodized demonstration (DUMMY or display) camera with special motor drive, the body engraved 'P/N SEB S/N 10, Photomic FTn finder engraved 'P/N SEB S/N 10', back door inside engraved 'P/N SEB S/N 10' (not closing properly), with matching black anodized DUMMY Nikkor-S 1.2/55mm no engraved 'P/N SEB S/N 1014' - see a similar
camera illustrated in Uli Koch 'Nikon F - The Camera' on p , this camera is shown in Uli Koch's new book "Nikon 100 Anniversary" page Nikon F3 NASA 250 * no. 10, c.1985, condition B/A very rare demonstration display camera with special motor drive engraved 'P/N SED S/N 10xx' (the last two digits are blackened) with fixed battery chamber
engraved 'P/N SED S/N 1006', 250 magazine back engraved 'P/N SED S/N 10xx' (two last digits are blackened), non removable dummy prism finder, Nikkor-N 1.4/35mm no (black anodized by NASA) - the outfit is for display only - see Uli Koch "Nikon 100 Anniversary"49 549 Nikon F3 NASA 250 Back no. 1008, c.1986, condition B magazine back for
250 exposures for use with the 'Space Shuttle' version of Nikon F3, various details modified for use in outer space, only approx. 19 of these were made for NASA around 1986, some were lost in space, in fully original condition 550 Nikon / Kodak Professional DCS 760 NASA * no. 1023, 2005, condition B extremely rare Kodak digital camera used by
NASA, with original inventory stickers and attached Velcro tape (used to secure the objects in 0-G condition), the camera has been specially modified for use in space: the firmware has been designed to continue the shooting in extreme temperatures or when an error in camera occurs, internal lubricants were formulated to NASA specifications, all
connection covers have been removed for easy access. In 2005 NASA explained that all still digital photos from the space has been made with DCS760 - it is one of the most important camera in history of space photography. STEREO CAMERAS + ACCESSORIES 551 Cornu Ontoscope "3D" * 800 no , c.1938, condition B a very rare stereo camera for
24x30 frames on 35mm film, Flor 3.5/40mm lenses, cast metal body, in very good original condition 554 Devaux & Deloye Le Prismac no. 219, c.1906, condition B for twelve 4x4.5mm exposures on Kodak 102-rollfilm, leather covered aluminium body, 5-speed guillotine shutter, a pair of Kengott 8/54mm Rectilinear lenses; invented by Deloye and built
by Devaux, unusual early rollfilm camera of compact design, has two internal 90 degree prisms to reflect the image at right angles from the lenses onto the film. Very rare stereo camera only a small number are known to exist, Le Prismac No.208 is illustrated in 'History of Photography As Seen Through The Spira Collection' page E. Francaise
Kinegraphe Stereo c.1887, condition B x17cm, very rare polished mahogany stereo reflex camera with reflex finder, brass barrel E.Francais lenses nos with water house stops, rotary shutter, in very fine original condition - this attractive camera was the first stereo reflex camera ever produced! 556 Goerz Anschütz Stereo 300 no , c.1900, condition B
early 6x13cm version in original condition, missing ground glass, with pair of extremely rare 'Koristka Milano' Zeiss Tessar 6.3/84mm no.2774 and 2775 lenses 557 Goerz Photo Stereo Binoculars no. 1504, 1899, condition B binocular detective camera for 45x50mm stereo exposures, Doppel-Anastigmat III 75mm lenses nos.80018/83342, guillotine
shutter, Newton finder, the camera can be used as a camera or as binoculars, in original condition - very rare and maybe unique export camera for Japan engraved 'R.Konishi Tokyo' for the owner of Konishiroku Company in Tokyo Cornu Ontoscope 6x13 Stéréo Panoramique N 3 * 300 no. 3876, c.1924, condition B/A rigid-bodied stereo camera for
6x13cm plates in heavy nickel finish, advanced version for stereo and panoramic exposures and with focusing front, dual Tessar lenses 6.3/8.5cm nos (caps), matching metal late magazine - in beautiful condition 553 Dallmeyer Universal Sliding Box Camera * no. 560, c.1868, condition A/B rare English Stereo camera in fantastic and original condition
for plates 7.5 x 4.5 inches, window-pattern, polished mahogany body, lacquered brass inset binding and fittings, inside stamped '560', with ivory maker's plaque 'J.H.DALLMEYER OPTICAN London.', removable focusing screen, rack and pinion front-focusing inner box with a pair of Dallmeyer Triple Achromatic lenses for water house stops nos , a
Dallmeyer brass bound Patent lens no on mahogany lens board, mahogany wet-collodion single dark-slide stamped '560' - for sure the most beautiful example of this historic camera we have ever seen 558 Ica Multiplast Stereo Viewer 400 c.1920, condition B large table-top stereo viewer for 43x107mm plates in special cassettes, built-in drawers for
storage, with one cassette with 23 glass plates with pictures 559 Ives Patent Kromskop no. 337, c.1900, condition B/A Ives' patent viewer for viewing special 5x5cm stereo colour separation pictures, mahogany body, with plaque: THE "KROMOSKOP" IVES'S PATENT The Photochromoscope Syndicate L'd HOLBEIN HOUSE 121 Shaftesbury Av'e
LONDON W.C.', complete with three colour filters, green blue and red, in beautiful original condition, with matching mirror and fitted original wooden box (no lid) and one original Kromskop picture 'No.10 - Basket of Fruits'50 560 J.Fallowfield Stereo Detective Camera c.1890, condition B x16cm, ebonised wood body with plaque for Jonathan
Fallowfield 146 Charing Cross Road W London, internal maroon leather tapered bellows, flap shutter, a pair of brass Rapid Rectilinear f/8 lenses in a Thornton Pickard Stereo rollerblind shutter. Jonathan Fallowfield was a retailer of photographic equipment, the model and the maker of this camera is unknown and has not been previously documented
in standard reference works. It is possible that it was manufactured by Henry Park's workshop in London for Fallowfield on special order - a beautiful stereo camera in fine condition 561 Jules Richard 'Luxus' Verascope * 500 no , c.1930, condition A beautiful mint 'Luxus' version of the 45x107mm focusing model with brown leather covering, Berthiot
Stellor 4.5 lenses, with quick-loading back covered with brown leather 562 Jules Richard Verascope F40 outfit * 600 no , c.1950, condition A/B beautiful set consisting the legendary French 35mm stereo camera (Model 1950) with Flor 3.5/50mm lenses, with matching VERASCOPE "40" viewer no in mahogany/nickel finish and beautiful condition 563
L' Alternascope Stereo Viewer 300 c.1930, condition A/B uncommon stereo viewer for 12 pairs of 3x3cm exposures on 13x18cm glass plates (total 24 small pictures on one plate), complete set with viewer and 10 plates with various touristic attractions in France, in maker's box (lid torn) 564 L' Eclipse Stereo Camera 500 c.1890, condition B rare
French stereo camera for 9x18cm plates, well preserved mahogany body, original red bellows, complete brass hardware, with dual Balbrick Paris lenses no and in working guillotine shutter 565 L. Rancoule Stado-Jumelle no. 159, c.1902, condition B an ingenious device combining features of a 6x13cm stereo camera, stereo viewer, panoramic camera
and binoculars, dual nickel Demaria Rectilinear Extra Rapide lenses, working guillotine shutter, 6 plate holders and leather case 566 Stereoscopic Co. Brewster-Pattern Viewer 900 c.1860, condition B x13cm, in very fine walnut veneer, on attractive turned rosewood pedestal stand, in very good original condition, engraved 'London Stereoscopic Co.
51, Cheapside' 567 Mentor Stereo Reflex 300 no , c.1922, condition B early stereo SLR camera for 6x13cm exposures, bellowsfocusing front, focal plane shutter (not operable), in good original condition, rear ground glass missing, with pair of Carl Zeiss Jena Tessar 4.5/10.5cm lenses no and Meopta Stereo-Mikroma * 200 c.1961, condition B/A for
stereo exposures on 16mm film, 1st model with green leather covering, both caps, in very good condition 569 Negretti & Zambra Magic Stereoscope no. 310, c.1880, condition B/A highly decorative, beautiful mahogany stereoscope for 9x18cm glass plates or prints, in excellent condition with no missing parts, ivory maker's plaque on top: 'Magic
Stereoscope, No.310 by Royal Letters Patent, Negretti & Zambra, 59 Cornhill, London', with later mahogany stand carved in grape leaf design, one of the most beautiful viewers we have seen 570 Noblex P3 Prototype no , c.1995, condition B Advanced demonstration stereo prototype for 35mm film, with a pair of Noblar T 4.5/50mm S lenses, branded
'Docter-Wetzlar-Jena' (mounted on special lens board with central aperture control). According to the previous owner only 3 examples were made for Photokina 1996, this is the first one produced. he camera never went in production, due to the high developing resources the company nearly went bankrupt. Also included a special prototype prism for
stereo pictures, extensive internal development documentation (with prototype drawings, descriptions etc.) and original folders prepared for the customers51 571 Photo Hall Paris Stereo Camera * 200 no. 1405, c.1905, condition B/A x13cm jumelle-style stereo camera in very good condition, with dual rare Max Balbreck Paris lenses in guillotine
shutter, folding Newton finder, one plate holder 577 Voigtländer Stereflektoskop 45x107mm 200 no , c.1923, condition B/A second version in excellent condition, with dual Heliar 4.5/65mm no and in Compur Stereo shutter, with matching magazine back and original leather case 572 Praktina FX Stereo outfit * , condition B very rare stereo set in very
good working condition, inclusive Praktina FX body, Tessar 2.8/50mm, a very rare binocular stereo finder, Carl Zeiss Jena beam splitter no.52784t 578 Voigtländer Stereflektoskop 6x13cm 200 no , c.1925, condition B/A early version in excellent condition, with dual Heliar 4.5/85mm no and , caps, matching magazine and original leather case Ross
London Stereo Wet Plate Sliding Box Camera c.1860, condition B/A very early English wet-plate camera for stereo and normal exposures on 4 1/4 x 7" plates, mahogany body in beautiful condition (varnish restored), original ivory maker's plaque, all brass parts original, made to order later ground glass, with matching dual Ross London lens pair
no.9874 and 9875 for stereo exposures and early Petzval type Ross lens no.7919 for whole plate exposures, a very rare camera! 579 Watson & Sons 8x10" Stereo Tailboard Camera c.1900, condition B/A mahogany stereo camera in beautiful condition, original brown bellows, complete brass fittings, with matching Lancaster & Son Rectigraph brass
lenses and one double film holder Simda Panorascope * 500 no. 2225, c.1956, condition B rare French stereo camera for 300 exposures 10x20mm on 16mm film, later version with Angenieux 3.5/25mm lenses, 2-tone grey leather covering, in very fine condition 575 Stereoscope Stereo Field Camera * 600 c.1900, condition B/A well made 13x18cm
folding stereo camera with dual Stereoscop Anastigmat lenses, in very good condition (repairs to the wooden bed), with two matching double plate holders 576 Stereoscope Verascope 'Luxus' c.1910, condition B/A classic table-top stereo viewer for 45x107mm plates, very rare 'Luxus' version finished in exotic wood, in beautiful condition and of course
fully operable, total height 42cm, one of the nicest examples we have seen PANORAMIC CAMERAS 580 Fujica G617 Professional Panorama * 700 no , c.1990, condition A/B panoramic camera for 6x17cm on 120 rollfilm, in near mint condition with Fujinon-SW 8/105mm, cap, strap, original case 581 Linhof Technorama * 800 no , c.1980, condition B
x17cm panoramic camera with Schneider Kreuznach MC Super-Angulon 5.6/90mm no (minimal cleaning marks)), original finder52 582 Noblex Prototypes (various) 500 c.1995, condition A/B three stages of development of the Noblex Pro 6/150 HS camera: from a hard foam prototype, through raw aluminium cast housing to the empty finished
housing, together with a smaller Noblex 135U aluminium cast housing and Noblex folders and sample pictures 583 Noblex 135 Prototypes 600 c.1995, condition A/B (1) Noblex 135 black/silver prototype presentation camera with built-in light meter, automatic exposure function and equipped with large LCD display on top, (2) Noblex 135 Pro Sport
prototype housing finished in black/yellow, - both cameras never went to the serial production and are the only known prototypes 584 Noblex 135 U gold 500 no , c.1995, condition B/A unique prototype panoramic camera finished in gold, in very good working condition, with Panolux 135 light meter, with a history of this special construction 585
Noblex Pro 6/150 F * 500 no. 999, c.2000, condition A/B modern medium format rotating lens panorama camera for 5x12cm exposures on 120 rollfilm, in excellent and perfect working condition, Tessar 4.5/50mm, instructions and certificate MOVIE EQUIPMENT 586 Arnold & Richter ARRI 120 Blimp no , c.1955, condition B studio camera from the
estate of the late Austrian film producer Kurt Miksch used to shoot Austrian and German feature movies among them 1959 Die Halbzarte' starring Romy Schneider. The submarine-like blimp is made of aluminium and was originally constructed for a Arriflex 35 II with a 120m magazine. The noise of the camera is reduced to a minimum by a
sophisticated combination of insulation materials and elastic seals. The equipment consists of a fully equipped blimp (no. 298) with cassette motor and matte box, Schneider Cinegon 1.8/18mm no , tripod adapter, all in an aluminium carrying case. A wonderful piece of film history! 587 Arnold & Richter ARRI 300 Blimp no. B6258/94, c.1955, condition
B studio camera from the estate of the late Austrian film producer Kurt Miksch which was used to shoot a lot of Austrian and German feature films among them the 1959 film Die Halbzarte" starring Romy Schneider. The submarine-like blimp is made of aluminium and was originally constructed for a Arriflex 35 II A with a 300m magazine. The noise of
the camera is reduced to a minimum by a sophisticated combination of insulation materials and elastic seals. The equipment consists of a fully equipped blimp (No. 94) with cassette motor and matte box, an Arriflex IIB (No. B6258) which is mounted on the flat base synch motor, a Cooke Speed Panchro 2/75mm, 4 interchangeable film gates for
different standard and widescreen formats, five 300m film magazines, various additional parts and cables. The camera is mounted on a hydraulic stand and comes with an aluminium carrying case. A wonderful exhibit with a history! 588 Arnold & Richter ARRI 16M 400 no. 1183, c.1970, condition B the 16M is the improved successor of the ARRI ST
which was released in 1962, the M stands for magazine since the camera has no internal film spools and can only be operated with the interchangeable magazines. The offered camera is in good original condition and comes with 2 x 120m and one 60m magazines. In addition to the camera we offer the sought after ARRI Quarz-Antriebssystem A16ST
E (Nr 049), a supplementary electric motor which allows to synch the camera and which can be used as a single frame unit. 589 Bell & Howell Cine Camera # no. 668, c.1926, condition B/C very rare and important early 35mm cine camera with 4 rare lenses: Astro Pictorial Tachar 1.8/40mm no.1414, Astro Picturial Tachar 1.8/50mm no.6474, Astro
Picturial Tachar 1.8/75mm no.12252, Taylor Hobson Cooke 1 3/8"/2,5 Kinic Anastigmat (all lenses in good condition with clean optics), film magazines missing, with some accessories 590 Debrie Parvo L 'Ufa' no. 4452, c.1930, condition C/B in the 1920 s und 30 s the Parvo L was one of the most popular tools among professional cameramen, its
compact design and its reliability made it the first choice for newsreel as well as for feature films. The offered camera is part of the estate of the late Austrian film producer Kurt Miksch and was used at the news department of Ufa and Selenophon (Austrian newsreel agency). The Parvo L was the most advanced camera of its time. Since it had an
extremely accurate film movement the camera could also be used to shoot in reverse. Together with the sophisticated mechanical fader this technical feature allowed to cross dissolve two shots on the set a big advantage at a time that did hardly know any post production! The offered Parvo has never been restored and is in the original used
condition. As can be told by the circular reseller label on the right side, the camera was originally sold by the Schatzow company of Berlin. It comes with a hand crank, an attached electric motor, 2x 60m magazines and 6 reels of 35mm positive film that was shot with this very camera: (1) 3 German newsreels from 1930, (2) one reel showing
Hindenburg s state funeral followed by the inauguration of the German Wehrmacht and a parade for Benito Mussolini, (3) one single reel labelled Vollgas durch die Alpen (at full throttle across the Alps) and (4) one Austrian post-war newsreel Welt im Bild Nr Debrie Parvo L 700 no. 6893, c.1930, condition B professional hand-cranked 35mm motion
picture camera, with unmarked F:2 lens, wooden carrying case for the camera, two film spools, two cranks and hood with filter slots 592 Ernemann Kinette with 35mm Leitz Lens 800 no , c.1925, condition B later type 35mm hand cranked camera with original spool, very rare with brass E. Leitz Wetzlar 35mm lens (no other markings), in good
working condition, inclusive film magazine and crank 593 Kinap Rodina 35mm 500 no. 392, 1960, condition B heavy Soviet 35mm studio-camera with PO3-3M 2/50mm NN and PO56-2 2/3.5cm N003266, in good condition53 594 Lumiere Cinématographe outfit no. 407, 1895, condition B On February , Louis and Auguste Lumière patented the name
Cinématographe in both their names. Their Cinématographe combined a camera for recording the movement, a printer and, when connected to a magic lantern, a projector. About the same size of an ordinary hand held still camera, the Cinématographe differed from the Kinetoscope in many ways - notably in its size and weight. The camera in this
auction is one of the best examples known to exist, completely original, never restored. It comes with the original taking and projections lens and three Lumiere Cintematographe films in their original metal cases 595 Cinématographe Lumière' by Marcelline Auzolle , condition B Dimensions 120 x 160 cm mounted on tissue. Printed by E Pichot, Paris.
This is the most famous poster of its kind and introduces the all-new "cinematographe" process. The scene is from the film "L'Arroseur Arrosé" from 1895 in Louis Lumière's garden in La Ciotat, showing Lumière's gardener. The rare poster is framed and in fantastic original condition! LENSES 599 Busch Topogon (Bauart Carl Zeiss) 6.3/20cm 300 no ,
c.1939, condition B uncoated prototype front element, engraved: Topogon (Bauart Carl Zeiss) 1:6.3 f=20cm Hersteller Emil Busch A.-G. Rathenow Nr , ex collection Prof. Max Seddig, cofounder of Schneider Kreuznach 600 Carl Zeiss Jena Topogon 6.3/20cm T 500 no , c.1940, condition B/A extremely rare Topogon in BLC construction for large format
military aerial cameras (Reihenmeßkamera), in shutter mechanism - this is the largest Topogon produced for the German military 601 Carl Zeiss Jena Anastigmat 12.5/196mm 600 no. 1326, 1892, condition B very rare and early Anastigmat (pre Protar) with iris diaphragm to 64, clean aperture blades, mounting ring - ex. Zeiss Museum collection 602
Carl Zeiss Jena Planar 4.5/10cm Series Ia 500 no , 1907, condition A/B early Planar in black-painted brass mount, designed for microscopically enlargements and macro work, covering medium format, in near mint condition, with leather keeper Angenieux 0.95/1" (25mm) 300 no , 1958, condition A/B ultra-fast C-Mount lens in near mint condition,
uncommon version for Bell & Howell, with clean optics, Series 5.5 filter adapter and original caps 603 Carl Zeiss Jena Protar 18/8.5cm * 200 no , 1934, condition B/A very rare, small Protar lens (according to the Thiele's production lists only c.300 of these lenses have been made), height 17mm, covering medium format, in very good condition
Angenieux Retrofocus Type R11 3.5/28mm 200 no , 1954, condition B in Exakta mount, in very good condition with good optics (only few cleaning marks), with original front cap 604 Carl Zeiss Jena Biotar 1.4/4cm * 900 no , 1927, condition B/A very rare lens for movie cameras in heavy black housing and screw mount, iris diaphragm, clean optics 598
Angenieux Retrofocus Type R1 2.5/35mm 200 no , 1955, condition B in Exakta mount, in good condition with good optics 605 Carl Zeiss Jena R-Sonnar 1.5/50mm 300 no , 1942, condition B/A extremely rare war-time coated R-Sonnar (X-Ray) lens head in excellent condition, clear lenses (only minimal cleaning marks on front element) - issued in a
batch of 200 lenses on54 606 Carl Zeiss Jena R-Sonnar 1.5/50mm * 400 no , 1956, condition B/A extremely rare post-war and coated R-Sonnar (X-Ray) lens head in special housing, in excellent condition, clear lenses - Thiele lists only 40 units of the 1.5/50mm R-Sonnar produced from Carl Zeiss Jena Biotar T* 1.5/7.5cm 600 no , 1948, condition B fast
portrait lens in 35mm Exakta mount, in very good condition, optics with cleaning marks and some very small gas bubbles in the glass, front cap 608 Carl Zeiss Jena Biotar 2/10cm no , 1939, condition B fast and rare lens for the Exakta 6x6, made in a batch of only 100 lenses issued on , in very good condition, minimal cleaning marks on front element,
with front cap 609 Carl Zeiss Jena Fernobjektiv 8/500mm 200 no , 1962, condition B/A late Fernobjektiv 8/500mm in Exakta mount in very good condition, with hood and rear cap 610 Carl Zeiss Jena 'Special Lenses' (various) , condition B very interesting lenses: (1) Hg-Tessar 4.5/7.5cm no (1940, Thiele lists this lens as one of a kind from the ZeissArchive), (2) Triotar 2.8/10.5cm no V1/3 (Versuchsobjektiv with iris diaphragm), (3) Tessar 3.5/5cm no (1947, for Contax with black diaphragm disc placed on front), (4) Sonnar 2/5cm T no (1945, very early post war lens for Contax, prototype with black front) 614 Darlot Optician Paris Objectif Universel Trousse set 400 no. 1309, c.1890, condition B
casket lens set in very good original condition, with 2 unmarked standard elements (one with small chip) and 6 additional lens elements in various focal lengths (marked: 14, 17, 25, 33, 38 and 45) and one empty rings, aperture lever missing, otherwise in very good condition, everything in original padded case with key 615 Derogy Rectilineaire
Aplanetique No no , c.1880, condition B/A late brass landscape lens in excellent condition, c.45cm focal length, front and rear element diameter c.65mm, total height 11cm, rotating diaphragm disc, with leather cap and mounting ring 616 Goerz Berlin Hypergon Serie X No.00 90mm no , c.1900, condition B famous early ultra wide angle lens with
rotating 'star' in the middle to allow an even exposure across the frame, covering 10x12", in very good original condition 617 Hermagis Casket Lens Set 600 no , c.1870, condition B/A large casket convertible lens set including center part with slot for Waterhouse stops and shutter and six elements for various focal lengths (Apl. no.7, Apl. no.4, Apl.
no.5bis, Apl. no.7, G.A. no.5, G.A. no.6, G.A. no.7) - all in very good condition, also with a set of 8 Waterhouse stops, gravity shutter with release attachment and fitted box for the outfit 618 Hugo Meyer Kino Plasmat 1.5/1" * 800 no , 1928, condition B sought after cine lens in focusing C-mount, fine condition with clean optics Carl Zeiss Sonnar
5.6/250mm * 900 no , 1961, condition B Sonnar for Linhof in Synchro-Compur shutter, in very good condition, clean optics, with caps, on Technika lens board 612 Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar 2.8/10-100mm * 300 no , 1967, condition B professional zoom cine lens in Arriflex B mount, in special Arri housing with slot for square 76x76mm filters, in very good
condition, clean optics, rear cap 619 Hugo Meyer Kino Plasmat 2/10cm * no , 1930, condition B extremely rare and fast lens, made probably to special order only, (the only other lens we know is no from 1934), front element diameter 50mm, rear element diameter 47mm, aperture scale f.2-f.11, in heavy brass focusing mount, perfect clean optics Carl
Zeiss Jena, Meyer, Schneider lenses blueprints (various) 400 c , condition B/A two large folders with a large quantity of original blueprints of various Zeiss, Schneider and Meyer lenses, incl. technical drawings of many famous constructions like Biotar 1.5/75mm, Primoplan 1.8/58mm, Xenon 1.9/50mm and many more, all very interesting and in
excellent condition55 620 Hugo Meyer Plasmat 1.5/9cm no , 1926, condition B very rare ultra fast lens, covering medium format, in focusing mount with working iris diaphragm, in very good condition, clean optics, with mounting ring, only handful of these lenses are known to exist 626 Kinoptik Paris Fulgior 1.3/35mm no , c.1970, condition B very
rare fast cine lens in non-focusing Arri Standard mount, excellent condition, clean optics (only few hairline cleaning marks visible) 621 Hugo Meyer Doppel Plasmat 4/30cm * 800 no , 1926, condition B/A early version in heavy brass mount, front and rear element diameter c.75mm total height c.115mm, in excellent condition with clean optics, iris
diaphragm f.4 to f.36, with mounting ring, on 153x153mm wooden lens board 622 Hugo Meyer Tele Megor 4/10cm Prototype 400 no , c.1930, condition A/B very interesting black/nickel lens in focussing screw mount, prototype engraved 'V51285', in very good condition, front lens with some marks 623 Hugo Meyer Megon 2/10cm no , 1939, condition
B/A one of the most rare lenses produced by Hugo Meyer, heavy chromed brass construction, in original Primarflex focusing mount, covering medium format, in excellent condition with nearly perfect optics, only few of these lenses are known to exist 624 Kern Macro-Switar AR 1.8/50mm 700 no , c.1960, condition B/A sought after standard lens for
Alpa with macro focusing possibility, all-black version, good optics with only minimal cleaning marks 627 Kinoptik Special Cine 2.8/210mm no , c.1960, condition B very rare cine lens in Cameflex mount, optics with cleaning marks and slight coating blemishes, front and rear cap 628 Kodak Aero-Ektar 2.5/178mm * 300 no. ER1293, 1944, condition B
late version in good condition with clean optics, working iris diaphragm 629 Lerebours et Secretan Meniscus Landscape lens 900 no. 4719, c.1850, condition B very early landscape meniscus lens from a famous French manufacture 'Lerebours et Secretan' (maker of the lens for the 1839 Daguerre camera), focal length c.60cm, optics diameter 76mm,
total height 11,5cm, in very good original condition, with brass front shutter cap and mounting ring 630 Nikon Process-Nikkor 10/260mm * 400 no , c.1970, condition A high quality ultra wide angle large format lens, image circle at hyperfocal distance c.450mm, in mint condition with clean optics, original special front and rear cap, mounted on Sinar
lens board, in maker's box Kinoptik Tegea 1.8/5.7mm 400 no , c.1975, condition A ultra wide angle cine lens in Arriflex Standard mount, in beautiful, almost mint condition, with original front and rear cap56 631 Nikon Process-Nikkor 10/260mm * 400 no , c.1970, condition A high quality ultra wide angle large format lens, image circle at hyperfocal
distance c.450mm, in mint condition with clean optics, original special front and rear cap, with mounting ring, certificate in maker's box 638 Schneider Tele-Xenar 3.8/7.5cm 'German Navy' 600 no , 1937, condition B very rare C-Mount lens with original engraving on the barrel: 'MF954' and German eagle, in very good condition, with matching hood
632 Olympus Zuiko-Mirror T 8/800mm no , c.1968, condition B the longest Olympus Pen lens and the most rare Olympus lens at all (total production 36 pieces), in very fine condition, complete with hood, caps, UV filter, focusing mount, all in fitted carrying case 633 Rodenstock Monokel - Objektivsatz II 400 no , c.1932, condition B very rare lens set
with brass lens housing (6cm high), complete set of 10 simple interchangeable optics in various focal lengths (all in very good condition, diameter 38mm), five Waterhouse stops, with mounting ring and fitted box for the set Rodenstock Tiefenbildner-Imagon 5.8/300mm * 500 no , 1960, condition B/A large format soft focus lens in excellent condition,
with clean optics, with three special front apertures: H=9.5 to H=11.5, H=7.7 to H=9.5 and H=5.8 to H=7.7, original hood and front cap, in working Compound shutter, with Sinar lens board and Pol filter in Sinar mount Rodenstock Tiefenbildner-Imagon 5.8/360mm * 400 no , 1962, condition A/B large format soft focus lens in near mint condition,
with two special front apertures: H=5.8 to H=7.7 and H=9.5 to H=11.5, original 4x ND filter, mounting ring, front cap and maker's box 639 Schneider Xenon 2/75mm * 300 no , 1953, condition B coated lens in Arriflex Standard mount, very good condition, optics slightly hazy, rear cap 640 Som Berthiot Pan-Cinor 2.4/ mm 600 no , c.1970, condition B
very fast 35mm cine lens in original Arri Standard mount, very rare, probably made to order only, in very good condition, optics with minimal blemishes inside and slight cleaning marks, with zoom lever, hood, caps and wooden carrying case Taylor Hobson Cooke Speed Panchro Ser. II 1.8/25mm 600 no , c.1960, condition B rare coated Speed Panchro
in focusing cine mount, very clean lenses, perfect diaphragm Taylor Hobson Cooke Speed Panchro 2/35mm 500 no , c.1955, condition B/A coated lenses in very fine condition, clean lenses, in cine focusing mount, smooth aperture Taylor & Hobson Cooke Anastigmat Series II 4.5/10 1/2" * 300 no , c.1935, condition B/A in beautiful condition, covering 6
1/2 x 8 1/2", clean optics, with leather front cap and original leather case with Taylor & Hobson logo Ross London Orthographic Lens 600 no. 6024, 1860, condition B early Ross lens, redesigned Petzval formula similar to the Voigtländer' s Orthoscop, c.30" (75cm) focal length, front element diameter 75mm, rear element diameter 46mm, total height
83mm, with slot for Waterhouse stops, very good optics 644 Taylor & Hobson lenses (various) * 200 c.1950, condition B/A two Taylor & Hobson lenses: Cooke Apotal 9/14" no (clean, with front cap and mounting ring) and Butal 8/9 3/4" no (slight coating blemishes inside, on Sinar lens board, with front cap), both lenses engraved with f-stop scale and
mm scale, both in excellent cosmetic condition Schneider Arriflex-Cine-Xenon 2/100mm * 700 no , 1971, condition B/A fast cine lens in excellent condition, very good optics with only few hairline cleaning marks, rear cap57 BINOCULARS 645 Voigtländer Euryscop IV No.5 * 400 no , 1892, condition B brass large format lens, large coverage of
c.14x17", total height 14cm, with slot for Waterhouse stops, very good, clean optics 653 Carl Zeiss Jena Deltrintem 8x30 cut-away model 200 no , c.1970, condition A/B well made original Zeiss cut-away model in excellent condition Voigtländer Lanthom 2.6/50mm 300 no , 1954, condition B very rare lens, not listed in the official production lists, front
element diameter 30mm, rear element diameter 19mm, covering 35mm full frame, optics with cleaning marks on front element, in Prontor-SVS shutter (not operable, missing parts), working iris diaphragm 654 Nikko 5x10 Trench Periscope 300 no , c.1940, condition B early Nikon WWII Japanese army hand-held periscope, with extendable prism,
wooden handle, in original metal carrying case 647 Voigtländer Apo-Lanthar 4.5/10.5cm 600 no , 1953, condition B/A in excellent condition with clean optics, in Linhof Synchro- Compur shutter, on Technika lens board, with original cap 655 Carl Zeiss Dialyt 40x60 Monocular Spotting Scope 400 no , c.1980, condition A/B very rare and in near mint
condition with clean lenses (caps, strap), successor of the Hensoldt Dialyt 40x Voigtländer Apo Lanthar 4.5/15cm * 500 no , 1956, condition A/B in near mint condition with clean optics, in Linhof Synchro- Compur shutter and on Graflex lens board 649 Voigtländer Apo-Lanthar 4.5/15cm * 400 no , 1952, condition B classic APO lens in very good
condition, good optics (tiny edge separation and few cleaning marks visible), in working Synchro-Compur shutter, on early Technika lens board 656 Ernst Leitz Binoculars (various) 300 c , condition B three binoculars by Leitz, two for German military: (1) Binux 8x30 no (cond. B, fine optics), (2) Dienstglas 6x30 no (cond. B, engraved 'M H/6400'), (3)
Dienstglas 6x30 no (cond. B-, engraved with 'Dienstglas' and 'M H/6400') Voigtländer R-Super-Nokton 16cm 900 c.1955, condition B very rare black painted, massive, coated post-war X-Ray Nokton in very fine condition, no serial number, no diaphragm, front lens diameter c.17cm, rear lens diameter c.8cm, height c.18.7cm 651 Voigtländer UniversalHeliar 4.5/30cm 400 no , 1942, condition B war-time lens in very good condition, with very good optics, rotating front ring with scale from 0 to 5 for sharp or softer images Voigtländer Zoomar 2.8/36-82mm * 200 no , 1959, condition B classic zoom lens in Exakta mount, in very good condition, optics slightly hazy, with Focar A close-up lens, original
rubber hood58 MICROSCOPES VARIOUS PHOTOGRAPHICA, OPTICAL TOYS + ADVERTISING 657 Nikon Model S Binocular Microscope 300 no , c.1970, condition B/A the first commercially successful Microscope made by Nikon, in excellent condition with binocular viewer no.70475, four lenses in turret: (1)Nikon no.80332, (2) Tiyoda HI
no.p154095, (3) Nikon no.79364, (4) Nikon no and Nikon 10x oculars th Century Mantel Clock 'Travelling Showman' c.1880, condition B late 19th century French brass clock with c.36cm high figurine of a travelling showman with his optical peepshow box, as well as a child collecting the money from the viewers, in very good condition, missing key for
the clock, very rare and decorative Ernst Leitz Wetzlar Brass Microscope Stativ IIb * 700 no , 1902, condition A/B early microscope in very fine condition with 3 lenses, 3 oculars and small accessories with papers in matching wooden carrying box with matching number Ernst Leitz Panphot Polarisation Microscope set 500 c.1950, condition B in its
time one of the most advanced microscopes for photomicrography made by Leitz, length 84cm, high 84cm, width 38cm, with high output arc lamp and 110V transformer, 4 Leitz lenses: (1) 170/1.17 Oel 100:1, (2) 170/ :1, (3) 170/- 10:1, (4) 170/- 3.5:1, two 10x oculars, dark field converter, mechanical stage and Leica If no , everything in good, original
condition 660 Ross London Microscope 700 no. 5261, c.1890, condition A/B magnificent English brass microscope, base engraved with maker's name, with 3" Manley lens, eyepiece marked 1, and two other unmarked lenses, the sub-stage condenser consists of a rotating filter and aperture holder and a variable iris diaphragm, the mirror is planoconcave, the microscope is complete and in absolutely perfect condition, of course fully functional, it comes with a very interesting selection of 6 boxed micro photographs mounted on standard sample carrier: (1) micro photography labelled Naughty boy, reseller label by J. Amadio London, (2) marked Jubilee Photography of her Majesty the Queen, (3)
Photograph The Stage at Bay. Painted by Sir E. Landseer, (4) portrait of Richard Cobden, printed label A Photographic Curiosity for the Microscope, (5) portrait of Dr. David Livingstone, (6) portrait of Garibaldi, all photographs are in perfect condition, also included is a selection of 10 mounted pathological specimens 663 Alphonse Giroux Le
Phenakisticope c.1833, condition B invented in 1832, the Phenakisticope was a first apparatus to show animated pictures, one year later Alphonse Giroux commercialized the idea with offering a hand-held device with a set of discs with various animated pictures, the spectator looks through the slits in the viewing disc and the image is reflected in the
mirror, the set is in fine condition, includes a disc holder with wooden handle, 10 disc with various pictures (18cm diameter, two of them stamped on reverse with original Giroux stamp) and one larger viewing disc with holes (probably later), everything with partially restored original box (24.5x24.5cm), a milestone in the history of film and animation
664 Bronze Chryselephantine Sculpture 700 c.1920, condition B c.16cm high bronze statue with ivory details, representing a young lady holding a bellows camera, marked on base 'G. Omerth', on round marble stand, very rare 665 Camera Obscura 300 c.1850, condition B brass head of a French camera obscura with rotating prism, in very good
condition Simon Plössl Microscope c.1858, condition B very rare and early Viennese microscope, large model with circular stand, signed on the tube 'Plössl in Wien', lacquered brass, blue and burnished steel. Three eyepieces nos.1, 2, 3, three lenses nos.1,2,3 and accessories. All in fitted green velvet-lined walnut-veneered case59 666 Dubosq Louis
Jules Grimatiscope c.1870, condition B despite the appearance not a stereoscope, it is an extremely rare special viewer for photo cards, providing an amusing distorted view of the original image, built-in clockwork slowly rotates internal distorting lenses providing different view for each eye, in excellent condition, height 14cm, with original winding
key, only 2 of these rare viewers are known to exist in the world, an unique opportunity for every serious collector 667 English Laterna Magica c.1880, condition B English bi-uncial lantern complete with the two matching brass lenses each with rack and pinion focusing, all fittings made of brass, the chimney made of iron, in very fine condition, total
height: 65cm, base plate 53x26cm 668 Lapierre, France Magic Lantern 300 c.1880, condition B beautiful, highly decorative French magic lantern, with colourful metal body, original petrol lamp with flawless green glass petrol canister, on chrome stand, total height c.48cm 671 Nikon Theodolite Transit G2 Nippon Kogaku Tokyo 800 no , 1949,
condition B-A The theodolite "Transit G2" was the successor of the model Transit G, one of the first civilian products which Nippon Kogaku K.K. has established after the Second World War. these devices have been used by surveyors for rural and urban surveying; but also in the construction of tunnels and mining. This model is in an extraordinarily
beautiful state, almost no signs of wear. It comes in a massive lockable wooden box with plumb bob, sun visor and other accessories. 672 Peep Egg 300 c.1850, condition B rare, largest model made (c.16cm high) with alabaster body, painted floral decoration, 3 rotating views: Victoria Road from the Pier, Battery, and a natural composition with plants,
stones and shells 673 Rotofoto Mutoscope 600 c.1920, condition B very rare, small, table-top German Mutoscope, c.25cm high, blue painted body, in good working condition, with one reel with animated children story French Camera Obscura 400 c.1820, condition B early French camera obscura with adjustable prism, in good original condition, with
large later tripod, drawing table and tent - a fully usable and interesting outfit 670 International Mutoscope Reel Co. - Mutoscope 'Striptease' c.1930, condition B US-made large and heavy, coin-operated Mutoscope, with a large reel showing a striptease show, 131cm high + additional 59cm high top-mounted sign, in very good working condition,
probably restored in it's lifespan 674 Two Porcelain Figures 300 c.1900, condition B two Chinese style porcelain figures of travelling showmen - the lady's figure carrying an optical box, in fine condition, both marked on the base 'W & R, L', few broken parts, still an attractive display item60 675 Vincent and Charles Chevalier Camera Lucida no. 648,
1834, condition B extremely early and historically important Camera Lucida, one of the earliest known and one of the earliest optical instruments made by Vincent and (his son) Charles Chevalier, varnished brass body in very good original condition, no missing parts, with extremely rare original French instruction booklet from 1834 (14x22cm, in
good condition, with no missing pages), original fitted mahogany box, an important piece of the history of photography 676 Vincent Chevalier Camera Obscura c.1823, condition B/A early, historically important camera obscura, made by Vincent Chevalier (father of the Charles Chevalier and coinventor of the first Daguerreotype camera), a camera
obscura was used by artistic painters to quickly draw sketches, with parts of original tripod (original height c.170cm, legs shortened for display purposes by previous owner) and in excellent original condition, less than 10 examples are known to exist in the world today 677 Zograscope Viewer 200 c.1830, condition B rare pre-photographic viewing
device on a stand, made in France, the large magnifying lens and a hinged mirror are specially positioned to correctly view Vue d'optique prints. Beautiful wood work, the lens has minimal chip, otherwise in good original condition 678 Advertising Material 300 c.1950, condition B an unique Hauff Pancola Film pendulum clock (needs service), together
with very rare oversized cardboard box Leonar Sel de Fixage Rapide (fixing salt) 679 Agfa Advertising Material (various) 300 c.1950, condition B very well preserved Agfa flag 47x68cm, with rhomboidal wooden Barometer c.22x29cm (cond. B, working), 25x109cm Agfacolor glass sign (cond. B/C), and attractive 24x34cm mirror with built-in perpetual
calendar 680 Agfa Clock 300 c.1960, condition B/A large 57x42cm wall clock with light, in excellent working condition (light bulb needs replacement) 681 Agfa Oversized Film Boxes 300 c.1950, condition B three original Agfa oversized film boxes in excellent condition: one large 73cm long metal film box and two cardboard boxes 40cm and 36cm long
682 Agfa Rapid Display Stand 300 c.1965, condition B very interesting and rare display stand with oversized camera on top and moving film strip inside, in good original condition and working order, height c.68cm 683 Ernemann Enamel Plate c.1905, condition B/C extremely rare and early enamel plate (size 46x70cm), showing two Heag cameras
with red bellows, signed ' lierwerk Heine..', in fine condition, small repairs on the rear side 684 Pathe Cinema Ceramic Display Stand 300 c.1950, condition A/B very rare and beautiful ceramic display stand 'Pathe Cinema' made by French manufacture 'Villenauxe en Champagne" (stamp on base), height c.21cm, finished in blue and gold, in nearly
perfect condition 685 Perutz Oversized Film Box 200 c.1950, condition B attractive metal oversized film box, 74cm length, in very good condition 686 Voigtländer Heliar Display Lamp 200 c.1920, condition B probably unique, early display lamp with well preserved 18x24cm glass plate, metal housing and wooden foot 687 Zeiss Ikon Film Advertising
Flag 400 c.1930, condition B very rare large original advertising flag printed with bright red and yellow on linen, length c.200cm, width c.80cm, in very good, unrestored condition, only few tiny holes and marks on fabric, with original cardboard mailing tube with Zeiss Ikon, Dresden stamp
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